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Introduction
Modern processes observed in the economies, industries and business structures of European countries are subject to globalization, integration and transformation. These processes are followed by the indispensable restructuring of the
foundations of life activity both in scale and structure and in content and linguistic
meaning of perception. The dynamics of changes expands the organic structure of
the national economy and retains in itself the properties of the perception of new
elements of reproduction and exchange actions dictated by scientific and technological progress. The production and service spheres of human activities have
particularly high rates of development, which requires evaluating the objectivity of introducing them into the environment of reproduction processes based on
structure formation, pragmatic utility and resource to form their own environment
and new forms of economic growth. The logical-mathematical toolkit for switching society and its functional systems to other, more efficient, ways of establishing
effective life support contributes to the timely recognition, system support and the
subsequent development of the scientific basis of the first-time declared activity.
The basic sources for maintaining the current level of economic growth and life
efficiency are both the material sphere of production, the development of which in
modern interaction schemes increasingly falls under the control of the economy
mode, and the non-productive services sector, the development of which depends
on the general culture, demand and wealth of the population.
In economic classifications, the varieties of business and service business occupy a buffer position between the sphere of production and the non-productive
sphere. They persistently declare their independence and successfully pass the
stages of their formation on the terms of a tendentious increase in the pragmatic
value of virtuality of labor and industry. The scientific and technological movement provides high rates of replacement of physically worn and outdated technologies, the transition to meet the needs of society for the change from the priority development of large-scale production of products and services to small-scale
batches and groups, spatial and digital economy validation.
The understanding of the service business in the monograph is connected with
the logic of the sequential concentration of certain types of auxiliary, support,
maintenance and time-paid work in the economic structures of self-sufficiency.
These types of labor are characterized by a ramified structure of operations, work
and functions, the scale of which follows the demand for good and has a natural
tendency to frequency replace production growth by maintaining the achieved
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level or subsequent slow decay. It is quite natural to assume that for individual
search structures and stages of development it is required to develop their own
methods of reflecting the phenomenon, approaches to the organization of development, ways of evaluating effective reproduction and activity management. That
is, there comes a moment of challenge, when it is required to begin consideration
on a critical basis of those forms of activity that the study presents on a scientific
basis as a “business” and “service business”. This beginning of the movement,
which has its own essence of a new structural formation, a special matrix of differences, facts of manifestation and characteristics of the economic environment, requires the determination of an effective path of perception and development. Such
a model, which is assessed as formal, is represented by informative sets of initial
matrices and conditions that can be studied, systematized and should be offered
to the public for use as a methodological basis for recognition and accounting in
classifications. There is a need for the systematization, evaluation of autonomy
and the development of guidelines for the actual movement of a number of labor
operations and processes that have a dual assessment of their essence in the formation of value. We mean those processes that still continue to be attributed by
researchers either to the sphere of material production or to the sphere of non-material services alternately because of the vagueness of their physical significance
for economic theory. According to their perception characteristics, such labor operations and processes can be divided between the sphere, in which the means
of production and consumer goods are produced, and the sphere, in which the
provision of heterogeneous services is carried out. In addition, the methodological
basis of their belonging to a particular area remains insufficiently clarified. This
and some other intermediate positions, which are still little studied or unknown,
are characterized by the parallel movement of two media: going out of circulation
and affirming it. The complexity of the defining part of the study is related to the
fact that the same type of terminology is used in both environments. Based on this,
the research in the monograph is limited to the following tasks:
1) the interpretation of the phenomenological content of the service business
and the relevant phenomena “Service” and “Business” in the new formations of
individual production entities, where the “activity” is ontologically primary;
2) preparation of political economics basis and semantic information for creating a relational matrix of results connected to the “Attitude”, “Dependence” and
“Relationship” processes;
3) synthesis of formal research links with the elements of “Interaction”, “Group
Identity”, “Stratification Relationship”;
4) clarification of the economic distribution process and of the mechanisms of
entry of citizens and groups of producers with different social attitudes of thinking
and life support in a community;
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5) establishment of a model representation of the service business and the formal-axiomatic form of its scientific and methodological support and monitoring.
The originality of the events and facts under study is confirmed by the specification of the development of the research subject depending on the selected list of
methods for converting the sought information into target aggregates, its systematization, morphological analysis, synthesis of characteristic features and development of reasoning. The specification of the transition of knowledge to the scientific-theoretical level is enhanced by a combination of political economy method and
the reduction method, which are applied to the formulation and description of the
conditions for converting evidence, concepts and entities into simpler aggregates
of the systemic perception of the terms of the language of the first-order logic.
The monograph also uses as auxiliary means of analysis and model formalization
many methods of recognizing and describing probabilistic, blurry and poorly distinguishable phenomena by the properties of their movement, accumulation and
fractality. The semantic data model is connected to the structural and manipulative
integrity as a structural unit reflecting the basic of the economic phenomenon,
which is the service business. This methodical technique provides for the needs of
the deductive construction of reality by combining the following three scientific
functions: the function of refining data semantics, the function of reproducing
sociological diagnostics of the movement of society to progress, and the function
of searching for directions and methods of hierarchical co-organization of socially
significant activities. The search and systematization of the qualities, properties,
elements and features of the phenomenon under study, the origin of which is based
on the characteristics of material production and labor, the non-production services sector, the business and the service business proper, result in the completed
holistic semantic model. For recognizing the properties and features of the subject of research, systematization of its characteristics, as well as for the purpose
of demonstrating patterns of movement in diverse environments, preference is
given to the references to source material, the relevance of which is confirmed by
the course of development of political economy, patterns of structure formation,
sports business and the approval of physical and health movement culture.

9

1.

Organic base of business
and service business
The key of movement to the hidden:
In the state, every interest must have
its own respective organization
the action of which is determined by the degree of unlimited independence.

The method (from Greek. “methodos” – the way of research) of political economy allows considering the object of the research, which is business and service
business, in relation with the events of political agreement, economic interaction
and effective movement of subjects in space. According to G.S. Vechkanov1, the
combination of the named interaction substances makes it possible to present and
consider the deep foundations of the necessary set of questions and to extend them
to the processes of the economic life of society.
Modernity expects to receive from analysts a theoretical apparatus that will
allow describing the movement of goods in the current, post-industrial society,
and therefore the analysis should include the search for the methodological basis
for the development of those that are difficult to be defined in terms of business
and virtual life support processes2. Business has the advantage that it possesses
a historical assessment, its own set of methods, procedures and classifications of
recognition, and therefore the desired theoretical apparatus for it can be obtained
by the method of breaking the whole into parts, which is the characteristic of political economy. The whole is represented as a business and its holistic varieties,
the basics of which are discussed in sources3,4.
The processes of developing the scientific and methodological foundations of
system support of conditions are required by the spheres of social production and
organization of production relations:
1

Вечканов, Г.С. (2016). Экономическая теория. Санкт-Петербург, Питер.
Щербаков, В.Н. (2018). Политическая экономия в контексте альтернатив развития.
Москва, Дашков и Ко.
3
Назаров, А.А. (2013). Теоретические основы формирования и развития бизнеса. Вестник
ТГУПБП, 3, 54–63.
4
Zikmund, W.G., Babin, B.J., Carr, J.C., & Griffin, M. (2013). Business research methods.
Cengage Learning.
2
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– accumulation of public goods and preservation of economic efficiency when
using them in conditions of uncertainty of resource distribution;
– ensuring equity and social justice in the innovation movement;
– development of the social foundations of a market economy;
– distribution of the social product between the layers of the well-to-do and
low-income population, taking into account new factors of materialization and
appropriation of the good;
– observance of social harmony and social consensus on the conditions of labor conservation, received from previous generations;
– ecological conservation and productive use of minerals and natural resources.
There are also more fundamental problems for concentrating the efforts of
science. These are a scientific substantiation of the paradigm of transitional or
conglomeration states of economic substances, the formation of conceptual and
ideological positions of the post-industrial society and the transformation of philosophical assessments of the general paths of the economic movement of society,
which is subject to market regulation and management. These problems can be
solved after realizing the modern value of labor.
The right to give a theoretical interpretation of the new facts of economic life
in the field of regulation and management of the socio-political and productioneconomic environments is reinforced by the values of social and economic human
development. Values are introduced by the dynamics and innovation of replacing
events, and the processes of combining political, industrial, and purely economic
ideas are becoming increasingly complex due to their adaptation to the mission
of democratization. The complexity of the formations is easily explained because
the subject field of social phenomena is replenished with events of probabilistic
nature of manifestation, in which the boundaries and outlines of relationships remain blurred for some time. In economics, such complexity is associated with the
conditions for the development of business and entrepreneurship, whose functions
have permeated all spheres of social relations. Earlier, it was possible to keep
silent about such phenomena, to leave them unattended because of the difficulty
of describing uncertainty, and to ignore the study of the facts of their entry into
the economic environment. Accounting for them in the analysis becomes a matter
of scientific principle for various reasons. For example, due to the fact that they
enter everyday life with full-fledged sources of well-being, they become factors of
economic growth or sources of wealth accumulation in the state.
The processes and actions that accelerate the development of a business resource as of a full-fledged form of economic relations have a natural content for
a political and economic analysis. Anticipating the questions that the entire social
environment of a person is a business, because it is based on the classification
criteria of the entrepreneurial promptness of a person, beyond which its produc-
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tive component differs in groups, we should say the following. In these groups,
the economic environment is indeed represented by large, medium or small businesses5. Their movement, concerning both relations in them and relations between
them, retains the scientific value6, because it has a dialectic character. There is one
disadvantage – it is unilaterally connected by the action “Business”, and this already indicates weaknesses that exist in substantiating the essence. The logic of the
application of the general approach in the classifications given in the sources7,8,9,
already reaches the levels of production, branch of economy or national economy
in general and is confirmed by their essence of coexistence. This essence includes
material resources and ways to ensure a social and philosophical strategy for sustainable development. The overall assessment can be done with the following set
of characteristics.
1. Large business takes the place of an unconditional system-forming factor
in societies for all positions of individual and collective demands and needs, because it is a fundamental production-economic form of life support in the state.
This form is based on economic interests, economic behavior of citizens, efficient
production of goods and services, rational appropriation of social wealth, which is
accumulated on a particularly large scale through the concentration of both living
and materialized labor within limits that have no boundaries. This form has the
necessary attributes of purpose, namely: the mission of developing the national
economy environment, a strategic approach to doing business, a vision of the ideal
picture of the future, the ideological basis of the movement, the modern methodology of the enterprise, a super-power set of possible measures. In methodological
terms, this form allows us to outline the scientific foundations of the association
of producers, to substantiate the organization’s hypotheses, to develop management principles and to highlight the peculiarities of the methodological support
of the state’s business environment. It has significant potential for the solution of
its own tasks of the service business environment; in its scientific presentation, it
creates a methodological and general theoretical foundation for its development
and in operational-performing level, it provides a material and technical basis for
the development of relations.
5
Саєнко, Г.В., Саєнко, В.Г., & Нікітенко, Н.А. (2012). Педагогічна система розвитку
підприємницької здібності людини, монографія. Луганськ, СПД Рєзніков В.С., С. 208.
6
Папаика, А.А., Саенко, Г.В., Саенко, В.Г., & Иванова, О.В. (2001). Методические основы
обеспечения эффективной производственной деятельности на начальной стадии развития
предпринимательства в регионе. Луганск, ЛГПУ им. Тараса Шевченко.
7
Масленников, В.В. (1997). Предпринимательские сети в бизнесе. Москва, ЦЭМ.
8
Глущенко, Е.В., Капцов, А.И., & Тихонравов, Ю.В. (1996). Основы предпринимательства.
Москва, Вестник.
9
Власова, В.М. (1997). Основы предпринимательской деятельности. Москва, Финансы
и статистика.
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2. Medium business of a society occupies a strategic place for a smaller number
of positions and freedoms than large business. In essence, it is a production-economic form of life support, which itself is subject to the integrity of ideas, policies,
programs, plans and projects of national economic development. The toolkit for
its movement and the method of establishment is the pragmatic need of the region
for the production of products and services that can count on one-time financing
for the arrangement of a limited number of jobs or on private capital. This business is based on the idea of mastering production, the sustainable development of
which is subject to the economic feasibility of performing work with relatively
small teams. Medium business can be directed to the productive stream according
to the mood of the owner of the enterprise and in accordance with owner’s mentality, everyday ideas and ideology. This company owner, who is also the manager
of capital, has at his/her disposal knowledge and professional experience, a strong
personal opinion about the production and competitive environment, small capital and the ability to interact with the authorities, also has executive abilities in
the field of service provision for the population. In their actions and decisions,
medium-sized businesses need to focus on the service business resource, which
depends on the material mobility of the environment, which is ready to consume
the product, and on the vigor of a businessperson who is willing to risk capital.
3. Small business is a production-economic form of life support, which is concentrated on the resolution of the philosophical momentary and current consumer
interests of the population, which is located a certain area. This business adjusts to
the situation and is focused on the execution of orders coming from any economic
sector or population, and, therefore, there are all the conditions to attribute small
business according to the operations, work and functions to the environment of
a developed service business.
These characteristics describe the essence of the business, but remain rather
disclosed until the business receives the starting point for movement. Such a starting point is coordinated with the terms of the connection of the power-political,
socio-economic and technical-technological potential of the state. There are also
many other facts that have a theoretical value for this analysis, because “in one
way or another” they also act for the formation of the service business. Auxiliary material for the realization of knowledge in this area are the conclusions of
researchers10,11. The generalization of this knowledge allows us to express the author’s opinion about the form, which may be suitable for the development of busi10

Ведин, Н.В., & Газизуллин, Н.Ф. (2012). Философия экономических ценностей:
проблемы самоопределения современной политической экономии в странах СНГ и Балтии.
Проблемы современной экономики, 2(42), 55–58.
11
Воейков, М.И., & Колганов, А.И. (2011). Проблемы политической экономии (к постановке проблемы исследовательской программы), URL: http://www.econorus.org/sub.phtml?
id=156/Problemy.doc (дата обращений 06.02.2011).
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ness and service business. Its content is based on historical facts of the movement
of society, public relations and social production. The materials of the analysis are
reduced to the activation of a number of social conditions and include the following features of the embodiment of business.
А. For large business, which it would be more correct to consider behind the
lines of “branches of large or heavy industry”, there is a series of fundamental
characteristics. This series of characteristics is composed of a total (all-round and
comprehensive) ideology:
1) historical formation of economic relations. Economic relations have such
a form for the following reasons:
а) formation of schemes of mass production and mass consumption of the necessary material conditions of existence. Factors: change in the social and economic structure; changes in the structure of social production; scientific and technical
progress; the evolution of a market economy; new forms of social and economic
differentiation and equality, social justice and economic efficiency; changing approaches to designing civil society, urban planning, management institutions,
mixed economy and medium-sized businesses; non-personal communication
channels; management of integrated marketing communications;
b) replacement of large social classes by subjects of relations of social formations and groups. Factors: establishment of the institute of owners; globalization
and internationalization of the economy; corporations and inter-territorial associations; factors of economic development; new markets;
c) preservation of the general tendency of the reduction of bourgeois society
Factors: globalization of the economy and economic relations; qualitative changes
in the economic role of the state;
2) perspective formation of the multiple basis for the material embodiment of
labor. Economic relations are established on conditions of:
а) evolution of the nature of value. Factors: intellectualization of labor; undermining of the isolation of commodity producers; introduction of the regulatory production method and transition to transfer prices; reduction of competition
based on the centralization of planned decisions within the corporation;
b) mixed economies in interacting organizational environments. Factors: undermining of the commodity nature of capitalist production on the basis of replacing isolated production with a socially coordinated production; the development
of the redistributive function of the state based on the formation of the proportions
of production and the preservation of the level of costs for a conglomerate of business decisions and national policy; support of enthusiasm;
c) introduction of new forms of exchange activities. Factors: state budget and
direct investment; social and income policy; market and government procurement;
integration of communication channels; large customer relationship management;
lengthening the product life cycle; generating advertising ideas;
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d) functional management. Factors: permissible limits of environmental pollution; product quality and standardization norms; mandatory capital reserve ratio;
procedure for depreciation of equipment; interest rates and parameters of credit
resources; sanitary standards; refinancing rate;
e) current survival. Factors: the organization of electronic marketing tracking of markets; the introduction of programs of subsidies and subventions; provisions on bonuses for regular customers, benefits and guarantees for retirement,
social insurance and education; restrictions on wage levels, social benefits for
unemployment and payments to the poor; systems of preferential taxation and tax
holidays;
f) emergency regulation of relations in transitional periods. Factors: total or
partial capital management – quotas, tariffs and production prices; nationalization
of enterprises;
3) everyday changes in the nature of human activity. Economic relations are
established on conditions of:
а) replacement of “real wealth” by “intangible wealth”. Factors: priority increase in the value of technological development of science and technology; monitoring the quantitative certainty of the cost of modern production, the avalanchelike growth of “cultural” products; transition of capital to the “total” control over
the expenditure of time resources of workers;
b) evolution of the nature of money. Factors: replacement of money based on
gold equivalent by credit; capital advance;
c) evolution of the nature of capital. Factors: separation of independent functional forms of commodity and money (“industrial”, “commercial”, “loan” and
“fictitious”) capital; change and fragmentation of the functions of personification
of capital; transformation of the qualitative composition of all phases of reproductive capital; the formation of consciousness and stereotypes of employee behavior; merging functions of fictitious capital (stocks, bonds, certificate agreements)
and interest-bearing capital;
d) changes in the status of labor. Factors: implementation of the “human capital” doctrine; the rejection of manual and machine production and its transfer to
“post-machine technologies”; labor complexity; a combination of cognitive and
professional knowledge base with business and entrepreneurship skills; maintaining industries, works and functions with new operations and techniques; generation of high-performance labor on creative principles and knowledge; replacement of the dictation of direct labor control with variants of trust and compromise
solutions;
e) maintaining forms of “non-market” production and turnover of goods. Factors: obligations to the society; motives for the employee to fail to develop own
abilities, conditions for self-realization and sufficient microclimate in the team;
products of the “shadow” economy; natural forms of exchange of goods and services; options to meet the needs of the non-equivalent or gratuitous exchange of
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benefits; options for duty-free exchange of goods and services and smuggling;
appeal to sales promotion of products through the introduction of free samples,
coupons, gifts, expositions and contests in public places.
B. For medium business, which would be more correct to consider beyond
the lines of “the production of real products and services”, there is a narrower
(regionally oriented) spectrum of implementation options. The formation facts
are as follows:
1) commodity form of circulation of knowledge and information in the environment. Factors: change in the orientation of workers to the new structure of
the service sector; machine exchange forms; organization of an electronic forum
for exchange of experience; reorientation of organizations to new qualities of the
markets for goods and services; staff retraining; support for new activities; improved ways of bringing production results to the consumer;
2) orientation to product, the nature and content of which impede the acquisition of value properties. Factors: access to the product is governed by the ability
of the consumer; machine exchange forms; focus on the fact that knowledge is
required to be reproduced in a new interpretation; to be guided by the fact that the
product is not alienated from the owner at the time of sale, and only its copy is
alienated; taking into account the new property that the product is not reproduced,
but is replicated, that the product is materialized as a product or service for many
times – until its obsolescence or until the consumer value is lost;
3) free form of transfer to circulation of knowledge and services. Factors: barter relations; the dependence of the product on the complementary conditions of
subordination of relations and subsequent movement; appeal to mental models;
development of the economic system “Business, power and society” as a product, resource and relationships; transition to cluster relations; way to establish
exchange through the announcement of “know-how” on intangible assets;
C. For small business, which would be more correct to consider behind the
lines of “the production of small batches and single orders of real goods and nonmaterial products and services”, there is a fractional (spontaneous consumption
oriented) spectrum of implementation options. The formation facts are as follows:
1) commodity form of selling knowledge, information and products in the environment of related forms of their circulation. Factors: implementation of the
principle of conformity; social network connection alerts; expanding consumer
search marketing; appeal to oral sources of information for the consumers;
2) non-tradable forms of production of goods and services. Factors: transition
to methods of information calls or transformational appeals;
3) forms of realization of benefits of public origin. Factors: mastering the transformation of a message into an effective communication form; forms of charity,
guardianship and sponsorship; transition to logistic methods of production and
movement of goods and services to the consumer; appeal to viral marketing.
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From the above-described way of the formation, it follows that modern society
has created the conditions for independent movement of a creative-minded person,
oriented towards both the realization of business conditions and the development
of the entrepreneurial function of thinking. These conditions are laid down in:
– ways of materializing labor, regardless of its participation in the production
process, public relations or the environment for creating a good, where it is provided with a monetary equivalent;
– a much greater degree of freedom in the activity and more qualitative variants of its choice;
– transitions in relations from total to relative dependence on capital;
– recognition of the increasing importance of innovation and the role of labor
in social production;
– greater employee’s independence in the performance of the labor process;
– growth of employee’s satisfaction at the transitional stage of movement from
the saturation of basic needs to a developed creative function.
The extensive set of social conditions, which is presented here, indicates a significant potential of the studied economic phenomenon. This multiplicity suggests
that there is enough evidence in the analysis by which it will be possible to create
general aggregates and matrices of event data in order to carry out the research
plan. Therefore, it is necessary to proceed to the consideration of business, which
is a socially recognized form of economic relations in the state. It is a system of
relations between its citizens and organizations, which provides for the exchange
of benefits.
The study is divided into three components, which fix the stages of manifestation, formation and development of the service business to a socially justified
scale. The platform for its movement is provided by the mechanisms of mastering
and transforming the natural gifts of nature and the products introduced by human
labor. On this platform, two substances are considered: the substance of business
and the substance of the service business, which complement one another and
unite the basics of origin. Their importance for science and practice is confirmed
by the following position in the system of social interaction: the substance of business is exposed as a functional part of the economy, obeying economic development programs, and the substance of the service business – as a part of business
that obeys public demand for its intended utility. Activity in this system of relations is based on the fusion of two fundamental conditions:
а) the will of the society. There is an interest in the power structure, to which
people delegate the rights and conditions to be the “guarantor” resource for opening a business, for mining a mineral, for activity, etc.;
b) objective needs for human self-sufficiency. There is an interest of the individual who wants to mobilize efforts to extract the life-important product.

1. Organic base of business and service business

When we know the positions of the occurrence of these conditions, it remains
to find the common feature that will be perceived as the political and economic
basis for the development of the subject matter.
The search for the political and economic basis of the service business deals
with a number of postulates that are known to the society, are valid and should be
paid attention to. They acquire new features.
1. There are similarities and differences in the areas of human activity, i.e. there
are extremes that converge at a single point, but along different trajectories of utility. These functions are the following:
а) economy is the area of management where this management is carried out
according to the rules of housekeeping or, which is the same thing, it is the economic activity of the society, made up of a set of relations by connecting the phases
of production, distribution, exchange and consumption;
b) business is an activity at your own risk, which unites specialists to achieve
a financial goal on the basis of starting their own business or enterprise. The similarity between them is that both of them are activities united by a technological
process; the difference is that the economy is a system of relations, and business
is a structural form of entering the economy.
2. A multidirectional communication movement of the interaction participants
is observed. Since the communication movement of interaction participants is introduced into circulation as a term that designates a socially determined process
of ensuring the unity and continuity of human activity in the field of state planning
and regulation of relations, it is necessary to revise the functions. These functions
are the following:
а) in the economy – the state and its power structures on the basis of general
and targeted programs for the development of the national economy and infrastructure of the territory directs production relations, the production of means of
production, goods and services to the self-sufficiency environment, guided simultaneously by data on the forecast of consumption rates and economic growth;
b) in a business – a businessman and his/her ideas in a spontaneously developed business plan replenish employment with the intention of making profit,
income or super income, by their actions and deeds adding to the wealth of the
state and the welfare of the people.
3. The fundamentals of the choice of methods and ways to ensure the goal are
changing. These fundamentals are the following:
а) the state carefully monitors the rhythms of the movement of scientific and
technological development of the society and the reorientation of societies and
individuals to new knowledge, skills and abilities;
b) business acts as a consumer of innovations.
In such a situation, political and economic analysis suggests that it is necessary to adhere to the following opinion: the service business is a certain form of
economic relations, which differs in its characteristics, and is the structural com-
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ponent of business and the economy. This business, or rather, its structural form
of the economy, regardless of whether the initial idea is completed with the result
or not, is set by the manufacturer as a human activity. The main purpose of this
human activity is the search for value and the provision of a service or a set of
services to an announced consumer, based on the identified value and the mutual
consent of the involved parties. After studying a number of semantic statements
put forward by the authors in the sources12,13,14, such a definition of business is offered here just for review. It is used as a starting point, which forms the basis for
the presentation of subsequent reasoning, allowing not only to clarify its meaning,
but also to get evidence of the establishment of service activities. This methodical
technique is consistent with the recommendations set forth in the sources15,16,17,
where the beginning, the fixation of a new phenomenon, is always connected with
the coordinates of occurrence, the limits of propagation and the equilibrium structure inherent in the phenomenon. As far as the activity is concerned, we should
state say the following: The term “activity”18 in this study reflects the process
(processes) of the active interaction of the subject with the object, during which
the subject purposefully influences the object, satisfying certain needs or achieving the goal. From this, it follows that the provisions of economics analysts19,20
and theoreticians of political economy21,22 also apply to the service business.
The logical method of political economy has a clear outline. For example, in the
source23 the author combined spiritual and material premises, the logical course
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of the structure formation of the teachings and the logical nature of the resolution
of economic tasks.
Moving away from the classical tasks posed by political economy, further attention is paid to the coordinates of the beginning of the movement, which, in fact,
allow us to begin the search. They are bound by a number of provisions on the
forms of movement, complex knowledge and mechanisms of activity.
1. The organic basis of activity is made up of movement forms. They are:
а) constructions of action and interaction;
b) globalization and disintegration spheres;
c) ways of division and consolidation of functions, improvement and complication of relations, division and cooperation of labor.
The motives of the movement, which are fulfilled with complete changes of
objects embodied by the environment, are taken into account for public selfsufficiency, for the resource extracted from the natural environment, and for the
pragmatic embodiment of the utility of ideal thought. In the study, such a basis is
reflected through the organizational processes of economic self-maintenance of
a business unit.
2. The scientific basis of the activity is complex knowledge. It includes:
а) knowledge about wealth, good, exchange, value or farming;
b) knowledge about substance of good, money, income, credit, interest, rent,
goods or price;
c) knowledge about categories of state, wages, market, labor and determination of their relationship;
d) development patterns of problems of choice.
The conditions for meeting the needs of citizens, optimizing the state superstructure and economic activity in the society, production, distribution, exchange
and consumption of products, goods and services are taken into account. In the
study, such a basis is reflected through single functional processes of economic
self-maintenance of an economic unit.
3. The methodological basis of the activities are mechanisms. They are:
а) public relations connected with the authoritative or material position of citizens;
b) economic functions performed by individuals in the society.
It should be taken into account that both types of mechanisms are formalized
in the social interrelationships of the pairs “personality and society”, “society and
personality”, “society and society”, “personality and personality”, “market and
state”, “reproduction phases and economic phenomena”, “formation schemes and
processes of population stratification”, “models of connection and the motives of
materialization of the phenomena of human culture”. In the study, such a basis is
reflected through the processes of structure formation and separation of the subjects of interaction in the environment of a single economic independent provision
of an economic unit.
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This research relies on the provisions of the organic and scientific basis of
activity as on a matrix to define constants and identify the mobility of the organizational environment, and the methodological basis of the activity is subjected to
research in order to recognize and discover the formal state of the environment.
The method of research is the combination of the provisions of the macroeconomic
level of the establishment of management and the methods of purposeful interaction of the subjects of individual production. Separate conclusions of a number
of researchers are used as samples explaining the scientific and methodological
advances of related developing sciences. We take as models for developing own
research approach such sources of economic knowledge as24,25, which have auxiliary role of introduction to the science of service business. In order not to return to
the explanation of the subject of the research in general terms, we can say that the
introduction to the science of service business is a set of human actions personified in a single economic independent provision of an economic unit.
Therefore, without exception, all organizational processes in economies,
which also include the service business, are a product of human mental activity
defined by previous events in the development of something bigger. In order to
make clear the course of the following reasoning, it is required to present the following general relation:
“Sphere → branch → kind → production → work → operation → substance”.

(1)

It follows from this connection that the society, moving along the chain from
the “sphere” to the “substance” (1), i.e. from the general to the particular, achieves
the goal – produces a substance. This substance acquires meaning in the environment of expedient interaction, in which a person acquires the status of a producer,
consumer or distributor of the extracted good, produced product or generated energy. The production, consumption, distribution and exchange of the latter is accompanied by efforts to create an artificial environment in the state, subject to the
interaction framework, which appears to be a set of laws, rules and requirements.
The framework of interaction through the interests of executors is materialized in
projects, industries, system decision-making schemes, relationship management
plans, motion control programs, actions or a variety of heterogeneous processes.
The goal in this interaction does not change – it requires the mobilization of
the efforts of the collective production teams to extract the healing substance –
a product that satisfies a human need. Such a substance must satisfy the needs
of both the manufacturer and the members of the society who contribute to this
production being involved in the movement by two laws, namely:
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а) saving mode;
b) division and cooperation of labor.
A healing substance can be a structured item, product, energy, goods, service,
or value that ensures the material or spiritual well-being of citizens. The abovementioned gradually brings the idea that the society must consist of segments of
the population in which members possess skills, mastery and material wealth, and
become a part of a solidary society. By introducing into circulation the signs of
a “solidarity society”, we focus attention on the property that a solidarity society
has a social ideal, preserves mutual aid and cooperation relations, advocates an
understanding of the idea of morality, and develops a careful attitude to genuine
values and historical experience of the people.
Such layers are valuable for the state because they have a “communicative
situation”, a “competence” and a “degree of unlimited independence”. By introducing into circulation the signs of a “communicative situation and competence”,
we state the position of a system of interacting factors encouraging participants to
communicate and determine their speech behavior, capability and ability to solve
communication tasks as a common part of cultural utility. The communicative
situation of the cultural utility of the economy is subject to the model revealed in
connection with “the times of the past, present and future”, which carries in itself
“the degree of unlimited independence”. Both in economic phenomena and in
social and economic processes, this connection has a clearly expressed physical
meaning. It is present in the following assumption: “Multiplying the heritage of
the past in the present, save and transfer it to the future”. The desired process of
“multiplication” determines:
1) economic policy of the state, which governs the consumption of the natural
resources and benefits. Its mission, besides other missions that occupy a central
position, is to help citizens master the foundations of independence;
2) the behavior of every citizen of a state who is obliged to necessarily study
“that time perspective that corresponds to the values and needs of the society in
which he is located”26. His mission, besides other missions that occupy a central
position, is to be useful at the right moment and to enter into public relations as
a full-fledged person, subject to the criterion of separation.
It should be said here that, while maintaining the proportions of the population
stratification, the state solves many economic and administrative problems. Let us
name three of them, which are the most important:
– it achieves the versatile development of its state-economic structure of organization in the integrity;
– it ensures the effectiveness of social relations and structures of independent
economic support;
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– it governs the movement of all strata and communities towards progress and
well-being.
Attention should be paid to the following circumstance. The stratification of
the population, which is the method of conscious regulation of relations, brings
benefits to the state because the performing work is placed, distributed and tied to
workplaces with their inherent complexity of knowledge, skills and abilities required to perform operations, works and functions. Then such complex, branched
and complementary dependent work becomes part of the social cultural system –
the system of production and economy. The concept of “complementary” in the
study emphasizes the idea that objects that mutually complement each other and
constitute unity from an economic point of view are consumed simultaneously.
This automatically generates a stratification network of the state, and includes
a saving mode in a single relationship. The basis for the formation of such a network is the criterion of inter-level appropriation of material goods. In order to ensure the stable well-being of citizens and their own advancement towards wealth,
the state is obliged to build economic policy in such a way that it is based on the
position of stratification. This provision is methodological, and it does not change
under any other circumstances. Different authors addressed this issue in different
years, for example27,28,29,30. The state should provide citizens with “access to various benefits”31 or at least provide the harmonization of the positions of power,
education, prestige and income32.
The concept of stratification is introduced into the study to describe the desired
economic meaning of the interaction, which is formed in the state. This concept
makes it possible to perceive in a dual way the economic meaning of interaction
– both as a process of implementing a plan and as a way of distributing and consolidating material goods, power functions and social prestige among groups of
the population. Hence, the stratum (from Latin Stratum – layer) in the analysis of
relations, events and social and economic phenomena is an element of the forma27
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tion of status groups of the population that meet the different levels of complexity
of labor, business and entrepreneurship. If we say this briefly, then wages and the
position of the person in the society depend on such complexity.
In the explanations of modern scientists, such as33,34,35,36 strata manifest themselves in the form of a cluster, community, social stratum or society. In each of
these forms, both signs of internal integrity and signs of external diversity are recorded. For example, for societies such signs are formulated in the sources37,38,39,40.
The sets of such features are numerous, and therefore they are further refined as
one or another economic phenomenon is included in the consideration. Laws and
substantial motives of interaction of status groups are formed depending on the
factors of production and the political superstructure of the state. This allows assigning performers to identity groups in a society with any social and economic
structure.
Further, two provisions, which always remain interdependent, are taken into
account. These provisions are:
1) equilibrium distribution of labor between industries;
2) equivalence of assignment of income and material wealth to separate groups,
associations or segments of the population.
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Logistics of business development
The key of movement to the hidden:
Adoption of an individual strategy to achieve the goal
determines the movement of business ...

The harmonious combination of economic provisions of stratification in the
state should create a balanced life-support environment under several conditions.
These are the conditions for consistency, calmness and satisfaction of the population. As a result of their harmony, there appear the welfare, power or dynamic
flowering of the state. To achieve at the beginning at least a desired state of wellbeing, it is imperative to preserve the proportions of the stratification of producers,
which are mandatory. They:
1) obey the law of consolidation and dispersal of performers by areas and activities;
2) adhere to expediency in actions, deeds and decisions;
3) comply with the conditions for maintaining a socially justified ratio of social
and economic capital.
These three conditions are enough to create integrity, which has been defined as
“Organizational system of state regulation of relations”. Such integrity means the
stratification structure of a) the organization of production relations and b) maintaining their movement at a socially justified level of efficiency and management
of economic growth rates. From the standpoint of simple reproduction, this integrity acts “at the reached” level, and from the standpoint of expanded reproduction
– acts as movement “in a spiral”.
A number of researchers41,42,43 are, in fact, interested in the tendency of the environment to preserve stability in all spheres of life, and at transitional stages such
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interest is transferred to individual political, social or economic structures of the
state. Such an interest is natural, because these structures are almost continuously
amenable to the reverse direction of the influence of factors. This impact manifests itself through the processes of globalization and disintegration of spheres
of activity, integration and transformation of production, fragmentation and integration of functions, improvement and complication of relations that arise for
various reasons. Changes in the stratification structure of the state bear particular
information.
The circumstances, which lead to certain changes, manifest themselves in several logical structures of the economic movement that can be traced. In the economies of different states, there are four of them, and they are as follows.
1. The economies of states, especially those that have excess capital, tend to
transfer production to territories saturated with a multitude of labor, raw materials and energy resources. This, as it is known, allows cheap labor to be involved
in the reproduction process and to produce life-giving substances, energy, goods
and services, achieving optimal cost, organizational and technological conditions
for resource consumption. However, every time when production approaches the
expected (optimal) state, then there appears one factor or even group, which certainly violates the equilibrium of the circulating medium. After such a violation,
the search for cheap super innovative production technologies based on the special properties of ingredients, components, physical nuances, formulas and fractions actively starts. This means that capital efforts are transferred:
а) either from the organizational environment to the scientific environment,
where the raw material usually receives a substitute;
b) or from the exhausted environment to the other, poorly explored and developed areas, where production is re-created and continues based on cheaper
resources.
Destructive processes are especially active in transition economies, in which
the relationship between the macro- and microstructural environments in a state
is lost mainly due to political motives of uncertainty. This means that in such an
environment, the subjects of unit production have little control over the predicted
onset of product overproduction, they hope for the installation of higher levels of
management and their solutions, which often aggravates the disorder even more.
In addition, the destructive processes are accelerated by the factors of competition that await the product of an industrial enterprise behind its walls. In this
environment, the participants in the natural process of interaction receive at their
disposal conditions for the slow transformation of technological processes, because the production-exchange sphere is slowed down, the circulation of capital
slows down, and working capital is washed out of circulation. That is, the natural
basis for maintaining the turnover of economic capital in equilibrium disappears.
Most of the labor, however, remains unclaimed, which sets it in motion and starts
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the social and political activity of the unemployed population. As the mass of
the unemployed grows, the quality of the social capital resource is formed, and
production capital is depreciated and lost. In addition, there is a rapid transfer of
skilled labor from industries to government and business, service sphere, and private entrepreneurship. In such conditions of vital activity, which resemble critical
moments of change, the state is obliged, as before, to control the actual stabilization processes and ensure a measured flow of income in all layers of strata of the
population without exception. In this regard, the state is required to guarantee social protection to the population in the form of jobs and demonstrate aspirations
for the effective use of p Business and logistics of service business rofessional skill
and productive power.
2. The economies of the countries in which the processes of a transitive economy prevail, are almost continuously amenable to transplantation under the pressure
of hybrid life support systems. Their effective (or at least break-even) coexistence
is not due to the coherence of state regulation of relations, but to a stable position in the exchange processes of synchronous and consistent acting (exchanging
information) of subjects of unit production. These subjects (or their creative associations) are endowed with vectors of independence for some time, while the
state maintains the function of supporting their cumulative interaction. The movement is associated with a new requirement – to organize processes for a balanced
production of a product according to other, absent before, interconnection and
distribution functions. For example, administrative distribution, payoff, or market
exchange functions may prevail. It is also desirable to carry out such processes
on unchanged organizational, technological or price conditions of consumption
and living, and materialized labor for as long as possible. The persistence of the
process of labor consumption attracts a person, because wages are frozen, and
therefore the potential of its adequacy can be more easily determined. However,
a human, being a person by social affiliation in a stratum, cannot in advance assess
from his own position the usefulness of factors that are filled with macro-social,
macroeconomic, microeconomic, managerial and other ways of movement, and
how long they will last. In addition, one assumes that most of them will remain
useless or inactivated for the rest of the time of labor demand. In this regard, a significant part of the functions of state regulation is transferred to the social sphere
of the organization of viability.
3. In the economies of states, in which a sufficiently high level of independence
of production units is maintained, there is a grow in the concentration of labor in
giant associations and monopolies, clusters or megalopolises. However, the reproductive process, as before, is the most significant transformer that has an objective
impact on the behavior of a large mass of workers and their families. It is represented by the structural unity of the target production and technological process,
from which a part of the simplest auxiliary, servicing and supporting operations,
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work and functions, goes from sphere to sphere. Usually, it goes to the sphere of
service and business. However, it is still difficult for a person without professional
knowledge to navigate in this environment in probabilistic, inaccessible, poorly
expressed, and insufficiently mastered forms of self-sufficiency. Here, the conditions of circulation of resources, filled with production, exchange, distribution and
consumer actions, are violated more often in both outcomes, namely:
а) because of their acceleration;
b) because of their slowdown.
This undermines the system, and leads to disruption of stable relationships and
interaction conditions in the production and service environment, to the indispensable loss of labor, to a decrease in its effectiveness. Losses are aggravated by a multitude of managerial decisions emanating from outside, for they are also destructive
because of the lag of delay. Then, in the production-exchange sphere, which is the
basis for the formation of economic capital, and in the sociopolitical sphere, which
is the basis for the formation of social capital, a reboot of the economic system,
a change in the quality and structure of managerial labor, a rapid outflow of skilled
labor from industries and its retraining are recorded. A large mass of labor does not
disappear, but settles in the authorities, business, provision bodies, services, and
politics; a smaller one is lost and goes away from circulation due to obsolescence,
physical insolvency or loss of utility. Yet, such a movement of labor in the state
ends with utility as it leads to its renewal, which leaves only those professionals
and workers who possess the techniques and skills of complex labor as active and
demanded. In this regard, the functions of state regulation are strengthened in the
fields of education, health care and organization of the service business.
4. States with unstable economies, which also have many problems of fundamental nature, cannot cope with the problem of the outflow of skilled labor,
and, consequently, to return the population to the environment of domestic productive labor. The development unsuccessfully includes previously unclaimed
activities, outdated production technologies and services. Such an environment
can be reanimated if we are armed with innovative technological equipment of
production processes, tools for recognizing and reflecting probabilistic processes
and phenomena, the fundamentals and provisions of the stratification structure of
establishing, maintaining and regulating relations. This unenviable legacy retains
a single function for the state – to be a consolidator of efforts in all areas of scientific, organizational and innovative research. This preserves hope for a transition
over time to the implementation of a multi-factor model of human development
and sustenance. There is no other way, because the pace of movement has been
lost in the medium of relations. In this regard, the requirements generated by the
logic of human development are pushing to action.
Therefore, the state should focus its own efforts on preparing a person for work
with awareness of the relevance of time and the conditions for subsequent entry
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into a successful exchange of activities. According to such an approach, a person should be creatively minded and physically healthy and possess the qualities
of a professionally motivated producer. After a calculated period of preparation,
a person must begin to increase the wealth of the state, for he/she will inevitably
enter the market with the ability to work under conditions of fruitful interaction.
Obtaining such a person for each type of activity is possible if the state carries out
systematic preparatory work aimed at developing the professional, physical and
mental capacity of citizens in all groups and strata of the population. To reach this
goal, the state has to include an organizational mechanism of movement adapted
to the processes of variability of the surrounding environment.
This mechanism includes:
а) processes of innovation movement and of scientific and technological
progress;
b) selected forms and priorities of the behavior of the authorities;
c) the activity of natural disasters and mastered ways of neutralizing such activity;
d) strategic mistakes made in managing.
It is not credible, at the same time, to assert that such a combination creates
the successful development of the state. Moreover, on the contrary, this multidimensionality does not maintain proper conditions for caring for social and natural
resources, for accumulating and using wealth, etc. A person needs to remember
that even in a “relatively stable” state environment, persistent and unstable periods of management alternate, and a person who creates the family unit should
be prepared to accumulate, replenish and throw out energy into the channel that
the society needs during the period of change. That is, a person needs to obtain
qualifications in order to turn oneself into a disciplined and law-abiding citizen
in order to fit in the time lag of homogeneous activity and be ready for changes.
This means that entering into reproductive and metabolic processes with his/her
skills, experience and ideas ensures his/her success and the means to provide
own family with autonomous support for a certain period. Moreover, after that,
all other things being equal, the processes of scientific and technical progress
always have a destructive effect on a person, the innovations of which repeatedly
require acquiring new knowledge, excellent and more thorough skills. Such is the
dialectic of relationships that a person creates for him/herself. The resulting effort
of the state ends with the fact that the person is given the opportunity to enter into
the exchange process, while rarely going beyond the strata. A person, becoming
a carrier of relationships, in 80% of cases enters into relations with the same other
applicants, maintaining equal conditions of life activity. Using the employment
opportunity provided to him/her, he/she automatically replenishes a certain stratum of the population, for whom the resource and the maximum possible extraction of wealth, and the maximum allowable consumption, have been known for
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a long time. There, operating within his/her workplace, a person is subject to systemically grounded regulatory requirements, which are necessarily highlighted in
a number of restrictive documents, such as contracts and agreements, instructions
and regulations, codes and rules, norms and standards, recommendations and requirements, characteristics and standards, statutes and regulations. The authorities, controllers and employers, develop such a set of regulations and they burden
the executor with the duties, rights, prestige, privileges and social status of the
owners of living capital. The failure of the person to use the standard conventions
due to weakness in the preparation of the psyche or for other reasons for the deviation of his behavior exposes him beyond the limits of social interaction.
The study of standard chains of social interaction reveals the following: external factors of socio-political and production-economic interaction influence
the environment of population stratification, but the owner of capital receives the
advantages from such a process, artificially imposing restrictions on the freedom
of action not to himself, but to the owners of labor power. This is reinforced by
a number of heterogeneous processes of natural origin. Among them there are the
processes of substituting obsolete machinery and equipment with new models,
replacing the authoritarian regime of wealth distribution with democratic methods
and values, transition to innovative approaches and ways of doing business, using
new conditions for saving and increasing property, choosing the sphere of labor,
saturating the market with products, etc. This is confirmed in studies44,45.
Such a movement introduces its own distinctions and systemic changes into
the activity; which have to be studied according to newly formulated criteria and
introduced indicators concerning their trajectories of vital activity and viability.
However, the mechanism of movement in the environment of life remains the
same. It combines:
1) personal ability of a person to work with the factors of the reproductive
process. Then the possibility of turning the subject of the movement into economic capital appears. This is the first chain of building relationships;
2) the same ability of a person to work with the factors of political arrangement, service provision and regulatory management. Then it becomes possible to
transform the subject of movement into social capital. This is the second chain of
building relationships.
Such content of the transformation of human ability into capital acts in all
social and economic structures, only the conditions of movement and the forms
of development of social and economic processes and phenomena change. If we
compare, for example, the conclusions of economists who study the processes of
44
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economic development in Ukraine46,47,48, then doubts about attributing the state’s
economy to a stable, and, therefore, equilibrium, or unstable, and, therefore, nonequilibrium, are excluded. The conclusion is unambiguous: in all respects, it relates to the transitional, and, therefore, unstable, phase of the reset of relations.
The same conclusion is typical for all other republics of the former Soviet Union.
This means that in all these territories, which are recognized as large-scale, both
the classification criteria and the composition of indicators for assessing the utility of labor and, in fact, the ratio of consumption of economic and social capital
change. That is, the diversity of movement and the development of social and
economic processes and phenomena, changes in the ratio of consumption of economic and social capital correct the mechanisms of interaction between management and service business. This point is significant and requires the identification
and study of the accumulative factors of well-being of a person and of the state
as a whole in conjunction with the stratification processes of political, social and
economic origin. Both in transition economies and at the stages of spontaneous
development of events, these processes turn a physically and mentally developed,
critical and sensible person into capital.
The study of the materials of such a transformation of man into capital is based
on:
– formalized methods of systematization of the movement of signs of a social,
economic and managerial phenomenon, the basis for the occurrence of which are
the susceptibility indicators of innovation diffusion;
– descriptive ways of recognizing the components of motion and result, which
are based on the characteristic manifestations of the very phenomenon that is taken to be processed;
– structural approaches to the evaluation of the utility of innovation in the
delineated macro-spatial territory, perceived by the properties of truth and authenticity.
The applied content of the study is limited to the systems for the development
of a person’s physical and mental ability. The scientific development algorithm is
associated with a logical sequence of motion, which includes four mechanisms.
These mechanisms are:
1) integral mapping of public relations;
46
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2) formation of the society needs for its individuals;
3) physical and mental development, health promotion and readiness of a person to the perception of a new environment;
4) establishment of a disciplinary interaction scheme.
The desired balanced organizational business development system is achievable based on the compliance of the following conditions:
а) concretization of the integral mapping of social relations;
b) monitoring of the needs of the society and its individuals;
c) choice of the type, system or method of physical and mental development,
health promotion and readiness of a person to the perception of something new;
d) justification of the disciplinary interaction scheme.
Thus, the process of ensuring spiritual and physical development and human
existence is based on a balanced use of the totality of natural, social, economic,
and institutional sources of well-being. The ratio of their active use allows us to
save some socially verified potential of material resources to meet human needs
and aspirations. The quality of life and the structure of the pleasures of citizens
in any society, in any state, in any social and economic structure depend on the
power, consistency, resilience and effectiveness of such a process, which is called
“reproductive-consumer”. Along with this number of sources generated by the
“reproductive-consumer” cycle, there are also many other processes, factors and
phenomena in their environment, which remain very useful, but differ in the probabilistic nature of their manifestation, short duration of utility, seasonality or cyclical nature of their maturation, improvement, evolution and consumption. One
of these phenomena, which has a commercial-industrial character and without
which no production, no household or family estate can do, is service, which occupies one of the leading positions both in the industrial support environment and
in the household interaction environment. Historically, it occupied such a position
by maintaining a pragmatic utility, shaped by human needs both in everyday life
and in a long-term perspective. This circumstance forces us to analyze the course
of events in the formation of the surrounding environment, so that the process of
identifying the possibilities of transition economies and adjusting the efforts was
achievable.
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Expectations of transition societies
and economies
The key of movement to the hidden:
Rational expectations
are slowed down by prolonging the event ...

It is believed that transitional societies and economies in such societies are
temporary environmental conditions that are shaped by the exchange of activity.
This relationship is characterized by the loss of a large mass of unclaimed labor,
freezing of materialized labor and reduction in the consumer value of products,
goods and services. This leads to a direct loss of labor in all industries. In order
to achieve positive changes in the state, one should pay attention to activating the
mechanisms of viability of the environment.
There are four of these mechanisms, namely:
1. The mechanism of adjustment of the space of viability under the warranty
conditions of stability.
2. The mechanism of the mass of labor that exists in areas of activity, which is
activated by the movement of innovations.
3. The mechanism of education, training and pedagogical development of personality.
4. The mechanism of bringing into a state of demand for the physical and mental ability of a person.
The first mechanism of the viability of the environment is as follows.
The concretization of the integral mapping of social relations, which is the
mechanism of arranging the viability space under the guarantee conditions for
stability, is expected in transitional societies both by labor and civil unorganized
population, and, in fact, by the administrative structures of the state. The state conducts a number of such processes of transformation and regulation, which begin
their movement fully from the moment of completion of the next transitional stage
of debugging of economic relations. For example:
а) the transformation of the market, the replacement of the consumer product,
or a change in the power structure of management come to the end;
b) more effective systems of recovery, spiritual, physical and mental development of a person are established.
In a post-industrial society, substitution processes develop rapidly, because the
society is entering a period of accelerated development in the areas of service la-
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bor and service activity. Achievements, their effectiveness or targeted success are
ensured when the social stratum of civil society is able to:
1) perceive the socio-economic phenomenon properly;
2) consistently embark on the development of newly formed and aggressively
proposed cultural norms and pragmatic values;
3) to assimilate and adopt new social roles, methods and schemes for extracting benefits and wealth.
Those researchers, who perceive its essence, are able to determine the content of the production tasks and cope with the criteria-based assessment of the
conditions for the formalization of a process or phenomenon, pay attention to
this problem. For example49,50,51. The formation of the management environment
is based on the ratio of consumption of economic capital and social capital. The
advantage of these capitals is the fact that they are formed objectively, regardless
of the will of the person. In addition, their effective coexistence is due to their
own stable position in the exchange processes of synchronously and consistently
acting subjects of a single production. The combined interaction of organizations
and enterprises of the national economy is required to be organized by external
intervention in order to ensure a balanced production of life-giving substances
and energy in the form of products, goods and services, and their consumption. It
is desirable to carry out such processes on unchanged organizational, technological and price conditions of consumption and living, and materialized labor for as
long as possible. It reassures performers, manufacturers, and consumers. Special
attention should be paid to the processes of the movement of artificial intelligence
and digital economy.
At the same time, a person is more attracted by the persistence of the process
of labor consumption, but from the position of social affiliation, a person cannot deal with the usefulness of factors that fill the macro-social, macroeconomic,
microeconomic, managerial and other aggregates. People are of the opinion that
many of these factors will remain to them useless or inactivated throughout the
entire period of their labor activity. The following statement is added to this viewpoint: it is difficult for a person to understand why a number of macro-social
factors 1) activate the development of crisis conditions in the population in which
this person exists, and 2) for several generations ahead create a constant level of
consumption, mentality of perception of reality, moral ethical attitudes, ideals and
behavior.
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We should remind here that the experience of theoretical generalization of the
moment from a scientific position belongs to the category of the extreme complexity of perceiving matrices of organizational, production and entrepreneurial
foundations. Mathematically, it is reflected by the multitude in which the dual
connection takes its place:
а) systematization of stratification terms and conditions of life support;
b) use of an effective apparatus for recognizing the cumulative factors of human well-being.
In the general case, this process is subject to the model filling of the phenomenon under study, which depends on the function:
U = u [ x (t) ],

(2)

where U – the functional of the target consumption function, which includes
the set x (t) of vector utility functions.
In relation to human cumulative factors, function (2) is significant when
х = {х} represents a set of possible consumption structures, and u (x) is a function of preference for a stratification position or a life support condition chosen as
a stem or a core from a number of other functions manifesting themselves. In any
of the actually existing ways of recording the activity of factors, terms and conditions, the preference function is subject to the condition u (x) → max. However,
a general dependence is presented here, while reality requires the extraction of
pragmatic utility.
A pragmatic utility is assessed according to some function Q(t) described in the
source52, and this function is endowed with the following physical meaning: how
much the consumption of the benefit of interest at a given moment is preferable to
its consumption in subsequent periods. This preserves at the same time the management toolkit, after which the process of “supply” and “management” ends
with “impact”. Appeal to the management toolkit allows us to get the most effective result in an environment where the limits of variation of processes are probabilistic, insufficiently distinguishable and weakly expressed, and to the toolkit of
an orderly goal-setting in an environment where the activity is subject to a strict
technological sequence of the onset of action. This means that during the transitional stages of economic restructuring, it is required to monitor the dynamics of
the flow of labor from one activity to another. The dynamics of this process can
be traced by the magnitude of the relationship (ξ) of the mass of economic capital
(M e.c.) to the mass of social capital (M s.c.), and vice versa. The formal reflection
of the studied process is as follows:
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ξ = М e.c. / М s.c.

(3)

That is, by gaining knowledge, experience and skills in the field of service
activities today, it is expected that the individual will eventually fulfill the mission
of the productive forces of society, either in production, exchange, distribution,
or in the field of provision, maintenance, and management. This ensures the life
support movement along a clearly defined trajectory: according to the movement
of the reproductive process, which has an objective impact on the behavior of
a larger mass of workers and their families.
The second mechanism of the viability of the environment is as follows.
Monitoring of the needs of society and its individuals, which is the mechanism
existing in the spheres of activity of the mass of labor activated by the movement
of innovations, involves all segments of the population, because it is based on the
rate of reproduction, filling and replacement of labor in branches and industries.
For example, in Ukraine, since 1991, the entire mass of labor has set in motion due
to the gaining of independence. However, transitional processes, so far, have hid
the benefits of this movement, because the transformation of quantity into quality is still subject to the processes of planning and administrative management,
of substituting low-skilled labor and replacement of outdated technology. This
means that the economy remains uncoordinated, has lost the pace of development,
but at the same time, with the balanced use of the resource, it has a significant potential resource of life support. We should remind here the following provision:
– the innovation movement, which in economics theory reflects both technological (meaning some supposed short period of extremely rapid technological
progress), and institutional (meaning systemic reliance on distinguishable interaction uncertainties) forms of replacing simple labor with complex, receives priority
development.
The mechanism under study is always correlated with the resources of the
material and technical base and the way the socioeconomic state system functions, in which the vital activity of citizens and the viability of the state remain
unchanged. The sought provision is subject to the dynamics of equivalent production and consumption in a separate territory. This content allows us to explore
social phenomena, taking into account the factors of population stratification by
their aggregates both from the position of social significance and from the position of economic development. For example, the following points are included in
general aggregates:
– the distribution of citizens between groups according to the natural characteristics of age, nationality, gender, attractiveness, strength, etc.;
– social mobility according to the functions of division and cooperation of
labor;
– duties and rights;
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– groups of power-state hierarchies with their privileges and special conditions
for the distribution of resources;
– standards of certification of the conditions and structure of labor, putting
forward to the contractor the requirements for mastering the reference level of
qualification;
– differences regarding the size and nature of the property;
– cultural and natural wealth of the region, geopolitical and territorial location,
etc.
In this process, one caution must be remembered: innovation naturally (physically) can play both a positive and a negative role in the life of society. However,
it is possible to realize this only after the transformation becomes known (obvious) and covers the extensive (large-scale) social zone or the entire system under
study. It is natural for this reason that the definition of the role of innovation for
the future remains an empty assumption. During the transitional stages, the factors
that activate the diffusion of innovations, which is the process of saturating both
the social and economic environment, are necessarily violent, which means excluding the subordination of progress to the desires of any particular members of
social associations or their homogeneous groups. The latter provision has a methodological content and gives this reasoning objectivity. In the chain of actions, the
elements of a particular economy, methodological support and registration of the
operational possibilities of the restructuring of actions and the change of innovations subordinated to diffusion, this process of mutual penetration of substances,
are mandatory.
As the diffusion process, the study considers the multiplicity of unidirectional
measures and steps and their values, for which the diffusion of innovations is perceived as:
а) a way to spread innovations through communication channels between the
elements of a socio-economic system;
b) form of movement of the social and economic space, which is e dependent on
the time of manifestation of its own relevance and mentality of the population;
c) method of transition to the practice of diffusion of innovation on a more efficient basis on a national scale;
d) factor of combining a variety of technological, social, cultural and informational activities, the characteristics of which are the culture of the population, their
individual groups, associations, strata, and personifiers of existing relationships;
e) plan for spreading of innovations in the form of the transfer of new ideas,
knowledge and ways to apply them;
f) process of managing the final set of factors and influences that falls on a person as “something unknown”, and which a person must be ready to comprehend,
realize, weigh utility and update through an individual or collective systemic strategy of activity.
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Speaking generally, the diffusion process is a movement of innovation based
on the replacement of outdated control or production technology. An exemplary
motion representation is illustrated by the following model multidimensionality of
the phenomenon under study, in which the interaction is mirrored in the learning
process:
“in 1) organization process U 2) of mastering, competition, confrontation,
cooperation, creation U 3) of two or several U 4) specially trained, spiritually, physically and mentally prepared individuals or groups U 5) on a specially prepared arena, technically equipped ground or enclosed territory (4)
intended U 6) for the development of physical, mental, moral, professional,
target properties and advantages U with the participation 7) of pedagogical
or training personnel”.
The demonstration model multidimensionality (4) is the simplest, because it
describes a homogeneous phenomenon, but its reflection is represented by seven
matrices of mutual actions, intersections, and connections. The attention is drawn
to this moment, which is the moment of matrix multiplicity.
It should be borne in mind that each of them can manifest through a separate
set of functional characteristics. However, this multitude as a whole cannot be considered suitable for perception, because a person is aware, as a rule, of one or two
operational characteristics. For this reason, any set at the calculation stage should
be preserved, and at the perception stage, it should be reduced to one or two characteristics. For example, the following notions can become clear and informative:
“benefit”, “profit”, “income”, “super income”, “effect” will be received, “development will be ensured”, “health will be preserved”, “progress in movement will
be ensured”, etc.
It is mentioned here so persistently and in detail also for the reason that in reality, which is reflected in the social and economic process, to achieve the result of
management it is required to have a more comprehensive integral characteristic
that absorbs physically, economically or socially formed images and properties.
That is, at the disposal of the researcher, there should always be n-dimensional
structures, in which an increase in the number of coordinates is nothing more than
an enhancement of the process of increasing the qualitative complexity and quantitative sensitivity of the resulting model.
Therefore, it is assumed that any taken at random aggregate consists of a multitude of images and properties, and a management decision may be useless at a certain moment if it neglects them. In accordance with this, any studied medium can
be conditionally assigned to the group of “macro-spatial variability”, in which,
repeatedly and iteratively, it is required to repeat the search for a conglomerate
(its special matrix) of gauges. In the study, this search process is simplified for
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the following reason: the actual measurement of an economic phenomenon follows two mechanisms – stability and equilibrium, and, in fact, consumption follows the pragmatic expediency of demand. This happens regardless of the nature
of the filling of the studied environment, whatever it may be: artificial, material,
mental, psychological, social, physical, or some other. Even from this circle of
names of the environment, it follows that the totality of factors in all the beginnings and performances has an initially heterogeneous basis, for it varies in terms
of origin, quality, and quantity. Therefore, their systematization can be reduced to
an archetype-image, a nucleus, an analogue of a whole “cluster”, or some other
method. For example, to expand the field of concepts, we should say that a cluster
obeys the ambiguous process of conjugating several interaction dynamics, and at
the same time has features for free understanding of the phenomenon, which is
also important for the author’s assessment of the mental weight of “something
given”. It is possible to carry out “something given” according to the schemes of
reflecting the reality of world globalization, external macrostructure or enclosing
microenvironment. The attention should be drawn to three ordering options. They
are the substances of:
1) “transgressions”, which is contextual dependence that fixes the phenomenon of impassable border transition, for example, the border between possible
and impossible, or the transition of impassable border of the “nonexistent” according to Berdyaev;
2) “thickening and compaction”, which is accumulative contextual dependence that reduces the pattern of qualitative change to quantitative change, to intense saturation of the structure and dynamics of the image of the phenomenon
under study, to overcome the difficulties of transition from the “multi-crony” of
culture to the environment of plurality of social relations;
3) “localization”, which is cumulative contextual dependence that activates
certain ethnic behavioral stereotypes to the perception of “innovation” of the culture of socially oriented space.
To carry out “something given” in the society is possible for the forms reflecting “subject-subject relations”, which are sufficiently covered by researchers in
the humanities. For example, it can be done by analogies and methods presented
in the sources53,54,55. In their content, there is a combination of imaginative representations and digital assessments of socially oriented space, united by the phenomenon of production, which is physically reflected through the establishment
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of the core (synthetic) characteristics or their matrix. The required matrix is concretized precisely in the cluster “Human production environment”. Currently, it
is possible to distinguish three groups of delineated characteristics. These are the
productive power of the instruments of labor (A), the economic power of the region (B) and the productive power of labor (C). They remain priorities in shaping
the needs of both the society and its individuals. Among them, attention is drawn
to a number of characteristics that occupy a leading position. Then:
А. The productive force of labor tools (PFlt) is a function of communication:
а) technical productivity of labor tools (safety factor, maintenance labor intensity, versatility, etc.) (Q);
b) the variable of the use of tools of labor caused by the conditions of economic
development of the society (inflation, skill of labor, demand for products, etc.)
(ψ);
c) the same variable, but determined by the natural features of the object of
labor (range of demand, customer value, breadth of extracted good, etc.) (τ);
d) the same variable, but determined by the quality of the workforce (varying
complexity of labor, interchangeability, expansion of the service area, physical
stability, etc.) (φ).
B. The economic strength of a region (SR) is a function of connecting three motives in a developing relationship: the completeness, quality, and mobility of the
functioning of the economic system of a region. It includes calculation factors of:
а) completeness (Cc), as the ratio of the number of enterprises that operate to
the number of those that have a license, but in some circumstances did not actually start work;
b) quality (Cq), as the ratio of the gross income received in the region from
the sale of products, works, services in the current and past compared periods,
respectively;
c) mobility (Cm), as the ratio of the gross income received from outside the
region from the sale of own products, works and services in the current and past
comparable periods, respectively.
C. The productive force of labor (PFl), which focuses on the quality of time in
the modern space for three reasons – a) extensiveness, b) intensity and c) integral
use. Calculation formulas are well known, and therefore not considered.
For all three groups A, B and C, we can distinguish common properties because:
1) the integral perceiver (reflector, carrier) of the named and possible other
characteristics is a person, the essence of whom is influenced by a number of processes developing many of his/her abilities;
2) movement of a person is activated by physical ability, rationalized spiritual
value, a mentally conscious plan and readiness to perceive “something” new;
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3) being involved in the reproductive process, a person is mechanically subjected to a process of rejection by the consumer environment of products manufactured by him/her.
In the list of reasons that reduce the efforts of a person to excluding achievements and end in losses, there are also a number of other features, such as inertia,
inflation, competition, crisis, market, aging, labor intensity, efficiency, etc. In addition to the considered ones, attention should be drawn to the other indicators
in this environment. So, by analogy to source56, the coefficient of harm (nonperception) of the market (Ch) is introduced. In this study, such logic takes the
place of the basis of methodological support, and is endowed with the property of
the criterion for distinguishing the conditions for the development in a person of
the properties of criticality and susceptibility of the variability of the surrounding
environment.
The third mechanism of the viability of the environment is as follows.
The choice of the type, system or method of physical and mental development,
health promotion and formation of a person to perceive the new, which is the mechanism of education, training and pedagogical development of the individual, is
formed in transition economies by the habitat in harmony with the function of sensory disposition of the human psyche to movement and cognition. There are moments of cardinal rethinking of the processes of reorganization of the environment
throughout the spectrum of problems of self-sufficiency. For example, in Ukraine,
the mapping scheme of the discussed function is consistent on a variety of signs,
the number of which at the present stage of the movement cannot be limited. However, three of them correlate with the applied properties of this study. They are:
а) conditions of expedient human activity (CEA), the derivative of which is the
automatism of the formation of human capital;
b) the logic of human development (LHD), the derivative of which is the accumulation of energy, skills, abilities and accuracy of movements in the macro
space;
c) mobility of nerve processes (MNP), the derivative of which is orientation to
the pragmatic value of action.
The search for informative indicators, such as the characteristics of the preparatory and generalizing indicators of production and distribution of the product,
allows us to offer a formal model of reflection of the phenomenon (FM), which
includes the utility (wealth) of the environment. It contains the function of filling
the interaction, namely:
FM = f {CEA; LHD; MNP}.
56
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In physical terms, the function of filling the interaction environment (5) brings
the researcher closer to the discovery of a generalized assessment of the conditions
of expedient human activity. Signs of the search combine the following motives:
1) there must be a connection with the content and structure of the surrounding
environment, which, according to the criterion of the utility of the environment, in
large scale consists of the types, industries and fields of activity. Above, we paid
attention to this property of the environment of man. Many of these varieties make
it difficult for humans to make a choice;
2) the persistence of the process of labor consumption, which attracts the attention of a person emotionally, must manifest itself. A person, who belongs to
a certain stratum according to the criterion of social affiliation, must decide on
the usefulness of a certain majority of combinations of factors that, in addition to
item 1 of the search, fill in macro-social, macroeconomic, microeconomic, managerial and other aggregates.
The person assumes that many of them will remain useless to him/her or not
activated during the entire period of labor demand. For example, it is difficult
for a person to understand why a number of macro social factors a) activate the
development of crisis conditions in the population in which a person exists, b) for
several generations ahead, form a constant level of consumption, the mentality of
interpreting reality, moral and ethical attitudes, ideals and behavior or c) create
difficulties in person’s transition to a higher level of self-sufficiency.
This requires some clarification. To do this, we should refer to the most significant cluster of relationship formation – the reproductive process. It is the content of this process that shows an objective impact on the behavior of a greater
mass of workers and their families, not only in the industrially undeveloped, but
also in any other state. For example, the work mainly in the agricultural sector
even structurally differs from industrial production, the essence of each of them
speaks for itself. It is during the execution of the stages of such processes that
the imbalance in the circulation of the return process of turnover of resources is
most often recorded. Then a person is forced to focus on the weakly expressed,
insufficiently mastered and ineffective forms of self-sufficiency. In short, a person
should change the occupation, guided by the alternative basis of its education.
This reorientation takes place objectively, because a change in the conditions of
circulation of resources correlates with many elements of production, exchange,
distribution and consumer areas of activity, which are brought into circulation by
their own regulatory mechanisms. The study is interested in the following point:
these areas are characterized by both accelerated and delayed development. Both
of them, in a balanced system for the exchange of activities, necessarily lead to
the disruption of stable bonds, conditions of interaction and energy overspending.
This is registered both in the production sphere and in the service environment of
activity, as well as in the power structures of distribution, regulation and manage-
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ment. Ultimately, both acceleration and inhibition of processes are inevitably accompanied by losses of labor and its efficiency.
It is possible to concretize the described environment, if we have the outlines
of a multifactor model of human development and its potential possibilities. The
logic of human development leads to such a conclusion. According to this logic,
one should be guided by the following set of indicators. A human is:
а) a product of the impact of the environment of domestic and industrial environment, scientific and technological progress and the movement of the economy;
b) a brick in civil society design;
c) a bearer of social and economic achievements;
d) productive power of the sphere of productive relations;
e) resource of wealth and welfare of the state.
In his time, K. Marx paid attention to these properties of a human. He connected all the problems of development that are observed in society together with
the term “anatomy of the civil society”57. This term provides the skeleton, the
organic basis of the movement and filling of the constructive relations inherent to
the territorial entities, associations and structures, where a person acts as the creator of ideas and their performer. These ideas should be taken into consideration.
Such a position is supported by modern studies. For example58,59.
A sufficient condition for the movement of a person to wealth is some possibility of accumulating biological energy60,61, which is an important condition
for maintaining all the properties listed above. It is realized by a person thanks to
the matrix of the thinking mechanism, which reacts to physical movement, operations, relocation, work, functions, and exercises. For their implementation, there
are anthropometric devices of the body and psychomotor mechanisms of recurrent
replacement. This is enough to master, consolidate and repeat several times a certain outlined series of actions. Without disclosing all the methodological details
of mastering such an action, we pay attention here only to the condition that this
57
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is a complex and multifactorial process. For this research, it is not this complexity
that is important, but the fact that it (the process) is amenable to change. Even
for the most difficult variant of mastering physical exercise, this assumption of
changes is confirmed. Then, a person’s striving for wealth is combined with the
indicator “Accuracy of spatial assessment of movement”. The physical meaning
of its development and use in everyday life makes it clear:
1) that the objectivity of an abrupt change in the value of the indicator is the
reality of the likelihood of an event;
2) that periods of a gradual increase in the magnitude of its durability is a tendency of the event development;
3) that the turnover of periods of gradual increase of resistance and periods
of slow development depending on the age interval is a regularity of the event
development.
Since the execution of a movement, instructions, commands, programs, orders,
exercises, etc., is the final point of any event’s development, it would be logical to
say that the following dependence has a right to exist: the higher the accuracy of
movement (exercise) performance, the higher is individual’s susceptibility of the
essence of the environment phenomena. Among them, there are skills, mastery,
professionalism, productive and social values, which lead to the relevance of an
individual in the society.
The named motives and values are united in the theory of public relations62,63.
Then, the research combines in the dialectical unity of the perception of social
relations:
1) a person with diverse professional abilities who can be mobilized in the
process of transforming nature, ensuring social progress, well-being, wealth and
social order;
2) integral expression of social relations that focuses, again, in the person and
in the order of the environment;
3) a phenomenon (event) having an effective and orderly mechanism for moving out of the state of chaos and entering the state of order, which is certainly
noticed and perceived by a person.
The search engine includes a set of actions that combines the processes of
education, training and coaching abilities and superpowers64 to the movement
and mobilization of energy, both for an experienced person and a person who
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is just starting to gain experience65,66, and a person who is just starting to gain
experience67,68. This mechanism connects various technologies of development of
the body and its organs, and then, ways to strengthen the neuro-mental functional
and mental systems of a human.
Technological reflection of the action lies in the fact that constant efforts of
the individual are completed with the destruction of the uncontrolled “I” and advancement of thought along the trajectory of strengthening spiritual development.
It should be remembered that within the integral framework of the organization of
movement, the following circumstance takes effect: regardless of the level of fitness – whether it is a venerable adept or novice pupil – the logic of their progress
through the stages of knowledge is marked by steps 1) physical fitness, 2) skill,
3) mastery, 4) ingenuity, 5) spiritual maturity. This movement continues as long
as the mobility of the nervous processes is recorded. By analogy with this, the
organic basis of professional training of a person for expedient activity, the structure and its content should be made dependent on a certain functional evaluative
ratio. According to the authors, this ratio includes the parameters of the summary
characteristics (Ri,j), reflecting the i-th resource (“interaction”, “complementarity”, “cumulativeness”, “synergy”, “system”, “fractality”, “efficiency”, “manageability”, etc.) of the ownership (θ) of the scalar set of the j-th accumulative factor
of human well-being and wealth of the state (profit, income, super-profit, etc.).
The matrix model is reflected in the integral resultant (G (x)) of the simplest form,
namely:
G(x) = max Ri,j, {∏ (Ri <θ> Rj) [i = 1,2,3,

n; j = 1,2,3, … m]}.

(6)

Model (6) is included in the action from the moment when a person confirms
the fact of interest in a phenomenon, an event, an action. Such a human, who has
turned into a personality and who is approaching to the subsequent harmoniously
developed individual, succeeds in taking an active position in any environment.
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It happens regardless of what a person has to deal with – production, exchange of
activities or consumption of the product. Actually, there comes a decisive moment,
when a person needs to exercise self-reliance on the principles of self-sufficiency,
remaining, at the same time, “a product of social and historical development, on
the one hand, and a public executor, on the other”. With such a combination of
these conditions, it can be argued that the personality has become a carrier of the
integral expression of social relations.
Developing physical and mental abilities of own organism, a person achieves
comprehensive and harmonious perfection, extracts more of the necessary substance to meet the needs. Turning into a person who consciously chooses a profession and type of activity, adapts to these ways and means of preparation for
the implementation of socially useful professions, functions and jobs, this person
becomes an individual, a master, a manufacturer. Developing, a person accumulates in him/herself energy, mastery and skills, and on this basis, a person turns
into a social utility, being a personality and individuality, and under a combination
of circumstances – turns into a productive force of the society in a disciplinary
scheme of interaction and expanded reproduction.
The fourth mechanism of the viability of the environment is as follows.
The search for a disciplinary interaction scheme, which is the mechanism of
bringing physical and mental abilities of a person into a state of demand, is employed in transition economies in a single production and in organizations that
provide for the interconnection of activity sharing structures. For example, in
Ukraine, such a scheme is the extraction of momentary pragmatic value, which
provides a chance for aging technological systems of product extraction, and on
this basis, the basis of obsolescence and physical deterioration of living and materialized labor. Based on this, an attempt is made to organize the continuation of
the state movement. This value is personified in all spheres of seasonal labor: in
business, service, entrepreneurship, production, and gathering. These actions and
efforts are mostly fragmented.
We have to explain why we think so. According to the classification69, the
pragmatic value of the phenomenon under study is conceptually perceived mainly
in the form of a business process that promotes a student to a higher level of skill,
mastery and professionalism, no matter in which field of activity he or she finds is.
It is this form – the form of execution of the intention, plan or forecast – that gives
a person the basis of meaningfulness, organization and expediency in his/her purposeful activity. This form of action is implemented following the logical scheme,
which has a functional purpose. The subject of the research is demonstrated by the
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model of the realization of relations in the sports business70,71. The connection is
subject to the following form:
“Business → “service business” U “sports business” → “development of
physical, mental and spiritual ability of a person to work U production
sports business” → “production of related items, products, goods and services U related sports business” → “innovative process and condition management U organizational sports business”.

(7)

Then, the pragmatic model, which confirms the fact of the transformation of
a human into capital, can be represented as follows:
Income = Function, which brings income when used {Matrices of physical
and mental abilities of a person} U {Matrices of events aimed at providing
active recreation to citizens} U {Matrices for the production and sale of
related sports products, food, goods and services} U {Matrix of related
income source} – Cost function {Matrix of expenses}.

(8)

The same model forms the basis for achieving a multitude of related goals.
Among them:
1) assessment of the businessperson’s income,
2) prognosis calculation of the potential of a business in the area of interest,
3) monitoring the current economic situation in the partnership environment.
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4.

Model of lexical basis
of figurative connection in business
The key of movement to the hidden:

A word, as a primary unmotivated nomination unit,
retains its sensual, tangible, direct connection with the object,
reflecting its essence ...

In everyday life, business, service business and routine servicing are associated with the provision of a service, solution to a customer’s problem, or human
activity that absorbs the meaning of the term “Service”. Such a meaning is realized in different forms, the diversity of which is shown in the sources72,73,74. Since
the sought variety is different already at the initial stage of the lexical perception
of the expedient movement or action of a person, it is of interest to analysts and
its foundations have been sufficiently studied75,76,77. This study is tied to the reflection of the content of the service business, meaning such conditions of public life,
which were formed in the economic integrity78,79. According to the authors80, the
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scientific approach to the structuring of the studied activity corresponds to the following connection of the general content:
A: S - О - P - М - W - Me - R,

(9)

where A – activity, S – subject of activity, О – object of activity, P – purpose
of the activity, М – motive, W – way of implementing activity, Me – means,
Р – result.
This integrity is perceived as a subject of research, to which a certain method of
cognition of a phenomenon is applicable, which is subject to subsequent analysis
and synthesis of elements and word formations. The restriction of the subject of
the study to the sphere of service business leads to the fact that the canonical stages
of the movement of matter, which is a change in human activity in terms of quality
and quantity, extend to this sphere. They should be mentioned here, because they
show the structure of the reflection of the economic phenomenon. These are stages
of a) generation, b) development, c) stabilization, d) stable movement, e) attenuation, and g) disappearance of the phenomenon. Consequently, these stages act
as a logical sequence of the multi-link activity of a certain structure, which in the
first lines of the analysis was referred to as “The process of ensuring the spiritual
and physical existence of a human”. The nature of the reasons for such a transition
from one stage to another may be different: from substituting operations, works
and functions to replacing their quality, design and complexity structure.
In order to execute the task of the initial filling of any business structure and
service business, the identification, systematization and selection of elements
for establishing their meaning should be reflected in a structural semantic model
that is tied to the content of production and labor according to the newly formed
schemes in modern, post-industrial society. In this regard, the transition to the
analysis of the desired states of the phenomenon requires the choice of a methodological approach to establishing its outlines. This requires adhering to a number
of conditions that are addressed in the analysis as such a need arises.
Thus, relations in a postindustrial society suggest the following condition of
global importance, namely: the search model follows the signs of the development
of a market strategy for the efficiency of the human movement and the exchange of
activities. These indicators in the economic space, in turn, are united by the “Human movement”, “Exchange of activities” and “Interaction”. For this reason, the
“Human movement”, the “Exchange of activities” and the “Interaction” take the
place of the key concepts of cognition, of the study of the structure and perception
of the essence of the “Service business” phenomenon. In the author’s view, this is
the same as the model link presented in the form “Service U Business”. In order to
reveal their link-to-link connection, it is assumed that the term “Business” in the
phrase “Service U Business” takes a subordinate place and replaces the terms of
the pair “Activity = Interaction” in this initial phase of learning.

4. Model of lexical basis of figurative connection in business

The historical method of cognition shows that at different stages of the human
relations they support ways of developing a person’s ability to think and work, to
live and to support own needs. This statement follows the development spiral of
the increasingly complicated reproductive-consumer cycle. The development and
adaptation of a person’s ability to environment is always possible, for the reason
that “Human movement” reflects a conglomeration of destinations, properties and
functions, reflected through the broad semantic content of the philosophical “unity
of variability and stability, discontinuity and continuity of matter”, focused in the
individual “I”81. The latter provision has a methodological meaning, because it
indicates the inevitable movement of a person (producer) dialectically to the intersection point of the “Exchange of activities” and “Interaction”. This intersection
point is supported by the following two groups of conditions, namely:
1) conditions of a pragmatic choice of the most important way of contact of the
person with the environment and effective influence on it;
2) conditions of personality formation in a wide range of perception from the
basic philosophical category, reflecting a) processes of influence of objects on
each other, b) occurring adequate changes, c) mutual conditionality and d) forms
of generating one object of others with bringing them to the functional process of
everyday influence of objects on one another.
This set of features supports their mutual conditionality and connection. Along
with this provision, which is introduced into circulation without evidence, and
only in order to talk about service activities endowed with scientific and methodological content, it is required to determine the essence and subject of the application of labor.
Then, labor in all variants of the obtained result is aimed at the exchange of
activities, which contains and opens a multitude of matrices of action and interaction. Usually the action is filled with a cumulative list of homogeneous operations,
works and functions, and the interaction, all other things considered, adds the number of matrices with informative groups of movement development factors to the
relationship, the discovery of the essence of the relationship, personification of the
relationship and the preservation of the relationship in the author’s presentation. In
order for a person to be able to recognize outlines, to describe characteristics and to
concretize the features of interaction, it is required to become familiar with groups
of information. There are three of them and they include information about:
а) homogeneous operations, works and functions of expedient human activity,
reduced to unity, integrity or united by the criterion of usefulness or consumption;
b) the mechanisms of motion of expedient human activity in an interaction
environment that obeys the criterion of the scale of the new formation;
c) methods of classifying signs of movement and interaction of phenomena
concerning the criterion of homogeneity.
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To such distribution of information into groups, lead connecting conclusions provided by the study of phenomena82, the science of phenomenology, the application
of which to the description of the essence of relations in the service activity of a person should also open the main points of the description of the service business.
Representing service business as an economic phenomenon that has the form
and state of integrity, which manifests itself in the environment of the economic
space, the question of choosing the method of cognition is also resolved positively.
There is such a method – this is the method of “free from preconditions description of the experience of the cognizing consciousness and the selection of essential features in it”. Then, as the main method of research, we choose the method of
internal reconstruction, which is a complex comparative-historical methodology
that has the resource to recreate linguistic states of various orders. The term “Reconstruction”, as it is known, derived from the Latin word combination, namely:
prefix “re-”, which is endowed with the meaning “renewal” and term “constructio”, meaning “construction”. For this reason, “Reconstruction”, from a remote
perspective of its perception, recreates those phenomena, states or forms that have
centuries-old dynamics, using the properties of which the knowledge framework
is formed taking into account past stages of language development. That is, the
patterns of such dynamics are transferred to modernity, where they are amenable
to rethinking and modifying the lexical meanings of a phenomenon. In this case,
it is required to present that set of features, the elements of which are included in
the terminological model of the description of the economic phenomenon – the
phenomenon “Service Business”.
Turning to the discussion of the structural bases of the service business, it is
required from the very beginning to make sure that the accommodating space
of vital activity gives the meaning of separate content, a finally formed event or
a discernible phenomenon to this business. Such a motive of reasoning allows us
to decide on the frame of the event. The desired frame of the event, if presented
through a chain of model connection, is the following:
“The indicator of the content embodies a certain economic process and the
effect of development on the resource of useful activity. U The sought-after

space appears before the manufacturer whenever it is necessary to decide the
question of opening a new intended activity. U Such space has the variabil-

(10)
ity of choice of alternative movement, the relative emptiness of the environment, a stable guarantee structure, a weak severity of the processes
of plan realization or the probabilistic nature of the manifestation of the
prospects for the development of the event”.
The coincidence of these conditions, which fill the frame (10), indicates that the
space is related to the economic, because it includes a number of prerequisites for
82
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the transformation of an event into an economic process, an economic phenomenon. These prerequisites have a peculiarity, namely: they are always connected
by the organic expediency of designing various sets of labor, new formations or
structure formations consisting of operations, work and functions. In this way, the
phenomenon, which facilitates further recognition of the essential features and
elements of the semantic model of its perception and description, is concretized.
The only problem is that the causal basis for the development of service activity
into a business, i.e. presumably into a relatively independent model, sector, industry or sphere of production relations, depends on the correctness of the reflection
of the semantic content, consisting of two concepts. Again, they include the concept of “Service” and the concept of “Business”. This indicates the existence of
signs of functional dependence, which from this moment requires a deeper study
of both its meaning and its connection. To achieve such a goal, one should turn to
the discovery of the foundations of the real and the ideal in these concepts.
So, these concepts can initially play the role of both the noun and the adjective, which is so far dependent on their position. This foundation was laid in the
time of S.I. Ozhegov83, who distinguished the concept of “Service” by its two
primary purposes – both as a way of reflecting the processes or options of serving
the population, and as a form of maintaining or preserving its own structure of
movement of a person, tied to a certain system of activities for serving a person’s
life. As a result, without any special changes, and in almost the same way, this
concept has been perceived by the public to the present. During this period, only
the applied part of the formation of the activity has considerably expanded, but
with a small amplitude, while the specialists paid insufficient attention to it. The
sought expansion was most often associated with the introduction into circulation
of a new product, with a change in the structure or technological sequence of operations, work and functions. This leads to a change in the customer value of the
product, the period of use of the product by the consumer, or the scale of demand
for it. Changes began to manifest themselves in the days of industrial society,
when mass and serial production declared itself. A number of sources are devoted
to this, for example84,85,86,87. They also show the formation of the consciousness of
workers by the beginning of the twenty-first century.
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Since the content, the purpose, and logical-mental connections with the phenomena of the environment of the concepts “Service” and “Business” will be
constantly refined, we should pay some attention to their content in a brief form.
Historically, the term “Service” was paid attention to earlier than the term “Business”, because business was identified for a long time only with the essence of the
activity, but poorly based on relationships. For this reason, the content of the term
“Service” is first considered, and after that – the term “Business”.
1. The variability of the perception of the term “Service” is defined as significant. However, in most cases this is mainly due to the ambiguity of its translation.
Thus, the concept of “service” in Latin “service” reflects one notion – “service”,
and if the term ‘servio’ is analyzed, then it includes not one, but two meanings
“serve (as in the army)” and “serve (to provide services)”. However, this is not
the complete phonological aspect of the term “Service”. If the text contains the
“servus” sound formation, then its semantic designation is transferred to the personifiers of the action, among which there may be “a servant who is in complete
submission and at the same time dependent, burdened with duties”. That is, its
initial narrow historical interpretation still has its influence on the content of the
term, even in the modern environment. According to our assessment, it would be
more logical to deviate from the meaning of its original purpose, which is aimed
at reflecting exclusively the executive function of the activity that completes the
movement, action, suggestion, and solution of the problem from the everyday
angle. If we take into account a number of other functions, then its content needs
to be replenished with functions characteristic of production, in which auxiliary,
supporting maintenance, repair and restoration, and other operations and works
take their place. What has been said acquires an even greater scientific value if it
is associated with changes in industries that follow the processes of globalization,
concentration, cooperation and specialization. For this reason, the methodological
basis for the study of the term “Service” is expanding, since the methodological
basis for the formalization of events, facts and phenomena related to the production and exchange of activities is becoming common. However, this does not end
the list of influencing factors.
The meaning of the term under study is filled with an even greater number of
interpretations in post-industrial societies, in which the spheres of production of
goods and services have already been formed on a full scale, on a massive basis,
and improvements in security are subject to the impacts of knowledge intensity,
scientific and technical progress, resource saving, technological interchangeability and time saving. This happens due to the fact that all without exception
spheres of political, social and economic life support have switched to the use of
high-performance mechanized and automated lines, to aggregated and machine
technologies, to the development of a sufficiently large assortment and volume
of product and energy. Such a concentration of production capacity and productive forces necessarily happens in a limited area, which, in turn, allows continu-
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ing the creation of super-powerful management services and the development of
organizational technologies in business and entrepreneurship phenomena, engineering and logistics, marketing and management. In addition, this allows us to
focus engineering and scientific labor potential in mobile associations, in order
to recognize a wide range of many natural, economic and technical phenomena,
successfully describe them and fix target outlines in projects. That is, for each
option of expedient human activity, it is possible to develop a mechanism for the
technological interaction of factors of organization, production and management
already in multifunctional corporations, associations and farms. The main thing in
this mechanism, which is very important for this study, is that the scale of production grows to such a level of efficiency that the production environment is now
needs service maintenance, environmental monitoring and management. In this
analysis, the following circumstance is not considered important for a period of
time – whether such an environment will be transferred by specialists to a small or
medium-sized business environment or will it remain, as it is currently practiced
in most cases, among the main production activities of an enterprise. In order to
clarify in more detail the situation that is being discussed here, let us say that in
the post-industrial society still, but on a smaller scale than it was in the industrial
world, priority is given to the development of material production and labor tools,
while the non-material sphere of services is enhanced by a quality foundation – it
is becoming increasingly independent, new activities are being connected to it.
These activities are becoming more and more stable in statistical reports, because
they turn into full-fledged factors economic growth. Objectivity of such a turn of
events is evidenced by a number of proofs and generalizations by researchers who
presented their conclusions to the discussion at different times. Among them, we
can name88,89,90,91.
It should be noted that a number of studies conclude with a discussion character. Confusion among analysts is caused, for example, by the ambiguity of their
judgments regarding the classification and assignment to the groups of a number
of instrumental, preparatory, auxiliary, and serving production-technological functions – they are classified as primary, auxiliary, or facilitating operations. Under
the guise of attributing them to the service activity group, they acquire a new and
sufficient resource to be included in interaction as a full-fledged form of activity,
which is hidden behind the plans of business structures and business processes.
This is facilitated by their subsequent affirmation as an independent artificial enti88
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ty possessing the productive power of society, and, consequently, their separation
after the development stage. In addition, both in the manufacturing and economic
sectors, services continue to expand dynamically on a different, large-scale basis,
namely: due to the separation of diverse functional offices, services, lines, workshops and sites, technological operations, complexes of services and processes,
which happens because of the proliferation of conditions of scale, self-sufficiency
and independence. The scale of the movement of production and the processes of
its structure formation transform the territory of the state into a single productive
source filled with unfamiliar life-support spheres. Over time, such a movement
can occupy its niche and get the name “Service activities”. In favor of this movement, there is evidence in the work92, where the phenomenon gets its shape in the
form of “Service Economy”, “Service Activity”, and “Servicing”. Such a movement deserves the attention of specialists for the reason that it also, in itself, generates independent forms of business, occupations and activities that have excellent
and productive ways of creating value and generating income.
Summarizing the above-mentioned, it can be assumed that both the (production) and other (non-productive) economies can alternately provide the analyst
with more and more new facts for recognizing economic processes, events, factors
and phenomena that manifest themselves through production and organizational
activity as “Service”. Such an activity on the totality of signs can be transformed
from the service environment into the productive force of the society.
2. The variability of the perception of the term “Business” is not as significant
as in the previous case with the term “Service”. The historical view of business
reveals the possibility of recognizing it by the properties of labor use, by manipulating capital, by the scale of actions, by the diversity of activities, behavioral
and business structures. For example, there are variants of commercial business,
intermediary cooperation, production entrepreneurship, financial representation,
etc. Generally, one can classify a business by any attribute or property of interest
to the researcher. To facilitate familiarization with the types of business, we may
refer to the catalogs and encyclopedias. For example93,94,95,96. That is, determined
by the peculiarity of the relationship that fills the business, it is possible to develop
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an appropriate type for it, and this is required to be taken as the right approach if
the distinctive sign of the direction of organizational actions is indicated.
Here, however, the following circumstance, which has a clarifying meaning,
deserves attention: the content of the concept “Business” has been for a long time,
both in the times of S.I. Ozhegov97 and after that, remained blurred and did not lend
itself to concretization on many interesting grounds. It was subjected to studying by
science a little later, in the industrial society, in which the assortment positions of
goods and services were expanding avalanche-like in the sphere of production. For
reasons connected with mass and assembly production, which forced out the quality of a single product and replaced it with another quality, the notion of “Business”
was perceived as an ordinary action to provide a service for a consumer’s reimbursable equivalent or to carry out search and gathering for equity contributions.
A founder of a business has always been entrusted with the unconditional and full
recovery of capital losses from possible risks. Subsequently, this perception turned
out to be inappropriate to the true purpose of the business, because it often did not
intend to explore natural resources, and sometimes the content, structure, and goals
of the chosen activity. The barbaric reference point to the “entrepreneur’s striving
to acquire super-profit” also played its role as a brake: with the “super-profit” – this
is a business, but without the “super-profit” – this is an ordinary “activity”.
The clarification of the truth of the business origin can be performed with the
combination of the studied terms – the term “Service”, which means the formation of the types of human activity, and the term “Business”, which reflects the
thoughts of a person within the legislative guidelines of the state. This combination of terms allows us to revise options for combining the efforts of a person in
previously unknown areas of action on his initiative and to use them. This technique allows us to identify and justify the modern mechanisms of movement of
both material and artificial constructions of organizational, industrial and public
environments of the formation of life. Since these constructions have a utility and
managerial effect, because it is thanks to them that the interaction is completed,
the chains of exposed phenomena of sequential interaction are subjected to the
analysis of their semantic meaning. The framework is as follows:
“Service” phenomenon + “Business” phenomenon = “The mechanism
of the relationship of the phenomena of “Service” and “Business” + “Men- 11)
tal construction of the movement of the service business”.
Then, the first two formal connection components from the framework (11)
are included in the analysis structure, which can always be known on the basis
of the phenomenological conditions for describing their meaning. Among them,
there are:
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А. Meaning of the term “Service” as a phenomenon of interaction;
B. Meaning of the term “Business” as a phenomenon of interaction.
The importance of the communication mechanisms of “Service” and “Business”, which have turned into the interaction phenomena in the life-supporting
environment, and the mental constructions of the “Service Business” movement,
activating the thought of a person, allows us to continue the study. It is based
on the identification of the value of their pragmatic value, established from the
standpoint of the phenomenon of interaction, first for position A, and then for
position B.
Position A. The semantic meaning of the term “Service” as an interaction
phenomenon is the following. The physical moment of the interaction phenomenon is reflected in the postulate: service is a complex of servicing actions, it is
a support system.
By linking observation with the historical course of events in production and
maintenance environments, a number of values of the phenomenon under study
can be singled out. If we consider this series for the meaningful purpose from
the general to the particular, then the general list of symbols looks as follows. It
includes:
а) an organizational support structure that dictates to the technological reproduction process specific 1) occupation, 2) organization, 3) enterprise, 4) service or
5) public assistance fund;
b) the process of completing the execution of the order received from the public
1) delivery, 2) information, 3) adjustment, 4) maintenance, 5) bringing in, 6) repair, 7) transportation, etc.;
c) the structure of development and provision of the service, which assumes
the fulfillment of the function of implementing 1) consumer services procedures,
2) satisfying everyday needs and requirements, 3) organizational services, 4) information and advertising support, 5) urgent repair of things, 6) repair of household and broadcasting equipment.
If we connect a higher erudition, we can continue the begun enumeration of
positions for evaluating the forms of manifestation of the service. However, the
above list is enough to form a basic service environment, which is updated with
new activities and takes place in a number of economic processes. The condition
is known if the movement of the service is subject to growth criteria. This perception of the economic process as the concept of “Service” has heterogeneous
organizational foundations. They are:
1) function of occupation, operation, work to meet the individual-consumer or
socially necessary human needs;
2) a network of organically complementary organizations and institutions,
which serves the population, and, again, responds to the list of everyday household needs and amenities;
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3) form of mass public service in current areas of everyday life.
The list of concepts can be continued again, but this does not alter its overall
content – in all explanations the term “Service” is eventually identified, a) with the
general concept of “consumer services” or b) with a conditionally refined type of
activity, occupation, operation, work, function, services or combinations of their
complexes. That is, having such information, one can further imagine that a service is a set of human actions, the distribution zone of which is a domestic living
environment and human life support. However, there is a reservation that service,
both in the production sphere and in the private reproductive process of life activity, and in any other productive function carried out in the society, plays the role
of the servicing and often the auxiliary, process. In addition, we should say that it
is present when there is a need to set in motion processes to ensure, maintain or
monitor the use of a product in pursuance of its warranty period.
It seems that the meaning of the term “Service” cannot for a long time overcome its primary designation connected with the consumption of products by
the mass of the population. Despite the fact that besides consumer services, the
service has long been involved in the reproduction processes of most technologies, where factors of obsolescence of funds, physical deterioration of the means
of production and extinction of the usefulness of the product produced manifest
themselves. There are substantial grounds for mentioning these factors here. Thus,
the demand for a product, when the initial stage and the period of stable consumption finish, falls, the equipment physically wears out, the technology becomes
morally obsolescent, and making changes in the reproductive process puts forward different demands on the ability of the service personnel. The activity of the
extinction of utility is smoothed by the processes of scientific and technical progress, by the substitution of obsolete industries and productive power of the society,
and by updating of the tools of management and marketing. This development is
complex and in itself requires the transfer of a number of functions to the service,
maintenance and business environments. In addition, the transfer of a complex of
operations, functions and work from one organizational environment to another
and separation of production groups ensure the formation of “something new” in
the society. “Something new” creates its own economic environment, which is
open for calculations, because it also becomes homogeneous according to the flow
and structure just like any other environment of material production. This is the
first part of the problem of a new formation – the side of linking the movement of
a phenomenon to a more powerful and already formed object, industry, and sphere
according to some of their common features.
The second part of the problem of forming “something new” in the service
environment removes from the agenda such items as recognition and belonging
of probabilistic and unstable characteristics of production services. This actually serves as the basis to perceive service from the consumer position of its
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value in favorable colors and manifestations. In such a perception, “something
new”, for example, until the moment of accumulation of quality and quantity,
unfortunately, is not able to occupy its own niche in the matrix of social and
economic relations without outside help. The announced moment of weakness
makes it possible to consider at the initial stage of development a limited list
of methodological tasks, and to associate the development of recommendations
with very laborious substantiations of a scientific search and organizational and
applied nature. It worth reminding here that this analysis, in order to finish with
a conclusion on the usefulness of the action, requires at least two additional concepts. This are 1) “the utility of human activity”, which conditionally plays the
role of quality of the function of service actions, and 2) “super profitability of
program-economic actions of a human”, which acts in the same environment as
a quantitative argument for developing the business plan, roadmap and ideological platform for implementing them. The process of fulfilling the latter condition
requires the research to be transferred into the course of model reflection of actions, deeds, and ways of providing designs and connecting artificial intelligence
to the calculations.
In modern analysts’ appeals to the “Service” phenomenon, their interest is associated not with designs and ideas, but with organizational development processes of business and entrepreneurship, with the achievement of sustainability
of individual economic processes and events that ensure production growth. For
example, this position is addressed in the following studies98,99,100,101. These appeals, again, have a heterogeneous, diverse character. Their can become useful
only at the moment when the totality of the research includes ways of knowing
their meaningful actions, deeds and creations, the conditions for the strict observance of their own methodological and organizational guidelines. They can
be used in scientific development, because they are amenable to processing and
systematization, but they are almost impossible to be repeated.
Position B. The meaning of the term “Business” as a phenomenon of interaction is as follows. The physical moment of the interaction phenomenon is reflected
in the postulate: business is a business enterprise, it is a type of activity on
a commercial basis.
The content of business, the conditions for the formation and development of
the service business in all the main criteria and informative features correlate with
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the signs of a post-industrial society, which absorbed the advantages of the historical development of the society. If no attention is paid to a number of technical aspects and formal schemes of organic filling, ensuring and supporting the processes
of human activity, then business or entrepreneurship means:
а) person’s activities for profit, income or super-profit – in the narrow sense of
perception;
b) any kind of human activity that brings benefits regardless of whether it is
an entrepreneurial business or self-sustainment activity – in the broad sense of
perception.
The objectivity of this view on business is confirmed by a number of studies
that include interpretations102,103,104,105. For example, 1) V.I. Dal introduced into his
dictionary the concept of “start”, which he represents as a synonym for the words
“start what”, “decide, do something new”, “start the improvement of something
significant”106. That is, after the introduction of such a notion into circulation, then
we should talk about “business” as about the movement of a person in an activity,
and the process of movement requires mobilizing not only muscular efforts, but
S.I. Ozhegov introduces the term “businessalso the brain’s mental centers; 2)��������������������������������������������
like” into his dictionary, endowing it with the concept “who knows how to take up
something at the right moment, smart and practical107. Again, this concept is explained in the sense of “desire”, which impels a person to work in an environment
that is likely to end with significant incomes; 3) in the encyclopedic dictionary108,
term “business” is explained as an entrepreneurial activity, as an “occupation”
that can turn into a source of income. Naturally, there is the position that the uncertainty of “business”, “entrepreneurship”, “occupation” is present and it must
be overcome on the basis of the mobilization of volitional efforts; 4) dictionary109
102
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defines the following: Business is “any economic (productive, industrial, intermediary, etc.) activity ... that brings profit (income) to the owner”110.
The formal philological meaning of definitions reveals a strong connection
between “business” and “activity”, which is actually required for the formation
of the structure of a semantic model. On the basis of this connection, an objective economic and organizational process of human interaction with nature and
the organization of the subsequent exchange of the product is formed. Not less
than two parties take part in the exchange, namely: the artificial environment of
the producer – the owner of capital, and the natural environment of the consumer
– the owner of labor. The organic combination of the named media indicates the
existence of some general mechanism of movement, which is established by the
sequences of movement of a person from the previous function (operation, work)
to the subsequent function (operation, work), i.e. movements from one set of actions to another set of actions. For example, the energy of the function of the operational work of a businessperson, which is carrying out of a plan, the formulation
of an idea, the development of an action plan, coordination of a project with the
authorities, detection, extraction and production of a substance, efforts for implementation, etc. changes for energy, which turns into income (super income) after
the completion of the exchange cycle. In such an interpretation of the semantic
content that has developed historically, processes will be perceived further as an
attitude developing in business and in corresponding areas of interaction that accompany the advancement of a person to the goal of his/her own concept. These
relationships are many. Their origin is as follows.
Business relationships are institutionalized on the basis of contractual and legal standard terms. The necessary number of reservations is established between
a citizen of a state who possesses a) an action plan, b) starting means, c) physical
and mental energy for the implementation of the plan, and the executive power of
the state111,112,113. Both of these sides are entitled to initiative and licensing activities. In business, the first side usually offers a program of action, and the second
side includes the regulatory powers transferred to it by the people, acts on behalf
of the people and allows access to the use of natural wealth and state monetary
assets. Natural resources and minerals, materialized ideas, objects of equipped infrastructure, unfulfilled projects of previous generations, and living labor are often
in the field of view of business. On such a substantive basis, in the state, the idea
110
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gets movement, which gives rise to new forms of organizational and production
interaction and exchange of activities. Forms of business primarily occupy their
place. The environments of interaction differ in their stability, and then the idea is
divided between the level-based use of small, medium and large capital. Capital
surplus allows: a) when the relationship is large-scale and has the persistent characteristics of an enterprise, to talk about the productive, and even industrial, way
of managing, and b) when the relationship is short-term, seasonal or spontaneous,
to talk only about the processes of “business”. Ignoring the fact that the latter
provision does not have absolute recognition, business methodology determines
its conceptual and legal recognition in the state, the pragmatic-emotional perception of the population and the methodological and functional development of the
entity, which is recognized by the business in several areas of interaction. These
positions represent business in the following areas of action, namely
1) as a scientific process for the formation of an objective economic category,
because it has received the recognition of the scientific community;
2) as an organizational process for strengthening a more advanced way of legal, industrial, social and economic relations, because it has received recognition
of an individual endowed with special and professional abilities;
3) as a reproduction process of an autonomous environment for the formation
of more stable economic relations, because it has received recognition as a lifesupport environment.
Since it is needed to identify the positions of business interaction in heterogeneous environments of states, societies, stable and transitional economies, this
perception of its meaning requires the formulation of a task that meets general
economic requirements that are not yet in business. For this reason, “Business” can
formally be represented as a subject or carrier of general scientific, methodological
and organizational provisions borrowed from other theories, in particular, from the
theory of organizational interaction. From this theory, the method of organizational
interaction of the economic and organizational process is useful for the development of methodological positions of business and service business. This method
sets in motion common elements of human activity through some complication
of both the basic and applied systems. Such an opinion on complexity is upheld
unanimously – both in the writings of the apologists of economic thought, such as
K. Marx, A. Smith and F. Engels and in modern theories of M. Albert, P. Drucker,
D. Mac-Gregory and others. Conclusions of these scholars can be reduced to the
following general position: in order to ensure productive, economic or commercial
results in the society, it is necessary to activate the main condition – the condition
for the manifestation of a person’s interest in activities, in business, in entrepreneurship. The content of the promotion of such interest awaits further clarification
for modern societies and processes occurring in them. Until such a clarification is
done, it is necessary to adhere to the generally accepted opinion, which is: the more
stable and large-scale connections in the state are, the larger conglomerations
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of business are created; business is distributed between groups, again, as large,
medium and small. Then, the initial organizational interaction should presumably
be based on: a) the attractiveness of the business, primarily associated with the accumulative processes of wealth, and b) the driving force, determined in the calculations for extracting “super income” by the individual target ability of the personality and the entrepreneurial function contained in it.
Consequently, business can be perceived both as a way of seasonal capital accumulation and as a means of fragmentary (cyclic) provision of a person. On this
basis, human activity in the form of business can take the place of the factor of
economic well-being, which also has its methodological significance as it develops. For example, such scholars as114,115,116,117 consider business in this way – either as a productive way of extracting and accumulating capital, or as a potential
pathway to the sources of wealth, to develop the capacity of the individual, to organize the extraction of funds for the physiological support of life. This discloses
the quality of the pragmatic purpose of the business, because it is a type of activity
intertwined with the emotional, substantive essence of the person, who lives in
accordance with own ideas, intentions and motivations of the mind to accomplish
the act. In order to get closer to the perception of more specific forms of business,
it should be assumed that in it, in business, “work”, “enterprise”, “entrepreneurship” or “craft” are linked by the goal of production. Furthermore, “demand” and
“supply”, i.e. social production relations of the realization of the action, concretize the form. These relations unite and finally modify the general labor process,
the conditions for the development of the individual’s interests. This introduces
changes to concrete relations, which necessarily requires clarifying the function
of the following trend: “Depending on the social conditions, in which a particular
type of activity and production of certain goods take place, the indicators of their
attribution to the economy are formed”118. Because of this connection, theoreticians, for example119, for a long time without making any changes in their methodologies and models, have been reflecting productive labor, resulting in surplus
value. For a long time, such a theory of vital activity allows:
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а) to recognize and generate in a single process of movement the materialized
basis and the regulating “power” of the state system;
b) to demonstrate to the nation the “justice” of the distribution process, forms
of government, methods of forming groups of producers and consumers;
c) to “stir up” on this basis the motive force and biological energy that impels a person towards organization, establishing and maintaining interaction in the
slightly changing conditions of self-sufficiency.
The above-mentioned is manifested in various interaction schemes, in which
the condition of equilibrium processes occurring in economies is upheld. Since relations differ in their scale, a limitation is introduced in this presentation, namely:
the structural business system means the totality of connections between the elements and the methods of their vector-oriented ordering. The functional scheme
of interaction adapts to the kind of utility. This is the only condition.
To establish the evidence, characteristic features and connections inherent in
such a structural scheme of economic relations, which is the business, it is required to have a number of clarifying information. Such information is extracted
empirically from:
1) conditions of social production, among which business is recognized as an
integral part;
2) social and economic environment of the society, in which the idea, the physical and mental abilities of a person to act are developed;
3) current mentality of business perception by people who ready for action;
4) current legislative acts of the state, which determine the degree of freedom
of action.
The named sources of information determine both the design of the interaction
environment and the approach to its study.
Consequently, the initial environment here and hereafter is business, regarded
as an economic phenomenon, and the informative approach to research is the
economic and organizational process of interaction. For this process, the historical
method of reflecting changes in private capital, in business, in the reproduction
scheme of relationships, in the medium of exchange of activities is an effective
method. This is a thesis, which is reflected through the processes occurring in
a number of social and economic structures and transitional economic societies, which replace each other. The model of movement is well known: to replace
the simplest production relations of a collective economy, which remains very
laborious, with the sphere of service activity of a post-industrial society, which
is endowed with an extraordinary mobility of reaction to market changes in the
environment of supply and demand. For this reason, this research examines the
conditions for the formation of the modern economic environment of business,
which is subject to the scheme of initial distribution of human activity by gender,
area, industry and type.
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Fig. 1. Semantic configuration of the service business:
phenomenological conditions of origin
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Summarizing the above-mentioned provisions, we can be state that the service business has an objective platform for its development and establishment.
The structural semantic model presented in Fig. 1 evidences this. This model is
proposed to be taken in further research as the basis of the imaginative mapping
scheme of the service and business.
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Functions of interaction in business
The key of movement to the hidden:

Time cannot do anything to great thoughts, but ...
requires thought and refines thought.

The economic reality of cognition of different phenomena preserves the priority of a materialistic approach to the production of a product in economies, which
narrows the innovative movement of the organizational environment of business
and service business. According to the source120, the efficiency of vital activity is
linked with the system of division of labor for four reasons, namely:
1) extensive – according to the number of equipped workplaces with a uniform
content of a complex of operations, works and functions;
2) intensive – based on the scientific organization of highly specialized production and monotonous labor;
3) integral – based on the system management of labor and functions of a highly skilled universal worker;
4) synthesized – harmonious combining of knowledge, means and efforts of
the reproduction phases on the basis of “scientific business”.
In the first three of the four universally implemented areas of interaction, scientific and technical progress is the main driving force of development and labor, and of its social and economic environment. On its laws, automation and
mechanization of technological processes of production is provided, which frees
the contractor from manual and heavy physical labor, and accelerates movement.
Evidence of this is in the source121, but it does not speak about the processes of the
separation of activities, of the uncertainty of labor and complication of functions.
This provision is important for this analysis, because such a moment of reorientation of labor is fixed throughout the post-industrial society. The conclusions of this
source emphasize the idea of developing labor for certain production aggregates,
situations and conditions in such a way that, in the form of an employee, it ensures
120
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the movement of product development flows and satisfies the vital needs of the
society, family, individual member or personality.
This study does not deny these provisions, but they play a minor role in it.
At the same time, we share the opinion of individual researchers, practical businesspersons, entrepreneurs, managers and administrators, who point to the need
to connect all possible thinking and movement abilities. These abilities, in their
actions, are based on the quality that ensures the satisfaction of the need of the
initiator or executor of the action in such a way that “the support of the workforce
of the required quality”122 is carried out. Any of their actions necessarily relies on
the calculated and even above-standard compensation of effort costs. This cornerstone is based on the entrepreneurial philosophy that was first developed by
H. Ford123. Its essence is in the fact that the entrepreneurial function of a person
should be continuously encouraged by some stimulus, while scientific and technological progress should act “not as a means to maintain the ability to work, but
as a means to actively develop this ability”124. This means that aspirations for the
development of an entrepreneurial function and ability determine “human needs
and expectations”125. This motive, in fact, should be the basis of the general model
for a businessperson as the power, which drives or “accelerates” movement.
The subject of this study is consistent with the ideas of H. Ford, because it is
associated with the quality of creating an environment for innovation based on the
search for a new and more effective systemic action. Having found such an action,
after checking its usefulness, it is required to begin streamlining the management
process. Any business, in which the function is entrepreneurship, and the activators of the action are the entrepreneurial ability of a person and the driving force
of innovation activity, is already perceived as a “scientific business”. Since all the
creators of their own systems, concepts, and theories of the studied interaction do
not burden themselves with the mathematical apparatus of formalizing a phenomenon or process, the propositions are reduced to the establishment and formalization of a logical relationship and interdependence of thought-driven movement.
To clarify the methodological positions of the study, we should say that a number of positions of methodological content were originally introduced in the term
“scientific business”. They are as follows126:
а) to continuously study the needs and tastes of the consumer;
b) production is subject to consumption;
122
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c) to offer a good-quality product at a lower price, which will inevitably provide greater and universal demand;
d) to strive for standardization and unification of products, which will not only
facilitate production methods, but will also intensify it;
e) the profit is formed by the labor of the entrepreneur in conjunction with
a specialized performer.
There are other positions in the list of recommendations, but these have a predominant influence on this study. It should be noted that a number of business advantages, supplementing the above, are also described in the works127,128,129,130 and
others. The feature that unites their value when using and the value of consumption is “Pragmatic value”. Not considering the whole set of values embodied in
the concept of “pragmatism”, we use further in the analysis its system property to
reflect the idea of a business to extract a useful result. The personification of actions is in a businessperson, entrepreneur or owner of capital who regulates the
course of events.
Mechanisms of mutual communication and mental constructions in the service
business have a special meaning and purpose, which is dictated by the pragmatic
value. For this reason, we further examine the meaning of:
а) mechanisms of connection of the phenomena “Service” and “Business” as
a function of interaction;
b) thinking constructs of the movement of the service business as the basis for
interaction.
Then, further two positions are considered: position A and position B.
А. The significance of the connection mechanisms of the phenomena “Service”
and “Business” as a function of interaction is the following. The physical moment
of the interaction function is reflected in the postulate: connection mechanisms
are the establishment of the structure and program of a person’s actions with
respect to the indicated goals and results.
Modern economic science retains interest to studying the forms of evolution
and of the replacement of structures that provide the usefulness of activity in model forms that are proposed by capitalist social and economic progress. This form
encourages the state to move to a post-industrial environment. Its main features
are movement towards a socially-oriented economy, orientation towards self-gov127
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ernment and raising the well-being of the masses and strata of the people, expanding forms of ownership, turning an employee into a co-owner, differentiating the
distribution of the means of production and appropriating the results of labor
through public consumption funds. Being outdated, all other forms and ways are
not taken into account, even despite the fact that they are preserved in some countries and continue to bring benefits to the society.
An autonomous “large-scale sector of the economy, with an extensive and
complex structure with moving borders”131 is on the designated path of the development of economic relations through the knowledge of the phenomenon of
interaction between “Service” and “Business”. According to our assessment, the
author is arguing about the service business sector with its diverse forms of service
activities, which is separating from the service industry and has its own marketing
and management tools. Since the relevance of the provisions of the cited researcher is exhausted by time, attention should be paid to the provisions supplemented
and interpreted by the achievements of science132,133,134. The following is stated:
– the perception of the concept of “service industry” allows us to automatically develop the organizational space for the implementation of service activities
in the forms that are offered by state regulators, business conditions and private
entrepreneurship. This is achieved by varying commercial and non-commercial,
legal and socio-economic conditions of establishing and maintaining interaction
in the state;
– the introduction of the concept of “services sphere”, which here and below
is perceived as an intangible sphere of services, allows us to suggest the adjusted
approach to the establishment of the boundaries of service activities. This also
allows us to simultaneously take into account its mobility, its elasticity, and its
relevance in the national economy;
– semantic clarification of the concept of “service sphere” facilitates the processes of establishing fixed properties, which allows us to simultaneously separate
service types of activity from non-service. It concerns auxiliary operations environments that facilitate work and service functions.
These provisions are covered here for the reason that they can be useful in both
cases: 1) when looking for the evidence of the consistency of the service business,
the concept of its development, 2) when clarifying the conditions for classifying
131
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the service industry according to the signs that have a criterion value for services,
and for certain types of service activities. The mechanism of movement is as follows.
In a postindustrial society, most types of human activity appear, gain power and
are formed in the integrity of interaction as a result of production and technological oversaturation of interaction processes. Such interaction based on the external
signs first gains popularity among rare proponents who support the initiative and
themselves become active participants in the events. Over time, events develop
into a way to extract benefits, for the use of which it is needed to pay, because they
are associated with the cost of services. There is a reason for such a transition:
measures become innovative, because they turn into an effective tool for globalization and transformation of the environment. Such a thesis is confirmed, for example, by the algorithm of activity and development of a single sport or physical
culture movement, which is used in this study as an applied form of demonstrating
the usefulness of the service business. The proofs in favor of a particular chosen
action are the following.
Usually, the type of activity, which is new and which is only emerging and
is only being established as a kind of human activity, is initially developed and
cultivated in a particular country or its region. Gradually evoking an unreasonably
large interest of the public, it begins its movement to other regions and states, to
continents and their separate territories accessible for distribution of information.
Its movement in the territorial space has an objective basis of movement due to
visual perception, attractiveness and usefulness. According to the designated scenario, events started movement of a number of sports games from one continent
of the Earth to another. So, European football was known first to sports fans of
England, and then was moved to the mainland of America, Canadian ice hockey
on the contrary – first conquered the sports grounds of North America, and later
the ice arenas of European states. Further, different types of oriental martial arts
flooded the territory of the whole world, initially coming from China, Korea or
Japan. In this process – the process of spreading the activity to other territories
– an economic resource takes its place, forcing to recognize the starting point of
movement in the following sequence a) first as a phenomenon, b) then as an economic phenomenon, and finally, c) as a social and economic phenomenon. There
is a dependence that is little known to most experts, which is addressed here.
This dependence is as follows: the resource of recognition of the phenomenon
and the processes of its development into an economic resource are subject to the
quality of management. That is, it is amenable to progress and movement in the
stages of formation, in which the condition for the replacement of the environment by more complex processes operates. In management, it is precisely such
a substitution that operates, usually according to a two-stage model in which the
resource substitution scheme is reduced:
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а) to simplified management at the first stage of development (perceived first in
small and medium business due to seasonality or short duration of the interaction
period, incidental work or occasional occupation);
b) at the second stage of development, it is replaced by innovative management
(perceived by corporate business associations, for it is based on knowledge, more
or less complex business plans, verified ideas and tasks of a large-scale nature).
The general condition of action both in the first and second cases of management is the presence in a person of the ability to think critically, in a non-standard
way and creatively. Following this, individual’s own creativity and predisposition
to developing an idea, making a decision, drawing up an action plan, a communication scheme and establishing tolerant connections should also manifest themselves. There is also another condition, which includes a businessperson in a group
of personalities with a talent of innovation management – this is individual’s ability to reduce fragmented and fragmentary ideas, experience, facts and parts of an
event into a cognitive technology for the realization of a plan. This is confirmed
by the global experience of business development in the works of135,136,137. The
analysis of the systems and recommendations starts with the developments that
belong to scientist D. Carnegie138 and his followers.
B. The significance of the mental constructs of the movement of the service
business as an interaction function is the following. The physical moment of the
interaction function is reflected in the postulate: mental constructions are the
mental activity of a person, successive switching of mental operations in the
form of an idea, image, classification, system, concreteness of action.
Four variants of relationships are included in the system analysis; they complement each other concerning both the idea and the design. Three of them are systems that belong to certain authors. They are: “Six hats” of an optimal solution by
E. de Bono139, “Ten rules of the phenomenal perception” by V. Netting140, “The
twelve principles of success” by K. Kelly141, and the fourth option is the Code of
the Russian businessman of 1912. That is, those sources of information, which are
related to the regulation of human behavior in business and the solution of functional problems, are involved in the analysis. This research has indifferent, neutral
character concerning the nature of the comments and relationships to these materials. The reason is as follows: their individual provisions may contradict the moral
135
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requirements of modernity, for they include the polar, alternative, thoughts of the
entrepreneur, which are approved at certain stages in the development of public
opinion. Their scientific perception is determined by the execution of the stability
of the enterprise, aimed at producing a socially necessary good or product. Such
stability, in turn, presupposes the existence of systemic relations in the state based
on the law-abiding and mutual trust of the parties to the participants. This allows
us to talk about business rules, principles and codes of interaction. Information
from these sources is analyzed in the indicated sequence.
The first studied system – the system of E. de Bono – is perceived through the
prism of the following reasoning. Initially, the thought arises that in order to develop
the quality of a predisposition to creativity under the pressure of creative thinking,
to learn to think creatively and in a non-standard way, the creator of the system developed his own concept of “six hats” for his own practice and to help develop such
an ability. According to his plan, this system should help facilitate the process of
perceiving a certain sequence of events and the transition to the implementation of
actions from one event to another through an extensive network of its development
and dependence on the situation. He invites the team to focus on one of the components of the thinking process. For such a concentration there can serve a fact, borrowed from the environment, emotion, negative or positive assessment, the search
plan, checking the reliability of the achievement of the predicted result, monitoring
of the course of actions, etc. In this way, a person is distracted from various other
aspects of the thinking process, which, as it is well known, makes it difficult to make
an optimal decision. “Playing mentally”142 the situation, the methodical approach
smoothly brings the worker to the development of creative thinking, for it is built
on the perception of the moment of changing the hat as of a crucial moment, which
has one of the six shades of chromaticity. The color of the hat and the variants of the
change imply a certain meaning. So, a white hat is worn on the head at the moment
when it is necessary to look at a refined idea neutrally and check not only proven
and verified facts, but also the data of the “second level” that has to be specified143.
Further:
1) when personal feelings are assessed in the current situation without their
justification, the white hat is replaced with a red;
2) the thinking process in the yellow hat has to form an optimistic look and
develop a dream;
3) black hat is meant to detect errors;
4) in a green hat, a person thinks alternatively and creatively in the rhythm of
lateral thinking, which ensures the destruction of thought patterns and attitudes;
and
142
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5) a blue hat develops skills on the formulation of the problem, its refinement
and formulation of conclusions.
Manipulation with hats should take place during collective discussion of the
problem, during the moments of brainstorming, and at the stage of individual
comprehension of information. The result is achieved if the participants’ hats do
not mix; they are in the process of constant thinking, without stopping at every
stage. Preference is given to a green hat, dressing which the author of the concept
focuses on the methods of speeding up the decision. In order to evade the patterns
of perception of a phenomenon, several ways of extracting ideas are announced.
They may include a “provocative” method that activates a method of transforming chaos into order, a way of standardizing work ordering, a way of distorting
standards, a way of changing the sequence of relationships and actions, a way of
presenting the desired for real or a way of a random word. Behind the external
names of the listed options for activating thinking is the deep logic of the movement of thought in a chosen direction. This is valuable not only for the author of
the system, but also for any sphere of innovative business management and effective organization of business processes that obey the principle of universality.
The second system under study – the rules of V. Netting144 – perceived from the
position of prevalence as follows. It extends to those who, in the environment, wish
to be free, independent, not owing anything to anyone and at the same time generous. This person without undue reasoning, casting aside doubt, can turn to these life
rules. The author developed these rules from the personal experience of combining
high activity under the pressure of economy mode and developed intuition. There
are ten rules and we are going to comment them here with the intention to feel the
system utility of similar structures for the construction of human life principles. We
would like to describe the following author’s claims:
– to set in oneself the main law of life activity. The rule says that a person needs
to maintain own independence and self-reliance. Comment: this law assumes the
accumulation of a sufficient amount of capital in order to have the opportunity to
do a favorite business;
– to develop an emotional attitude. The rule says that everything in life is for
sale, both cameras and ideas. Comment: a person needs to do everything with
pleasure and then this mood will influence a business partner;
– to master the organizational moment for the movement. The rule says that
a person needs to systematically plan own life, realize own boundaries and stick
to them later. Comment: the state of thought should be subordinated to the organic
structure of order and organization;
– to be critical with respect to the distribution of time. The rule says that everything has its time in life, regardless of whether it is a matter of selling a company
144
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or a career. Comment: the most important thing in any business is to choose the
right moment;
– to adhere to tolerance in the interaction. The rule says that the ability to
listen is more important than the ability to speak. Comment: only in this way of
maintaining calmness and clarifying the completeness of information, a person
can find a compromise and succeed in negotiations;
– to be active in relationships. The rule says to be hardworking, but not allow
yourself to be buried alive in your work. Comment: life is too good not to enjoy
it;
– engage in physical activities. The rule says that sport keeps people fit and
healthy and, last but not least, in a good mood. Comment: who wants to deal with
a gloomy unsociable person?;
– to keep a balanced strategy. The rule says that not always the one who is
ahead of everyone is the strongest. Comment: truly powerful people are invisible;
– to show generosity in relationships. The rule says to enjoy own success, but
not to forget to share it with others. Comment: create big and small good things,
but with great love;
– to be based on a tactical calculation. The rule says that even political opponents can be good people. Comment: keep in touch with them, as it will help
in the future.
The guidance of the rules brought the author not only to the group of the rich,
but also to the cohort of social thinkers, businesspeople-patrons who take part in
solving the social problems of the state.
The third studied system – the system of K. Kelly145 – is perceived by the following series of signs, significantly different from the previous two. In terms of
the content of the proposed system principles, the system goes beyond the ordinary emotional, entrepreneurial, and initiative development, which relates the author to the elite of innovative managers. In the period of the ubiquitous spreading
of the network economy method, the use of which allowed the global restructuring of the consumer’s life, the author of the system noticed unique opportunities
to benefit from other sources and introduced completely new rules to improve
interaction. In this organizational, in its functional essence, trading environment,
distinguished by many its own methods and levels of interaction, plasticity and
interactive nature, instead of optimizing labor structures and resources, it is required to search for inventions, innovations and breakthroughs in relationships.
The impossibility of using traditional organization schemes is indicated by the
following: a) the incredible flexibility and mobility of the network manifests it145
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self, b) work under uncertainty leads inevitably to the approval of new methods of
organizational content, c) large-scale expansion of the network economy speeds
up the goods turnover cycle. Being aware of the cyclical regularity of innovation,
the creator of the system expected from the taken actions that in return a new,
more fundamental, innovation would emerge and it would actually supersede the
existing one. Turning to the coverage of his principles, we would like to addresses
the following peculiarity: they combine the art of the analyst on the scientific base
and of the researcher of the business environment. Such a judgment follows from
the fact that the principles are connected in a new construction – in the unity of
the form of the law and the form of pragmatic recommendations. Communication
in the arguments of K.���������������������������������������������������������
 ��������������������������������������������������������
Kelly is presented according to the scheme “law – recommendation”. For example:
– the law of “communication” implies the recommendation to “Master the
dumb power”. The motives for the transition to such a law and the perception of
recommendations are as follows. The required power is possessed by microcircuits filled with “non-voice” information, the use of which turns them into “small
workers” in various schemes – cars, water tanks, banking systems, computers,
microwave devices, mechanical robots, mobile phones, signal beacons, electronic
devices and TVs. Transferring work to wireless communication networks of storage, transmission and use of information finally brings in the schemes of saving
time, live labor, carrier materials and energy. But this is not the main thing, a new
dependence is being established, based on a synergistic effect – such a large and
unprecedented so far large-scale collective interaction binds together an innumerable set of objects and actors (producing and consuming, as it can be said);
– the law of “completeness” implies the recommendation “The more means the
more”. The motives for the transition to such a law and the perception of recommendations are as follows. According to the “fax effect”, one fax has a significant
cost, which does not allow finding a consumer who has sufficient funds. However,
each separately included in the work fax turns into a node of consumption (server),
creating on the basis of this a network to reduce the cost of use. Physical meaning:
with the inclusion and connection to the demand profile functions, it reduces the
value of equipment for the distribution network by its action, and thus becomes
mechanically demanded and more profitable for the owner through the consumption network, and the service itself, due to the formation of many nodes, turns into
profitable and efficient because of the development of a network of consumers.
There are other examples, delving into the pattern of movement of which in the
market reveals even more the essence of the discovery of the investigated author.
Thus, the industrialization of the production of carpets, photocopies, receivers,
etc., because of their redundancy and saturation of the consumer environment,
makes the products themselves cheaper and more accessible to the general population. Along with this process, another effect is recorded: at the same time with
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such a reduction in price, the predicted prevalence brings considerable income to
the entrepreneur due to the expansion of the mass of consumers. Dependency is
bound by a value that grows out of abundance and increases with the expansion
of ubiquitous distribution;
– the law of “exponential growth” implies the recommendation that “Success
is not linear”. The motives for the transition to such a law and the perception of
recommendations are as follows. The avalanche development of consumption in
the computer web environment has generated many new compounds that were not
previously found in nature. For example, biological growth is observed, which
is subject to the exponential law of distribution in the technological system of
electronic connections. The dependence is known – the rapid growth of network
connections, which occurs even with a slight increase in the number of nodes, is
completed with success, which remains always nonlinear;
– the law of “critical points” implies the recommendation “To notice the significance of changes in time”. The motives for the transition to such a law and the
perception of recommendations are as follows. Any phenomenon or entrepreneurial action expects support until a certain point in its development, at which the
naturally emerging conditions of self-support appear. The challenge is to learn to
recognize and fix the turning point, after which the system is filled with consumers in an avalanche-like way. The dependence is known – the process has entered
a period that is stable in terms of the power of self-sufficiency and begins to support itself along the development trajectory;
– “the increasing feedback” law implies the recommendation to “Create positive feedback”. The motives for the transition to such a law and the perception of
recommendations are as follows. The selected action must be completed by the
collective efforts of all participants of interaction without exception, which will
certainly end with the inclusion of the law of increasing feedback, which manifests itself under the collectively beneficial socially agreed terms of cooperation,
production and consumption. It remains only to perceive the reality of the phenomenon and join the distribution system of accumulated funds. The dependence
is well known – only that producer is rewarded who focuses on the network of
suppliers, consumers and consumption standards, and the network itself creates
closed production and exchange cycles that provide returnable funds;
– the law of “generosity” implies the recommendation to “Move to the free of
charge”. The motives for the transition to such a law and the perception of recommendations are as follows. Here works the following logic diagram of the behavior trajectory – if the service becomes more valuable due to its prevalence, and it
costs less, the more valuable it becomes, then the more valuable things should be
donated or transferred by the businessperson for free. At the same time, mechanical devices and software included in the network also begin to obey the behavior
trajectory. The dependence is known – the calculation of the required action is
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focused on the purchase of a product of a new level of quality that many users and
consumers previously included in the network need, but this product already has
a different quality and it has a higher resolution;
– the law of “loyalty” implies the recommendation “First feed the network”.
The motives for the transition to such a law and the perception of recommendations are as follows. Development, prosperity and success of most businesses are
determined by the success and satisfaction of each user and each consumer of the
service. In this case, the relevance of a product rotating in a business is important,
when a business leaves the organizational increment environment and enters the
environment of updating the existing network, market, node and other support
new growths. The dependence is known – in order to extract the conditions of the
maximum possible establishment of a business, a businessperson first needs to
“feed” (demonstrate) the network with an updated product;
– the law of the “temporary descent” implies the recommendation to “Move
to the top”. The motives for the transition to such a law and the perception of recommendations are as follows. In modern (post-industrial) society, the fate of each
individual organization depends on the processes that affect friends, opponents,
neighbors, rivals, and any other participants in the environment that overcome the
lifespan in motion. By analogy, a commercial organization, with the proper expenditure of effort, moves to the upper point of satisfying consumer needs. In this situation, the ability to abandon the outdated approach to action and move to the timely
development of a new idea becomes important. To achieve this goal, there are many
methods, the most effective of which is the following: a businessperson needs to
go down for a while, look around, and start going up again. The dependence of
the result is known – the process of moving to the top is hampered by a temporary
descent, which is accompanied by the natural disappearance of one participant and
the appearance of another in his place – a new, more promising one;
– the “replacement” law implies the recommendation “The network wins”.
The motives for the transition to such a law and the perception of recommendations are as follows. In all spheres and environments of production and public life,
material values, metals, raw materials, fuels and mechanical devices are being
squeezed out due to getting rid of bulky, expensive, unattractive, fragile, inefficient, perishable, heavy and fragile materials. In order to refuse to use them in
this environment, one should be able to navigate in the mass of the new and in
the mass of those things that have passed from the industrial age. The dependence
is known – all actions and objects are subject to the movement of the network of
services, and the network is subject to the concept of qualitative environmental
acceleration;
– the law of the “churn” implies the recommendation to “Look for stable disequilibrium”. The motives for the transition to such a law and the perception of
recommendations are as follows. When destroying the old and very stable system
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due to the abandonment of it and the qualitative transition to a new organic environment, it is necessary to outline the conditions that allow changing the environment and creating an innovation platform. In this case, something new comes into
effect through the expansion of power. Under such pressure, it is necessary to first
break the stability, and then the resistance of the system, because its current state
of equilibrium is associated with ossification in its own success. The dependence
is known – in order to achieve long-term steadiness and stability, break the balance;
– the law of “inefficiency” implies the recommendation “Do not settle the
problems!” The motives for the transition to such a law and the perception of
recommendations are as follows. In a stable situation, the aspirations of the workforce are associated with high-quality work and the production of the largest possible mass of products. This is not the purpose of the business, so a businessperson
should think about innovations and ways to improve. In this case, it should be
remembered that the ability to create new items is limited by the weakness of
imagination in terms of potential. The dependence is known – in addition to solving social and economic problems, one should turn to the search for new production possibilities.
This is the last provision and recommendation of the system by K. Kelly. We
should note the following: it opens for business the usefulness of directing thought
to the reality of the formation of an action in the form of patterns and a layer-byline series of actions.
The fourth studied system is the Code developed by Russian entrepreneurs
in 1912146. It contains a number of laconic provisions, which open their content
and speak for themselves, and for this reason, we will not comment them. They
are:
– “respect the authorities”. State power is a prerequisite for effective business
management. There must be order in everything. In this regard, show respect for
the officer in the legal state power;
– “be honest and truthful”. Honesty and truthfulness are the foundation of
entrepreneurship, the prerequisite of healthy profits and harmonious relations
in business. A Russian entrepreneur is obliged to work hard for the good of his
homeland;
– “love and respect a human”. Love and respect for the person of labor on the
part of the entrepreneur generate reciprocal love and respect. In such conditions,
there is a harmony of interests, which creates an atmosphere for the development
of people of the most diverse abilities, encourages them to manifest themselves in
all their capabilities;
146
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– “keep your word”. A businessperson must keep his word. “If you lie once,
nobody will believe you again”. Success in business depends largely on the degree
to which others trust you;
– “live within your means”. Do not go to extremes. Choose to do what you can
do. Always evaluate your capabilities. Act according to your means;
– “be purposeful”. Always have a clear goal in front of you. An entrepreneur
needs such a goal as air. Do not be distracted by other goals. Serving the “two
masters” is unnatural. In an effort to achieve the cherished goal, do not cross the
line of what is permitted. No goal can overshadow moral values.
The studied code brings in the idea of a standard and preferably rigorous reference, which encourages entrepreneurs to use the presented provisions in the business environment. However, the compilation of author recommendations does not
end the analysis. It is required to refer to a layer of scientific developments that
combine the analysis and synthesis of design elements exclusively for monitoring and process control systems. We can cite these sources here147,148,149, as they
contain the basic recommendations.
The work done on the study of the elements of designing effective business
schemes can be considered complete if we look at three more points of the innovative movement of the social and economic phenomenon in the emerging environment. They are:
1) when historical facts of the movement are taken into account, based on
the concept of satisfying human needs. This partly reproduces, again, the material
elements of social and economic phenomena and integrity. For this reason – the
reason for the materiality of the world order – in the analysis they are perceived
as auxiliary tools for the cognition of innovation. Separate elements still have
scientific value, and therefore are transferred to the model of innovation in the
post-industrial society. For example, the motives of probability, brokenness, fragmentation, and fractality are partly reflected in these models and theories of relations, because the dogmas of materialism had a great influence on them for a long
time. The following provisions remain relevant for this study:
а) “the theory of human relations” developed by E. Mayo (1933)150. In it, labor
productivity is made dependent on the satisfaction with the working environment,
which is shaped by common interests, informal connections and sympathies;
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b) “the concept of a hierarchical model of individual activity motivation” developed by A. Maslow (1954)151. In it, the five-level hierarchy of needs of the subject of activity is connected with a) physiological needs, b) the need for security,
c) the need for sympathy, affection and love, d) the need for respect from others
and self-esteem, e) a person’s aspiration for self-expression and self-actualization;
c) “motivational and hygienic conditions” developed by F. Herzberg (1959)152.
According to them, the groups of the same motive force to work are formed; they
concern the organization of labor and labor relations.
The organizational systems named here and a number of theories on enterprise
management, for example153, directed managerial innovations on the development
of new ways to achieve results. A critical assessment of the provisions that made
up a number of concepts, theories and individual systems of functional purpose of
organizational installations includes the following:
– a person, working in a group, acquires such properties, beliefs and skills,
which he/she cannot get being outside the group;
– the individual’s mind needs the help of the group for own manifestation, because it works for the group and invents what the group needs and what is helpful
for the group;
– the group acts as a function of interaction, organization and management,
the result of which is ubiquitous mutual assistance, an increase in the complexity
of work and activity, an increase in the level of ideality of both the group and the
development of its individual members;
2) when the conditions for the activation of the “super additive effect” are
taken into account, which in the business environment brings the ideology for
the masses to accomplish an act of impeccable success or super-profit. The super
additive effect manifests itself in the midst of interpersonal and social relations,
in the realization of the natural human right to choose. For example, as presented
in the source154, and is an indicator of the effectiveness of a culturally and professionally developed team. This team has the ability of a “united team”, i.e. such
integrity, which is capable of achieving much better results in the work than the
same number of employees working independently and not united by a system of
target relations;
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3) when improvements in the material system are taken into account based
on the discovery or a separate improvement, which has a technological purpose,
and the significance of the repetition of the application of the organizational system is ignored. The first foundations of organizational (or managerial) innovation
were absorbed by the theory of entrepreneurship, which was justified by J. Schumpeter155. In it, he defended the position of the movement and regular replacement
of innovations. Employees that invent innovation and implement innovation, in
his reflections, are speculatively endowed with special abilities and he calls them
entrepreneurs. Making innovative decisions, entrepreneurs connect and create,
based on a special quality of thinking, new, previously unknown, combinations of
factors of production, and, consequently, own quality – “income”. It is through the
action of this reason that he believes that entrepreneurship should be recognized
as a factor of production, a function of interaction.
It seems that new trends in the development of business and services are becoming avalanche-like in nature, and they reveal new ways to the establishment of
a modern economy156, spatial economy157 and digital economy158.
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6.

Genesis and structural-analytical model
connection of movement
The key of movement to the hidden:

The internal communication that is identified in the action
has the property of a universal business mediator ...

The knowledge of the essence of the processes of application of labor facilitates the search for a method of researching business and service business. We still
need to justify the function of goal setting, which is associated with the processes
of the development of the phenomenon, and we can proceed to the analysis using
the truthfulness of the facts concerning the real event.
The processes of application of labor are recorded in the event of the development of a life-giving substance, a healing effect or pleasure. As a result, life
activity is ensured, and a certain human need is satisfied. In the economic theory,
the processes of application of labor are developed through the distribution of
production, economic sectors and producers between two economic spheres – the
sphere of material production and the intangible service sector. The scientific focus of reasoning is to ensure that the service business as a form of human activity
is an integral part of a particular sphere of interaction. It is possible to make an
assumption: in the formation of the service business into an independent sphere
of human activity, to which this study is devoted, both of them take part. Both are
productive, but they differ not only in the processes of application of labor, but
also in the forms of distribution and consumption of a product, goods or service.
In the service business, in addition to the above, differences are recorded following the transformations that may occur in the structural levels of the emergence
of new activities. This suggests that the above processes have a genesis efficiency
that allows a new type of activity to be included in the environment on terms of
adaptation. Genesis efficiency is associated with overcoming of failures, breakdowns and economic losses that preceded the achievement of an event or the
implementation of an action plan. For this reason, the study needs to pay attention
to the genesis and identification of structural and analytical model connection with
respect to the subject matter. The criterion for comparing positions is the indicator of adaptability. We choose it as a basis for comparison due to the fact that the
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types of service business relate to each other on many grounds, but are not fully
linked to the purpose of the service activity. Reason: service activity is a necessary aspect of human life, the form and environment of social practice, but it does
not coincide with the sphere of dreams.
At the same time, at the heart of service activity, as well as in the process of
carrying ideas of business and ideas about it, are directly intertwined:
1) practical activities,
2) labor relations,
3) creative forms of figurative thinking.
This conglomerate of elements of economic relations actually allows us to
pose the problem of forming the sphere of service business and resolve it with the
involvement of scientific methods of knowledge, forming our own composites.
The term “composite” is borrowed from the construction business and is put into
circulation here to reflect the skeleton of the matrix and its fillers in the service
business. Composites allow meaningfully uncovering and presenting the specifics
of service activity and reflecting its structural and analytical model connection. In
it, composites are extracted from the structure of the labor process, in which:
“Subject of activity (P) with own purposeful activity, U means of fixing
movement and action (P) in the structure of the appropriate labor expenditure,
U object of activity (P) and its productive result.”

(12)

According to its content, this is a classical structural model of activity, on the
basis of the combination of elements of which (this is indicated by the sign “U”,
meaning “transfer of action”, “extension of action”), the general specific features
of the event of a person extracting the vital substance from the environment under
the conditions of result multiplication are presented (this is indicated by “P”).
For example, in the link that is constructed on the phrase “The subject of activity
(P) with own purposeful activity”, the social value is created, the production and
commodity potential of the national economy is formed, the nature of the activity is established, the natural resource is saved, etc. Term “Public Value” means
the value and usefulness that an organization represents and passes on to society.
However, in addition to the structural and analytical model link, it is also thought
that the subject of activity (organization) with experience and professional knowledge of the staff can come to the result with different costs of capital and labor,
time and effort. Such a ramification is natural, for “movements and actions” are
fixed according to the variety of “subject of activity”.
The following set of evidence can be presented In the development of the
thought laid in the structural-analytical model connection (12). For example, the
driving factor of service activity is the subject of activity, its creator, possessing an active function of relation to the object of activity. From the analysis of
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many sources on business, for example159,160,161,162, it follows that recently nothing new has been introduced in the content of interaction between the subject
and the object of activity, except for structural changes. However, for this study,
it is important that their content can capture the features of the structure formation of operations, works and functions, their combinations, which in the chain
of events are subject to new forms of social communication. For instance, such
features can be registered according to the process of reassigning the activities of
individual industries to business forms or the phases of fragmentation of business,
entrepreneurship, business expansion and management. Objectivity and economic
efficiency of such a process of reassignment is proved by the authors163,164. The
above emphasizes the following: reassignment pushes to the idea that with the exit
of some part of the activity from under the control of material production and its
transfer to the business, the groups of entrepreneurial and service activities intensify. There must be some condition for reassignment. According to the authors, the
prerequisite for the movement towards reassignment is the profitability and effectiveness of such a reassignment event, in which the status role of the subject of the
activity is coordinated with life positions, participants’ experiences, their lifestyle,
understanding of life principles in the public and domestic environment, targeted
coordination of interests, actions and deeds in comparison with reference restrictions. In addition, if we turn to the psychophysiological basis of service activities,
then more often the original emotional and figurative thinking takes a priority
place in the development. The latter position actually allows us to talk about the
genesis of transformations in activity. The “genesis of transformations” usually
means several processes that operate in parallel relative to each other165. Each
of these processes can be a separate object of study, because Greek “Genesis” is
perceived as “birth”, “origin”, i.e. it has a limited representation. In the economic
environment, the movement of processes is connected and has a finite meaning –
the meaning of the transformation of one state into another. That is, the method of
159
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finding out the essence of the “Service Business” introduced into the analysis by
establishing the genesis of the transformations is also interesting and can show its
effectiveness at different stages of the development of the phenomenon. It defines
the approaches to the disclosure of the physical state of origin, the emergence and
movement of the service business, and the initial points of its inception, registration and subsequent development. The appeal to the phenomenon is completed
by the recognition, the formation and the affirmation of a uniform outcome of
the event, accompanied by certain states and branched sequences. The abovementioned means that the study should not only examine several stages, levels or
phases of development of the service business, but they, in turn, should also have
their own identification characteristics – the matrix and fillers. The latter allows
us to endow it with status characteristics that lead a person to a new structure of
action at each point of the transformation of the environment. It is mentioned here
with the intention that on each of the transformation procedures a qualitatively different matrix of characteristics and properties suitable for perceiving the results of
the analysis is formed. The value of this analysis is as follows: the mental activity
of the person, who bears the idea of a business or initial plan of action with the
figurative essence adjusts to a certain matrix of characteristics, which are new (or,
more often, qualitatively adjusted).
The mechanism of action at the initial stage of the movement of the concept
to business is the following: switching the interest of the subject of activity from
the expected result to the process of creating an image itself, critical comprehension and rethinking of options, advantages and barriers in the movement to the
implementation of the idea. Psychophysiological mechanisms that are associated
with mental contemplation of the development process, the severity and depth of
its sensory reflection, richness and diversity of imagination, transfer the direct
perception of the semantic space of service activity into the practical plane of
legalizing the form of relationships. It’s natural here that the analysis includes any
objects of reality accessible to direct sensory reflection, informative description
and creative speech processing. A special feature of the subject description in the
analysis is the fact that it combines two phenomena, namely, the processing of
an economic event (in this case, the transition of a state of activity into a state of
business functioning) and the thinking process of developing an image, idea, plan
(in this case, regeneration and genesis). Such a combination of phenomena in one
event means that, on the one hand, the thinking process processes information
about an economic event. It has to be identified in the human brain 1) by the fact
of motion description and 2) by phenomena a) by fragmentary manifestation of an
event, b) by weakly expressed algorithms of the development of a chain of events,
c) insufficiently reliable transition states of economic systems into each other,
isolated from the environment. On the other hand, there is a thinking process
in which the plan or idea undergoes multiple processing of images and patterns
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based on regeneration – creating again and again nerve tissues and bridges – the
connections between them, and genesis – the origin and subsequent development
of the phenomenon, which are known to belong to the human psyche. In the scientific perception of what has been said, it is this combination of mechanisms for
the establishment and development of economic events that should objectively
relate the provisions of economic theory and features of the theory of regeneration. Other things being equal, this allows for a clearer understanding of reality,
its morphological and semantic properties. It helps to more accurately eliminate
one’s own doubts, dictated by the pragmatic reaction of distrust, to more effectively manage progress towards the goal, to connect to the study the mechanisms of
accelerating or slowing down the processes of neurogenesis, to encourage the carrier of the idea for action. The use of these approaches, methods and mechanisms
to the recognition of the phenomenon in the field of organizational sciences, for
example166,167,168 reduces the analysis to assessing the evolutionary environment of
actions. In this process, due to the accumulation of mass transformations, there
are no terminal qualitative and quantitative accumulations leading to an abrupt
transformation of the medium. This simplifies the movement towards the recognition of truth. In the mass of transformations, its elements affecting the course of
events represent:
а) social evolution of the society is the phenomenon of a gradual change in the
existing system of social relations and relationships, predetermined by a variety
of objective and subjective factors of interaction and the propensity to cumulate
the ability of humanity;
b) economic evolution of production relations is the phenomenon of consistently stable transformation of an economic system on the basis of ensuring recurrence in its continuous development through the inclusion of permanent transformation processes with the aim of its quantum reloading;
c) human psychophysiological evolution is the phenomenon of the regeneration of biological evolution of factors and properties of the nervous system for the
implementation of mental activity based on the characteristics of the psychophysiology of sensations and perceptions, speech and thinking, emotions and attention,
illogical actions and behavior of participants in communication.
We do not pay much attention to the social and economic components of the
genesis. It is only required to say the following about them: they represent an
add-on platform for developing human abilities. For this reason, it is required
166
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to carry out a targeted study of professional activity from the standpoint of the
psychophysiological evolution of a human, i.e. to provide the reasoning from the
level of the strategic superstructure; it is required to descend to the organizationalsensual level of perception of the action. The reason is the following: the main
factor inducing a person to action is the unsatisfied need. It is the human need that
determines the driving force of human activity, its synchronous behavior, which
is stimulated by the need for products, benefits and pleasures necessary for the
material support of spiritual, physical and mental development. This same need,
all other things being equal, is also a source of employee activity in the social
relations environment. This clarification is considered to be a truth, but awaits the
author’s comment.
The interaction of a person with the environment (relationships) in all its
variants, again, has a targeted purpose and returns a person to the technological
transformation of the objects of the environment with the intention of extracting
healing substances and energy suitable to satisfy both the personal needs and the
needs of society. To achieve the goal, a person must have a structural compositional complex of knowledge, skills, and abilities, subordinate own movements and
psyche to the order and rhythm of operations, work and functions. All of the above
is an environment embodied in the ability of a person to work. The structure and
frequency of appeals to the environment are subordinated to the organizational
order, they change after the course of historical events and transformations, are
made dependent on many features. Among these features as the main are the mode
of production, social and economic structure, national traditions and the natural
wealth of the territory. There remain unnamed many other factors, processes and
phenomena inherent in life and socio-economic life, which will be sporadically
addressed when describing specific issues of business development. Ultimately,
both the interaction and the concrete action on the environment in business materialize in the costs of the biological and mental energy of a person (or, as defined
in the labor economy, in “labor intensity”). This phenomenon – the phenomenon
of “labor-intensiveness” – in combination with the intensity and extensiveness of
labor manifests itself whenever it is necessary to perform operations of various
complexity, work and functions of both the technological and the exchange process. Then, generalizing the meaning of the terms “Interaction” and “Action”, in
which interaction takes the place of a leading concept in relation to action, paves
the way for the next chain of connections:
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“The costs of biological energy are combined in the universal concept of
“living labor”, which is a mechanism for the successive transformation of
human energy into a healing substance and past work. = A healing substance satisfies the needs of a person and society, and past work manifests
itself in the power of the machines, mechanisms and devices involved in
the production process. = Machines, mechanisms and devices, in turn,
facilitate living labor and have a tangible impact on the formation of the
energy bunch of the product, but instead require skill in performing labor
operations. = It is possible to perform labor operations if the performer (13)
has the professional knowledge, skills and abilities of the proper structure.
= The relevance and demand of professional knowledge, skills and abilities are preserved until the deterioration of outdated working conditions,
which is registered through re-equipment of production or modernization
of a technological facility. = The consequence of this moment of destruction is a new technical and technological structure and a qualitatively
enhanced personnel base for the production of the product, which, in fact,
sends the employee to the training and retraining activities”.
Leaving a number of provisions on the productive force in the outlined connection (13) for discussion, attention is drawn to the following single meaning of it.
In essence, in this regard, it presents an algorithm that should bring the production
environment to the reproduction of a different-quality productive force, and then to
the consumption of a person’s ability to work at a higher quality level of his qualifications and complexity. This is also an indisputable truth, which leads the society
to the aspiration to obtain an additional product. This is beneficial in all socioeconomic structures, societies, industries. The physical meaning of this algorithm
is not limited to this, as it also suggests options for investing in the study of the
terms “Interaction” and “Action” with a methodological purpose. For this reason,
“Interaction”, which is the substance of the interweaving of living and materialized labor, reflects further the moments of contact of a person with objects, things,
processes and phenomena of the environment, generating their mutual dependence
and connection in spheres of economic relations, i.e. proper labor, production, exchange of activities. Furthermore, “Action”, which is the substance of an arbitrary
deliberate mediated activity of a person, aimed at achieving a perceived goal in
business, reflects the moments of encouraging a person to enter the reproductiveconsumer relationship cycle. These, in fact, are the approaches to bringing a person
in any accessible way into an active state, culminating in expedient activity. That
is, the desired human interaction with the environment materializes in action. This
is a classic relationship. It manifests dialectic pressure of a person on the object
of processing (an example of pressure can be a cumbersome technology, which is
replaced by a more powerful, productive and effective) to work after the transition
of production to more efficient technological schemes) and, on the contrary, the
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subject of processing can be a person (an example of pressure is the situation in
which a person needs to develop more universal abilities to work after the transition of production to more efficient technological schemes).
Mutual influence is completed, thus, by a systemic developmental movement
of a) the ability of a person and b) the technology used to extract the substance or
enhance its processing method. This provides the field of material production in
the sphere of development of human abilities with a leading position to perform
steadily repetitive operations, while the non-material services sector – to carry out
operations, works and functions of a probabilistic, random, and unstable nature.
To limit the list of factors that are the driving force for the development of
those qualities, properties and abilities of a person, which are determined by the
content of his activity, one should study the factors of scientific and technological
progress and technological complexity of reproducible production and economic
processes that are sufficiently represented in sources169,170,171. They, in their totality, have an unconditional developing effect on a person. All other determinants of
activators, influences, starters of movement, action and irritation, and the methods
of scientific and methodological support of movement of processes, economic and
technical environments, forms of their manifestation, are analyzed from the point
of view of the cognitive essence.
The following features take their place In the general totality of this analysis:
1) the actual objects of the movement; they are a) business, b) entrepreneurship, c) social and economic structure, d) service business;
2) conditions that form the environment of the developing function; they are
a) interaction, b) dependence, c) innovation, d) complementarity, e) cumulativeness, g) fragmentation, f) fractality;
3) ways of movement of the phenomenon, monitoring and its description; they
are a) safety, b) proper functioning, c) quality d) reliability, e) efficiency.
The basic postulate in substantiating the conclusions is the following: the logic
of human activity is aimed at personal life support and satisfaction of the simplest needs, arrangement of social and domestic space, replenishment of production factors of economic growth and, finally, accumulation of wealth in the state,
aimed at meeting social needs. When comprehending this postulate, it is necessary to clarify what should be investigated. We need to study the quality of activity, because the activity contains a number of hidden properties. For example, it
requires from a person to have targeted dexterity, thinking, skills, abilities, and
physical action for:
169
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– development of the action plan,
– spiritual persuasion of the environment in the correctness of the chosen
movement,
– setting in motion a mechanical motor skill corresponding to an action plan
and technology.
Even the above-mentioned, which includes the minimum number of features
of the action plan, indicates a possible manifestation in the business of a variety of
motives, circumstances, properties, factors and phenomena. Each of them can act
as the starting methodological moment of building the skeleton of recognition of
the studied content. That is, in all cases of activity it is possible to talk about the
complex conditions of social production.
The content of a complex of social production conditions reflects, as it is
known, an artificial logical-architectural construction of operations, works and
functions. They are aimed at the goal of continuously ensuring the physiological
existence of a person. According to this, the following positions are formed:
1) the social and economic environment of the society with its characteristic
perception of reality, a reflection of social events and the socially necessary level
of development of the workforce;
2) connection of the legislative support of business to the forms of interaction;
3) the mentality of the people inhabiting the territory, the perception of business processes and forms of exchange activities.
The objectives of this study are limited to the conditions of social production,
which are caused by the development of large, medium and small businesses. On
these three types of business contacts, the historical conditions for the formation
of productive and entrepreneurial labor force have come together. In the authors’
conclusions172,173,174, there are the following conditions:
а) labor of an employee engaged in a technological process for the production
of a product as the productive force of a society that satisfies the needs of the society and its individual citizens;
b) accumulation in the personality of skill, mastery and creative initiative, culminating in the environment of factors of production by the formation of value,
added value and social utility.
The above-said allows us to speak about the existence of a number of target
factors that occupy the position of the driving basis of the business. Among them,
the main factor is the factor called “entrepreneurship”. The moment of manifesta172
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tion of the power of entrepreneurship is the “entrepreneurial function”. It remains
for businesses to put on display a range of newly created groups of products,
goods and services that have utility properties, so that the entrepreneurial function
of the society is immediately included. Based on this, we can see the initial position of the researchers175,176,177, who start exploration of the discovered problem.
In their studies, they establish the basic provisions, namely, the service that forms
the basis of the non-production sphere is directly related to the economic growth
and replenishment of the productive power of the society, and to increasing the
wealth of the state, and further, the welfare of the people.
This conclusion is very useful for the establishment of the subject matter. As
it is known from sources178,179,180, the non-productive services sector, in combination with small-scale production, takes a leading position in relation to material
production in discussions of the essence, structure and content of service activities
and the service business. At the same time, the sphere of material production, as
before, is a potential supplier of operations, works and functions. A multi-stage
historical development, the formation and establishment of production and economic events in the environment confirm the evolutionary course of the formation
of the sphere of service activity. The facts confirming the stated thesis are manifested in all periods of the social and economic movement of the society, without
exception. To give grounds, they should be brought here. For this purpose, it is
required to follow the dynamics of accumulation of the desired experience in the
subject of research. Four of the six are included in the analysis. These are the precapitalist, mono-capitalist, industrial and post-industrial ways of the social and
economic movement of society. In our own source181 we prove these provisions,
and this study we only draw attention to the conclusions.
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The period of the pre-capitalist social and economic movement of the society provides for the analysis scientific facts about the weakly expressed properties
of human initiative in the field of artisanal, patriarchal and communal production.
Production units are built on manual labor, the simplest mechanical devices and
craft processing of the object of labor. The genesis efficiency of the movement follows a process in which the skill of the worker correlates with the images of the
material support of replenishing the functions of physiological survival. Relations
form the conditions for the materialization of manufacturing and factory production.
The period of the mono-capitalistic social and economic movement of the
society provides for the analysis a multitude of scientific facts. Among them, there
are facts about 1) the inclusion of private capital throughout the operation, 2) hiring of labor and 3) government’s position as a guarantor of economic relations.
That is, not only two factors are involved in the interaction, as it was the case in
the previous period, but there exists a number of factors. The genesis efficiency of
the movement follows a process in which the skill of the worker is embodied in social costs, which is averaged by the function of wages and the stratification of the
labor force of society according to the criterion of its complexity. The materialistic
perception of such a reality fixes the workforce for technologically connected
jobs, which have unequal complexity of the operations, work and functions.
The period of industrial social and economic development of the society
provides for the analysis scientific facts about the capitalist structuring of
production relations, which leads to the discovery and refinement of the
components, positions and elements of entrepreneurship. The factors involved
in the production and any other social relations, more and more recede from
the subordination of linear dependence and are increasingly approaching the
exponential. The genesis efficiency of movement follows the process of creating
a large, technically developed industry. Relations on the frontal industrial bases
develop the processes of automation, aggregation, mechanization and robotization
of a production process, its individual technological lines and sections.
The period of post-industrial entry of production relations into innovative
activity provides for the analysis scientific facts about conglomerates of
corporations and associations of industries that are shaped by the innovative
morphology of the environment of mutual influence. Economic interaction gets
rigorous mathematical outlines, based on a combination of the same rigorous
strong constructions and probability functions reflecting the uncertainty of the
security environment. The genesis efficiency of the movement follows the process
of corporatization of industrial relations and the development of business
functions. Relations based on structuring the processes of activity go beyond
the limits of unit production and materialize under the conditions of branches of
complementary formations.
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Thus, the modern production environment due to the operation of the economy
mode has been reduced to the development of the industrial territory of enclaves
and megalopolises, complex enterprises and corporations, associations and
organizations. Like production cells, they are created mainly in the areas where
there are powerful raw material resources and cheap labor. Such a reformatting
of production relations into conglomerates is completed by the influx and
accumulation of a large mass of living and materialized labor. Innovative methods
of controlling super productive aggregates, tools and exorbitantly large fixed
installations, and methods of establishing the connection of large enterprises with
small and medium businesses are also available to this mass of labor. Workers
in such industrial formations are professionally and physically prepared, ideally
subordinated to the decisions of skilled managers, because the former condition
is preserved: it is necessary to withstand competition, to continuously train and
select personnel. The combination of the analyzed factors into a single model (and
this is a large mass of skilled and unskilled labor, super-powerful technical means
and skillful qualification of management workers) not only greatly facilitates labor
and concentrates production, but also opens up new opportunities for transition
to the latest technological schemes and effective management systems. Such
a concentration of labor mechanically expands the lag of the effectiveness of its
conditions of use, includes the advantages of its distribution between services,
workshops, sites and cells of stationary and private entrepreneurship. This gives
a qualitative impetus for the formation, subsequent development and expansion
of business, the organization of seasonal interaction in the social and economic
structures of territorial relations. However, the interaction process looks more
complicated than in the previous periods of movement.
The complication of its economic movement has been noticed and assessed by
scientists182,183,184, which reflect the economic environment through the resource
of labor and the resource of the effectiveness of technical equipment and its
improvements. With this moment, the moment of the recognition of entering the
post-industrial activity, the economy mode and the prevalence of pragmatic utilities
fully come into effect. Only one characteristic – the productive force of society
(PFS) – continues its equilibrium movement along the ascent curve. However, it
also changes in proportion to the standards of public consumption and is steadily
increasing, being subject to the increase in the complexity of labor and performed
operations, work and functions. The desired increase is achieved due to the skill
of labor and the skill of the personification of labor, which is competitive demand,
182
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the attention to this process is growing. The action includes, again, the lag of
motion, which either accelerates or fades in its motion. Complicated trajectories
of development rely on the increase in the productive force of the society due to
the increase in the qualification of living labor.
This means the following: in order to systematically describe the economic
conditions of production of a product, not one or two characteristics should be
introduced into circulation, but several complex-dependent indicators at the same
time. Indicators are called “synthetic”185, since they are integrative in nature, and the
dependency itself refers to the “correlation-regression”186 because it includes many
factors.
In today’s environment, such a technique allows one to recognize the uncertainty properties of the reflection of the forms, models, and probabilistic outcomes
of any event. That is, the essence of the methodological foundations of registering
the movement of an economic event or phenomenon in modernity is associated
with the entry of action subjects into an unstable environment, “into chaos”, and
their return back “in order” of transformational changes, but with a higher organizational level of implementation.
The indicated process received an avalanche-like tendency of spasmodic dynamics and rationalization. Subjecting to other laws, the organizational schemes
for building interaction with probabilistic origins are amenable to the process of
structuring social production. The interaction environment can be structured according to several criteria, namely according to:
1) material environment of the application of labor. This is a two-sector model
of the economy, in which there are: a) the sphere of material production and b) the
intangible sphere of services. Business conditions follow the provisions of statutes
and regulations of the state. Proponents of this classification are those researchers who support the methodological approach of the dismemberment of social
production into components, developed by K. Marx187. In such an environment,
service activities are recognized as spontaneously occurring work;
2) heterogeneity of the working environment. This is a three-sector model of
the economy, in which the independent sectors are: a) the mining industry, b) the
manufacturing industry and c) the service sector. The service sector of the economy
is filled with business on an unlimited scale, and in the extractive industry and the
processing industry, along with monopoly relations, state capital takes its place,
and they, taken together, transfer part of their work to their needs. Proponents of
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this position are those researchers who support the classification of S. Fischer188
and J. Clark189. This environment recognizes the existence of the service sphere;
3) the effectiveness of services intangible production. This is a five-sector
model of the economy, which reflects many more or less homogeneous complexes
of activity. These include: a) the mining industry, b) the manufacturing industry,
c) transport and utilities, d) trade, finance, insurance and real estate operations,
and finally e) health care, education, recreation, research and government services. Very specific conditions are put forward for the development of business,
which have multi-level and diverse restrictions, formed individually at the stage
of drawing up business projects. Proponents of this fragmentation of activity are
those researchers who support the classification of D. Bell190. The service business
has sufficient resources to develop and maintain its own integrity;
4) the productive power of the service. This is a multi-sectoral model of the
economy, which absorbs many homogeneous types of work. Options for the use
of productive labor are being sought for these works, presenting it in the forms of
“service activity” sectors191, rearrangement of their types192, or reasonable expediency of their information sector193. Service business is an essential component of
achieving the effect of activity, shaping its own growth factors.
The multiplicity of criteria indicates that the processes of scientific and technical transformations, the concentration of production and the technical and economic content of management decisions are complicated, and sometimes complex,
in nature. To reflect their essence requires the introduction of a set of matrices
consisting of a number of indicators in order to assess the situation in real coordinates of motion. The general development trend is as follows: a conglomeration
of technical, technological and managerial decisions on the terms of the law of
division and cooperation of labor substitutes operations, jobs and functions from
industries and transfers them to the business with its entrepreneurial function.
The factor contributing to this development is the factor of concentration of production, which isolates ancillary and service industries and services into independent groups. Those, in turn, declare themselves as full-fledged entities and forces
188
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possessing entrepreneurial and productive energy. The formula of the movement
is known, it is presented in the source194 based on the introduction into circulation
of the investment attractiveness rating of “old enterprises” and the investment attractiveness of the enterprise in the industry. The rest is not so important, because
the post-industrial society inherits from the industrial society such a large number
of qualitatively diverse action subjects that their diversity makes the management
environment innovative from the very beginning – both at the monitoring and development stage and at the intervention and management stage. According to the
method of prof. L.N. Matrosova195, in order to facilitate such activities, it is necessary to learn how to use communication links a) connection of action subjects,
who complement each other with operations, functions and work on the method
of complementarity, into a network, b) combination of innovations into a constellation according to the constellation method and c) creation of a number of cluster
chains according to the method of connection.

This position of the researcher is of fundamental importance in this case, because the realization of the chain “businessman (entrepreneur) – producer – consumer” built in the work allows the society to replenish the missing elements for
a single production environment, and the chain “inventor – businessman (entrepreneur) – investor – consumer” allows to organize the development of the innovation process for the macroeconomic environment. A way of developing an event
is the structure formation of components – innovation, organic fundamentals, and
approaches to the transformation of the environment. This is the only way that has
its own toolkit of movement, and at the same time, it is the moment of the birth of
new foundations that will be used in a post-industrial society in the near future or
are already being used. For example, it happens in the digital economy. Now, we
have to dwell on some of the physical features of modernity.
The post-industrial period at the stage of its entry into innovation activity is accompanied by organizational regulation of the interaction environment. The need
for such a regulation arose long ago – together with the processes of material production and its maintenance, which go to broader processes of exchange of activity. It has the following combination: it unites the legacy of an industrial society
with its dynamically outdated technology and technology and innovations of a hybrid, transitional to post-industrial society. The environment for the exchange of
activities in it is multiple in structure, purpose and direction of single-unit objects,
business segments and business sectors, and therefore the physical properties are
in a state of isotropy. For this reason, the following statement is valid: activities
in a post-industrial society are distributed between flows, enterprises, industries,
organizations, institutions, firms, lines, sections and segments, where they divide
194
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into specificity of operations, works and functions. This multitude of action components further complicates the description of the activity and makes it cumbersome to the point that it is urgently necessary to search for the motive of breaking
the whole into pieces. The motion itself a) is registered due to the accelerated
process of division and appearance of new formations for the reason that b) some
works and services are increasingly recognized in states as a factor of economic
growth.
There are other reasons for recognizing the power of a resource in many sectors of work and services, but these two are the main ones. This process of concentration of production and distribution of labor among workplaces is still promoted
by objective factors of scientific and technological progress, the socio-economic
development of the society and its own need for the maintenance of material production. The essence of what has been said is associated with the fact that in any
new business, there forms its own number of main production facilities, auxiliary
workshops, maintenance farms and drainage systems. They are the production,
workshops and subsidiary farms; they are also a part of conversion, supply of raw
materials, preparation for the development of the product, assembly and finishing
of the product, energy supply, repair and maintenance of equipment. This listing
only gives the idea of the work complexes, which ensure the smooth operation of
the main production and connection of the business to the activity. The distribution of labor between technological units of activity is natural and necessary. It
opens up a powerful resource for business organization. There is something in
common that pushes to the organization. For example, the movement of activities
associated with the consistent processing of natural resources and adapting them
to the goals of meeting the personal and social needs of the society.
Thus, the post-industrial society needs:
1) in production and technological processes of material production, to preserve the use of the productive power of labor under the same conditions that were
characteristic of the environment of industrial society;
2) in the service sector, to develop new criteria and ways of reflecting the essence of those which actually manifest themselves, but still remain fragmentary,
and ways of reflecting the events of social and economic activity;
3) in scientific developments, to recognize as an important starting point the
property that with the growth of the scale of a separate type of activity and the
concentration of material production, the intangible services sector gets an equilibrium place of the factor of economic growth, an effective way of development
and providing additional wealth growth or a source of service business formation;
4) in the structural semantic model of the service business, to observe the following two components, namely: the conditions of the social and economic movement of the society and the complex factors of social production.
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Establishment of a structural and analytical relationship is required in order to
identify and preserve the resource of the state’s wealth, prosperity and well-being
of its citizens. In this regard, the following tasks are put forward:
1) to monitor the indicators and characteristics of the development of the sphere
of material production and non-material services;
2) to develop effective ways to maintain the productive power of the society,
forms of large, medium and small businesses.

7.

Classification signs
and situational provisions
of filling business with quality
The key of movement to the hidden:
To change the state of affairs in the right direction
in the real relationship between phenomena encounters
an insurmountable obstacle of the connection of words ...
Now, when we have highlighted the provisions of recognition of business and
service business, the conditions of figurative presentation of its essence to the environment, the scheme of movement and the identification of pragmatic value for
the development of this movement, when and we have indicated the provisions of
the overall importance of the service business in the societies, it is necessary to
establish more or less specific classification signs of its content. This will continue
the formation of an evidence base in the field of structure of service activities and
service business. As it turns out, individual provisions need to be perceived in the
future regardless of the type of business, i.e. regardless of whether it is a productive, consumer or service business. It is necessary to pay attention in this case to
the nature of its fundamental principles. This nature is the following.
The desired movement in its specific variants is provided, as it is well known,
by a technological platform. If it is defined in a statement more clearly, then it is
provided by the management technology, “which is based on the use of tools, instruments, equipment, processes related to the application of skills, knowledge and
mastery, adequate information, control system, use and application, finding and
creating the necessary resources: energy, raw materials and human potential”196.
At all stages of the production of a product or service, there is a dependency that
applies to all spheres of life without exception. Its essence is in the following: the
change of technology at the same moment is mechanically reflected in the renewal
and reorganization of all links of societies, and in the structure of “subject-subject
relations”.
196
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In this regard, at the increasingly large-scale, the facilities of health care, information services, culture, law and order, educational system, communication
system, public transport, trade, management infrastructure, finance and, finally,
science and scientific tracking of processes join traditional service industries that
satisfy the personal needs of the population or the needs of everyday life. With
a series of mechanisms of substitution, replacing, joining, or division of action
subjects, the process of preferential filling the structure with “subject-subject relations” is registered. That is, the “subject-subject sector” of activity or a similar
pole of activity that obeys the “person-to-person” model are making their way into
business environment.
A number of scholars have been developing this problem197,198,199, and they
have received the basics of its concretization. For example, source200 states that
the sought-after pole of activity “unites such industries in which the interaction of
people is based on interpersonal communication and whose product is characterized by a low degree of reproducibility and is largely represented by information
and knowledge”. According to the developer of the classification system, it is possible to connect the sphere of culture and entertainment, education, academic institutions, information production, advisory and legal services, finance and money
circulation, insurance operations and real estate operations, public administration
to this pole. Specialists pay attention to the differences that allowed allocating the
proper characteristic in a separate group. These differences lie in the diversity of
technological processes, requiring a high degree of qualification of workers in
a rare profession, and, as a result, this is due to the exclusivity of the most of provided products and services. On the recommendation of the cited authors201, this
approach allows us to “illustrate the logic of structural changes in social production” of the post-industrial, i.e. service, society, perceiving the modern economy
on the methodological basis of the “service economy”. Such a change in the perception of the studied phenomenon requires a restructuring of consciousness, for
the initial signs of the objectivity of its growth are changing.
The science of management, marketing and entrepreneurship, which has
a number of systems for simplified business management, provides a number of
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explanations. Their description is presented in the sources202,203,204,205, and in this
analysis, this legacy serves as the basis for defining the classification criteria for
recognizing the service business. An effective methodological approach to clarifying the signs of such a recognition is the method of structuring processes. This
method allows us to notice the facts of the development of innovations in economies and to establish their value, based on the experience of life. The initial signs
link the objectivity of the growth of the phenomenon with the following three
motives, namely the presence of:
1) usefulness of the type of human activity to the society. Initially, this utility
is based on the accomplishment of the fact of consumption of the produced product and on the return of capital into circulation in full. This utility of consumption
is the ultimate goal of human activity, all other goals, such as profitability, super
profitability, income and efficiency, are brought in as a secondary condition dictated by a different need, a need for expanding production, a pattern of increasing
the level of consumption of public goods or the basic characteristics of a business
– a large, medium and small. The product can be consumed by the manufacturer
or sent to the market of goods and services, where it is endowed with consumer
value and exchanged. The functional procedures of this process are described sufficiently in the sources206,207,208, therefore, there is no sense in dwelling on them in
detail. Here attention is paid only to the fact that analysts209,210,211 coordinate most
of the product promotion operations in the market environment precisely with the
202
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content of the term “Service”, the meaning of which is important to be clarified in
this study again, but from the point of view of market functions.
In this sense, term “Service” means: a) the phenomenon of specific personal
activity, regulated by consciousness, generated by human need and society and
aimed at knowledge with the intention of transforming the external world and
oneself; b) the factor of active human interaction with the environment based
on the application of physical and mental labor, while maintaining the quality of
activity, all other things being equal, it acquires a somewhat different meaning in
the market environment. Before the market economy, this was presented in terms
of a coordinated perception of the quality of human nature (derived from the Latin
“humanitas”) and a culture reflecting its value. To make it clear what is being
said, we should remind here the following: there is a number of other operations,
works and functions, quality can be represented by the offer, advertising, delivery,
service, and bringing the original qualities of the product to perfection, etc. The
list of many qualities can be continued. The conclusion is the following: the term
“Service” reflects the physical phenomenon of self-fulfilling operations, work and
functions inherent in the technological process, which requires for its accomplishment the transformation of one type of energy into another. This is on the one hand,
and on the other, it shows the economic essence of the product, which expects the
manufacturer to immediately send the service environment identifier to the market
where the maintenance cycle or a certain utility implementation scheme, equivalent to returning funds for expanded reproduction takes place;
2) business personification. The personal composition of the participants in
a business activity follows the groups of functions of a businessperson, an entrepreneur, a producer, a consumer, a service worker. This personification is located
along the chain of phases of real embodiment, being distributed according to the
position or the functional content of the performed operations, work and functions.
This process of moving towards the “materialization of human action” is initially
understood as an idea, up to the point at which the opening of a business or the
distribution of functions between participants is planned. There are a number of
methodological recommendations in science212,213,214, which in different spheres
of human activity are united by the psycho-neurological aspects of labor. These
aspects of labor are aimed at organizing the effectiveness of movements and human actions in almost all phases of the reproductive, performing, or technological
process. That is, in the environment of material production, the movement obeys
the mode of work and rest regarding the operations, work and functions, its dura212
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tion – the intensity, severity and nervous tension of work performed by the work
processes.
However, the level of labor efficiency is subject to the processes of market
elasticity, strategic management and the extraction of synergistic effect. This condition is demonstrated by materials of sources215,216,217, dedicated to the evaluation
of labor in different conditions.
At the same time, the elements of registration, the constructions of reflection
and the ways of perception of the semantic content of the phenomenon “Service”, are still far from its true perception. This true perception does not follow
from the thoughts of analysts. They admit some inaccuracy in their reasoning. The
inaccuracy lies in the fact that they adapt to the patterns of consumer behavior of
the finished product on the market, which explains the name of the selected personification groups and their role in the reproduction process. Thus, in material
production, this is a combination of portions of qualifying work for a conglomerate of industrial personnel, in which the main, auxiliary and service workers,
engineering and technical workers and employees take their place. Such a layered
set of them fills the structural content of the semantic model of personification of
both production and service relations. For, in both cases, “phase-wise” relations
are forming, such as: production, distribution, exchange, and consumption of the
produced product. The differences lie in the cost structure of physical and mental
labor. But this is not interesting for this study – the conditions and pretext are of
interest, based on which a number of operations, works and functions from the
material production environment can be transferred to the service activity environment, and as an option – to the service business environment. One can come to
the existence of such a possibility, guided by the developments of the apologists
of political economy A. Smith, K. Marx, A. Marshall, J.-B. Say and others. The
statements are supported by theories of economists, such as D. Bell, A. Toffler,
I. Fisher, J. Schumpeter, and others, the organizational systems of industrialists,
such as F.������������������������������������������������������������������������
 �����������������������������������������������������������������������
Kotler, M.�������������������������������������������������������������
 ������������������������������������������������������������
Porter, H.��������������������������������������������������
 �������������������������������������������������
Ford, and others. The following provision was established: the term “Service” reflects the phenomenon of carriers of action, which
are the framework of organizational interaction;
3) conglomerates of emerging business. The economies, industries and occupations, economic and gathering activities of man, which were once generalized
on a systematic basis of relations and proposed by K. Marx and his supporters
for consideration and systematization, are replenished with new types of activity
215
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that are now by all means included in the business. All the many types of human
activity, as it was addressed above, are reduced to two areas – product production
and service delivery. Each of them consists of types and complexes of independent
kinds, industries and sectors of human activity. The first sphere was the totality
of production, materializing in a real product (on the market it manifests itself in
a commodity), so it received the name “Material Production” (these are the mining industry, metallurgy, electric power, agriculture, etc.); and the second – the
aggregate of non-material production of the service (on the market it manifests
itself in the good, rare product, service), so it received the name “Non-production services” (these are consumer services, utilities, manufacturing art, etc.). Not
dwelling any more on the advantages and disadvantages of such a methodological
approach to the classification of activities, and, consequently, to the distribution
of labor between species, genera and spheres, it is noted here only that the abovementioned has a methodological value. The researchers are given an approach to
systematizing the structures of interaction between production and socio-economic
aggregates of objects and economies, their sectors and types on a template basis.
At the named moment of stereotype, the accounting value of the development
is fixed, but its scientific value remains hidden and awaits further clarification. So,
in the works of contemporary researchers218,219,220 such an assessment was started.
The research221 recognizes that these areas are unequal in both scale and contribution to national income. However, even with the recognition of such a deficiency,
they until recently serve as the starting methodological platform for developing
better systems of public relations, the starting point for conducting local discussions and economic reasoning.
Over the course of the newly formed types of activities, horizons of large-scale
transformations in the theory of economic activity and the practice of production activity open up. Their appearance and affirmation is evaluated as not a random process, but as a mechanism for the dialectic development of society. This
is evidenced by the process of accumulating information about modern life, the
amount of which develops into quality. The following example is in favor of this.
In the environment of scientific and technical transformations, the concentration
of production and subsequent management decisions on the terms of a detailed
218
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feasibility study, unique conditions are created for public relations to enter the
post-industrial stage of economic development. This stage of development of the
economy is sufficiently described in the sources222,223,224, and therefore now we pay
attention only to the main series of manifestations of its features, which bring the
solution of tasks closer in individual enterprises, in political structures, and in the
society as a whole on a general basis.
Researchers225,226,227 confirm that post-industrial society is based on the innovation sector of the economy, high-performance industry, knowledge industry, highquality goods and services, competition in all areas of activity. This is also reflected in
the higher proportion of the population employed in the service sector. For the same
reason, the post-industrial economy absorbs everywhere transitions 1) from priority
production of goods to priority production of services, 2) to the intellectualization
of labor, 3) to a higher level of education of the labor force, 4) to the information
society, 5) to preferential orientation to fractional (small) business.
In this list of transitions, one could pay attention to the processes of “dematerialization” of relations, and then – to exceptional abilities to develop and use
new knowledge, introduce innovations consumed in societies. All this deserves
special attention. However, this analysis ends with a reference to the tendency to
concentration of activities in the form of small business. Such a concentration is
recorded for the reason that this activity revives the viability of large-scale industry, providing greater flexibility in establishing relations both in the production of
goods and in the provision of services.
In this list of transitions, one could pay attention to the processes of “dematerialization” of relations, and then – to the exceptional abilities to develop and use
new knowledge, introduce innovations consumed in societies. All this deserves
special attention. However, this analysis ends with a reference to the tendency to
concentration of activities in the form of small business. Such a concentration is
recorded for the reason that this activity revives the viability of large-scale industry, providing greater flexibility in establishing relations both in the production of
goods and in the provision of services.
222
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Further, repeating in some details, we remind that the concentration of production has turned certain territories into developed and technically equipped enclaves and megalopolises. This led to the fact that in them super power tools are
controlled by highly skilled engineering and technical personnel, whose number
is trained in excess and on the basis of this quality an atmosphere of competitive
rivalry is created. The conglomerate of concomitant social factors and the actual
concentration of labor, in turn, greatly facilitate labor itself, its organization, and
its reproduction, because new opportunities are opening up for introducing advanced technological schemes and effective management systems. Fundamental
changes in the production process, which are associated with the mechanization
and automation of labor, ultimately end with the optimization of production and
labor. The main thing in this process is that a number of objective processes are
set in motion, expanding the areas of interaction, replacing obsolete technologies
or redistributing the functions of the activity by transferring a part of them to the
business environment. This is indicated by a series of events that sometimes occur
in the sphere of public relations. They are:
1) stagnation. Production of goods does not satisfy the consumer in quality.
Recommendation to the owner of capital: to start developing a new form of joint
ownership. For example, based on the inclusion of business structures in order to
save at least 30–40% of capital investments and preserve the framework of own
production on the basis of such an action;
2) crisis. The production of goods exceeds the needs. Recommendation to the
owner of capital: to stimulate more productive labor. For example, by involving
their own employees in the replenishment process of a group of company owners
and expanding the range of products based on the inclusion of business processes;
3) technical re-equipment of production. Suspending for some time the production and technological cycle of work inhibits the production of goods. Recommendation to the owner of capital: to proceed to the fastest transition to the
corporatization of production and the expansion of social and economic relations.
For example, on the basis of production division;
4) transformation. The produced goods are massively losing consumers who
place different demands on design, quality, material, shape, color, etc. of products.
Recommendation to the capital owner: to urgently make the transition to a new
technological process of splitting operations and work. For example, based on
connecting a small business;
5) change. Full suspension of production. Recommendation to the owner of capital: to engage in a new social and economic regime of public relations. For example,
based on the inclusion of activities that have a probabilistic nature of the manifestation of an economic event and the uncertainty of the formation of social relations.
Each of these forms of restructuring is followed by a general phenomenon: in
the society, the processes of regulating the interaction on the terms of dematerialization of the materialization of labor begin their turn. These processes need
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further analysis, because the following dependence manifests itself: at the initial stage of its development, any innovations and reorganizations are transferred
painfully – they inhibit both production, exchange of activities, and consumption,
but then accelerate them on a new basis of interaction. The physical sense of
the described development means that the “chaos” stage has moved into the
“new order” phase, i.e. in the harmoniousness of the organic relationship, which
reached a higher level of organization. In business, the state of chaos means
multiple points of phase space, reflecting the achievement of super income by an
entrepreneur.
Therefore, we can formulate an intermediate conclusion of the study: the essence of the foundations of the service business movement is connected with the
entry of action subjects into the “chaos” and then return back to the “order”
based on the transformational changes of interaction. Such an “entry” and “return” of the foundations of the movement mark the transition “from everything to
everything” of the subject of activity from one state to another, which is observed
quite often in everyday life. However, this transition, unlike ordinary transformations, means bringing the subject of activity to the perception of a higher organizational level of management and segregation. The term “segregation” (new Latin
segregacio – separation) is introduced here in circulation with the intention of
preserving its original meaning. This meaning is connected with the “change in
the physical state of a heterogeneous environment” in the economic environment,
in the productive environment, in the business environment and entrepreneurship.
This innovation is due to the fact that the recent transitions have activated the
tendency of an avalanche-like and continuous forcible changes and rationalization
of many economic events and processes that are not amenable to formalization,
which automatically classified them as technical. In addition, it is necessary to add
the following: when chaos is included in the transformation processes, violations
in production, service conditions, business relations and systems of distribution of
human activity between groups of occupations are recorded. It draws attention for
the following reason. If we return to the criteria of a) the materiality of the assignment, b) the heterogeneity of the production environment, c) the effectiveness of
the services of the intangible production or d) the productive power of the service,
then we can fix the movement towards the establishment of the service business
for a number of signs. The scheme of reasoning about this is as follows.
1. Social production according to the criterion of materiality of appropriation
is represented as an equal dual sector model in two major areas – a) the sphere of
material production and b) the sphere of non-material production. In these areas,
the quality of material production is improving and part of its operations, work
and functions are transferred to the medium-sized and small business environment, which not only fills the non-production services sector, but also introduces
a special form of relationship – the service business sphere.
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2. Social production according to the criterion of the heterogeneity of the production environment is represented in the form of a sectoral model of the economy
in three large sectors. These include a) the mining industry, b) the manufacturing
industry, and c) the service sector. The service sector of the economy is filled with
business, and mining and manufacturing industries, in turn, transfer part of their
work to the business for their needs. It may happen that it is too early to call such
a business in this work a service, but its role in servicing large business, capital
and production is already recognized, for it is obvious.
3. Social production according to the criterion of the efficiency of services of
intangible production is presented in the form of a detailed sector model. These
include a) the mining industry, b) the manufacturing industry, c) transportation and
utilities, d) trade, finance, insurance and real estate transactions, and finally e) health
care, education, recreation, research and government institutions. In addition to the
mining and manufacturing industries, all other industries have an unconditional attitude to the service provider and, consequently, to the service business.
4. Social production according to the criterion of the productive power of a service is divided into types and forms in even more detail. It is no longer for individual
sectors of the economy, but for most types of activity, options are being sought for
the fragmentation of productive labor, presenting them in the forms of “service activity”, which is filled with sectors and niches of services. Including in the schemes
of the dismemberment of individual types of labor on a professional basis, already at
this stage we can talk about the formation of a full-fledged service business. The motives are the following – there is a type of activity, there is work need to be done.
The presented combination of criteria allows us to begin to design a logical platform for summarizing the classification positions of the service business. This platform is as follows. Everything that happens in the environment is perceived according to the reality of the environment that unites the processes of material production
and business on a large scale. In unity, the legacy of industrial society is moving
with its aging technology to the technologies and innovations of the post-industrial
society. The calculation of the growth of movement is based on a) the rapid process
of division and splitting off organizations, enterprises, firms, works and functions,
and b) on services that take the place of the economic growth factor.
There are other reasons for recognizing the power of many service sectors, but
these are the main ones. The needs of material production form their own series
of main production, auxiliary and subsidiary branches, providing links, redistribution, workshops, sites and the actual processes and lines for the provision of services. They, in fact, represent the sources of the service business, the movement
in its specific variants is provided by technology at higher efficiency resources.
The basis of this technology is a certain set of material factors and intellectual
foundations. For example, in the source228 such a multitude is specified as: “the
228
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use of tools, instruments, equipment, processes related to the application of skills,
knowledge and mastery, adequate information, the management system, the use
and application, finding and creating the necessary resources: energy, raw materials and human potential”. The dependence is still in effect, which is manifested
in all spheres of life. This dependence is based on the following: the change of
technology is reflected mechanically on the renewal and reorganization of all parts
of society through the “subject-subject systematization of relations”. It bears the
“subject-subject” sector or pole of activity, coordinated with the model of interaction “person-person”. A number of researchers are working on this issue229,230,231,232,
and they have received the basics of its representation.
The most reasonable are the provisions of the researcher V. Inozemtsev233, who
reasons as follows. The sought-after pole “unites such industries in which the interaction of people is based on interpersonal communication and whose product
is distinguished by a low degree of reproducibility and is largely represented by
information and knowledge”234. These properties have always had a fundamental,
or rather, inhibitory value. Now, according to the developer, a somewhat different classification system can be connected to this pole in the sphere of culture
and entertainment, education, scientific institutions, information production, advisory and legal services, finance and money circulation, insurance operations
and real estate operations, the spectrum of public administration. In relation to
certain types of activities, the researcher repeats the already expressed opinion.
However, it draws the attention of specialists to the differences, which made it
possible to single out the appropriate property into an independent group. They
differ in a variety of technological processes, the need for the society to provide
a high degree of qualification of workers in rare professions, the exclusivity of
most of the products created and the services provided. Returning to the recommendations of the cited authors235, the proposed approach allows “illustrating the logic
of structural changes in social production”. The researcher, again, talks about the
post-industrial service society, perceiving, at the same time, the modern economy
on the theoretical basis of the “service economy” and “digital economy”.
229
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The analysis allows to draw the attention of the researchers to the following
property: with the growth of the scale of activity and the concentration of material
production, the intangible services sector has gradually taken an equal place as
an economic growth factor.
It must be said that this is an effective way of developing and ensuring an additional increase in the wealth of the state and the welfare of its citizens. To demonstrate the assertion one should refer to the opinions of a number of researchers.
For example, according to236,237,238 in the society, the value of the characteristics
of education, awareness and physical health of the employee, activity properties,
business ethics and qualifications have increased; according to239,240,241 – artificially developed qualities are being established for management; according to242,243,244
– skills for service have been obtained; according to245,246,247,248 – the quality of
making new solution has improved.
This suggests a mechanical conclusion that the conditions of social production,
in which business is an integral part of conscious human activity, are divided into
many activities that are steadily gaining potential as they move towards the devel236
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opment of post-industrial relations. This process broadens the matrix of business
and production relationship efficiency. In this matrix, a) the processes of transfer
by large business of works and batches of products for processing in small and
medium-sized businesses, b) the temporary nature of the work, associated with the
low-volume batches of orders for products and the seasonality of the onset and
execution of work play their role.
Summing up the studied material, the work of a business relationship should
be presented in the form of a market-model connection of elements of structure
formation. In our view, this connection has been installed. It is as follows:
“the technical substance of business U (Two components: 1) a person’s predisposition to accumulate energy in him/herself in such a way
that he/she can develop a business idea, find a way to extract a resource,
process it, add value to it, and return a new resource to the market; 2)
target interaction environment),
methodological substance of business U (One component: a structurally transformed skillful worker who has accumulated knowledge, skill,
professionalism and experience),
a complete system of business environment U (Two components:
1) components of the macro-business environment a) political
→ ideology, movement in social development, economic policy of the
state – programs of social and economic development, targeted projects
of technical re-equipment, b) legal → permissible norms of business relations – rights, duties, responsibility, c) social → mentality of the population, its religiosity, social development trends – tastes and behavior of
the population, social values, people’s attitude to work, ethical norms,
d) technological → automation and mechanization of production processes – production capacity of areas, throughput capabilities of technological units, level of equipment of production, level of depreciation of
aggregates, machines and mechanisms, e) economic → overall level of
economic development – gross domestic product, inflation rates, unemployment level,
2) components of the business environment, a) the infrastructure
→ a set of business and economic activities, which provides the general
conditions of production and life support, provides information, raw materials, labor, financial and other resources – agencies, tenants, audit firms,
banks, intermediaries, b) competitors → a business groups with overlapping interests, ideas, products, work, goods and services that undermine
the equilibrium of relations in the market – companies, organizations,
enterprises, individuals and companies that produce a product capable of
replacing the analogue, c) governing bodies → regulation of the sphere

(14)
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of activity, business management – councils, executive committees, industry institutions, d) suppliers → delivery of resources and their return
value – organizations and enterprises that are engaged in enriching raw
materials and supplying business with materials, raw materials, energy),
e) consumers → citizens, organizations, enterprises and individuals that
buy the product of a business),
business formation methodology U (One component: model relationship of a number of synthetic indicators → income, profitability, selfsufficiency, demand for a product, price elasticity),
economic and organizational process of business interaction U (One
component: sequences of movements, regulations of operations, work
and functions → they are combined by work and relaxation modes, targeted programs of mechanization, reduction of manual and heavy physical labor, measures to rehabilitate workers whose work is accompanied
with harmful inclusions or neuro-psychic overloads),
the scientific and methodological structure of the economic environment of business interaction U (Multiple set of components: property ratios
1) business imperfection, 2) business self-similarity and 3) business
fractality),
economic environment of interaction U (Multiple set of components:
economic transitional forms of transformation of interaction)”.

(14)

The elements of the connection (14) can be refined as new tasks are set for the
business, for the research or for other reasons of an objective nature. For example,
this may occur due to the recognition by science of new qualities, properties and
forms of an economic phenomenon, or other methods and forms of interaction.

8.

Judgement on some moments
of development processes
The key of movement to the hidden:
The nature of the impact is manifested in the materialization
a good-will personal ideal ...
In transition economies, the process of structure formation turns out to be the
most difficult to perform, since the conditions for the transformation of chaos into
order are superimposed on one another in a geometrical progression. There are
several reasons for this. These are the avalanche-like spontaneity of the influx of
contingent, the ordered chaotic sprawl of participants throughout the territory, the
absence of systemic approaches to managing development processes. To clarify
what has been said, the following two items should be studied:
1) social and economic process. It is aimed at systematic destruction, reorganization and replacement of any labor-intensive types of production of goods and
services with more efficient ones. For this, the processes of adaptation of business
entities to indistinctly expressed groups, combinations and schemes of a market
economy are activated;
2) business process. It has the element of accessibility for every person who
wants to move in space and think. For this, an individual activity is perceived unhindered, based on the thought of the thinking and capable of drawing up a plan
of action person, who, in fact, implements this plan of action, but chaos is introduced into the economy by these actions.
As it is known, there should be no chaos in the economy, otherwise crisis
or stagnation (in general terms “destruction”) occurs. However, the above-mentioned, leading the economy to a mismatch of actions, over time introduces interaction into the utility environment – optimization, scientific substantiation, project
problem resolution, and programmatic implementation of all subsequent efforts,
movement, and action essentially of an “individually marked relationship”. “Individually marked relation”, in turn, from this moment takes any research to the
level of development of the methodological basis for the structure formation of
processes. In this case, it is business and service business.
To achieve such a goal, it is necessary to establish positions, in which the studied relationship expands its activities to the system environment of maintaining
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“communication or interaction of people, their groups, societies and communities
among themselves”. In this situation, systemic actions are based on a) the indefatigable physical energy of a person, b) person’s unlimited dedication, and, after
this, on a combination of c) unreasonably powerful neuro-psychic endurance and
d) continuous desire that encourages the person to act in any “subject – object”
environmental conditions, no matter how difficult they may be to overcome.
These positions remain natural for a mobile person, such as a “fractal”, and
for a “passionate personality” capable of ensuring a progressive expansion of the
boundaries of the “target model of pragmatic utility” activities. However, the primary elements of the model connection (14) vary both in structure and in content.
Thus, from a complex of abilities, a person activates 1) physical ability to work
and save life, 2) cognitive thinking suitable in social and economic environments,
and 3) impeccable dexterity (skill) of interaction in a situation dictated by probabilistic origin. These abilities bring utility in all situations, both in the production
environment of business entities and in the business environment. They are formed
in all spheres of public life – in the environments of social exchange of activities,
professional interaction, daily living, which in their unity can be represented as
a common environment of relations. For the methodological combination of the
efforts of most of them, the interests of a) the state endowed with a system of managing and regulating relations, b) a producer with sufficient capital, and c) an individual personal initiative ability to work and move are preserved. Each of these
participants has its own incentive and a variety of motives for activity, meaningful
entry into communication links and conscious connection to the consumption system. The central position, again, is occupied by a person, a person who does not
always want to enter social production as a productive force.
The interaction desired by the society stimulates and induces a person to action only after the proper level of “development of the ability to work, to move, to
action, to culture, to organization, to management” is cumulated in a person. To
achieve one of these qualities, a person needs, in addition to the natural and introduced abilities and inclinations, to have the social and economic environment of
their use. In this environment, an effective system of physical education and mental development of a person should be created, and only after acquiring knowledge, skills and abilities, an access to unhindered inclusion in socially beneficial
relations can be acquired. This will certainly be reflected in the ability of the state
to apply effective types of physical education, means of intellectual preparation
of its citizens for activities. It is so because it provides the state with the result of
wealth, and the employee – with critical control over the course of own choice
of movement, environment, events and with the achievement of self-sufficiency,
and as a result – welfare. That is, it can be argued that these provisions allow an
individual to enter the social and economic or, bypassing it, industrial and technological environment. The choice of conditions for the preparatory development of
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a human is known. It is possible a) in the family under the supervision and control
of parents, members of the inner circle; b) in the workplace, with the master, transferring own craft and skill to the apprentice; c) in the educational system of the
state, which provides the ability to generalize knowledge and to design processes;
d) in the environment of unit production, where the characteristic of the productive power of labor can actually be realized. The above-mentioned was published
in249,250, and here, we are only giving remarks.
Any combination of particular interaction components in any their combination confirms the end result of the expanding environment, its structural content
and the indispensable social interaction – that is, the achievements of what the
study is seeking – the recognition and description of the service business. The
consumption of knowledge, the set of movement of skills and abilities, the actual physical and mental ability make it possible to reproduce the three primary
conditions of interaction in a person. Among them, 1) the development of special
motor physical abilities of a person, 2) the development of thinking experience
based on mental abilities, 3) the refinement of the personality structure of professional abilities. These conditions, in turn, activate the re-refinement of the utility
of a number of related properties, abilities and qualities, which are not studied
here, but their existence is mentioned. The essence of such a utility combines
a) the energy of personal development of a certain ability, b) the physical ability
to produce a product or create an effect, and c) the structure of the professional
fitness of the person.
Along with this, the movement of the organic business environment (this is the
idea, plan, majority support), the mobility of the enclosing environment (this is
the team, funds, equipment), the stability of the involved participants in the action
(these are apologists, experts, investors, managers, professionals, handymen) are
possible to implement on the terms of the resources available in the external environment. That is, here again, in the structures of new formations “some resource
belonging to the external environment” is included. We can argue the “pair-wise”
association of material primary elements in the artificial way, material factors and
factors of the general culture of the society, collective interests and personal interest, health systems and training methods, etc. Their unified structure, in fact,
makes it possible to realize the substance of activity, which at the basic level is
related to the production of energy for human development, and at the functional
level is related to the movement of processes of overcoming contradictions in
249
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social relations, interference in the accumulation of professional skills and possibilities when choosing how to convert one type of energy other.
All above-mentioned can be done without regard to the fact that we have an
educational, recreational, industrial, training or competitive pace of interaction. It
is important to make sure that this artificial system, which allows for interaction,
brings organization, planning and universality to the achievement of the designated goal. The usefulness of the artificial system is associated with the vectors
of accumulation, transformation and energy expenditure by a human, which is
subject to regulation and control. This is an important point that forms the basis of
the initial movement of the business. However, there are no principles in the list
of vectors that correspond to the interaction structure.
The choice of the interaction structure is influenced by the principle of profitability, which guides the actions of a businessperson developing a business plan,
and the principle of energy accumulation, which guides the actions of a person
who chooses the way to develop own physical and mental abilities. Both parties
are subject to regulation and control.
To ensure the success of synchronous motion, it is needed to choose one of two
control schemes, which is simple and effective at the same time. They regulate:
1) simplified management, which is perceived mainly as the business performed
on an intuitive basis by the developer based on the idea of obvious utility features,
often calculated for a seasonal or short period of interaction, for incidental work or
casual occupation; 2) innovative management, which is based on knowledge, the
scale of labor, complex plans, tasks and tools for systemic and targeted communication regulation. These schemes are sufficiently described by the authors251,252,253,
and therefore they have the simplicity, their own resources to restore the original
situation, mechanisms and classification features of adaptation to the management
environment. In terms of methodology, interest in these management schemes is
manifested in two ways of business. Among these ways:
а) business as a type of human activity. In this case, business is included in
the chain of relations “production – consumption – production”, which discloses
a) production of goods in the form of a product or service, b) consumption, which
creates an objective need for new production, c) production, which creates new
needs. The need for action in unity is determined by two formally dependent functions. Among them: 1) target (production of a continuous flow of material goods.
The pattern here is to meet the needs, consistent with the degree of satisfaction of
251
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the growing demands of citizens) and 2) structural (endowing the good with use
value. The pattern here is that utility, which is able to meet the needs for material
things and basic necessities, is replaced by usefulness in knowledge, information,
cumulative energy and free time);
b) business as a kind of economic interaction. In this case, business enters
a diverse network of public relations according to the “person – person” model
and is a form of a person’s attitude to natural and developed resources based on
their adaptation to own needs through the mobilization of productive power and
the adaptation of production relations. The need for action in unity is determined
by the three premises. These are 1) the need, which is put forward as a condition
for observing certain proportions of social production, social division of labor and
exchange of activities, 2) submission of actions to the law of economy of working
time, 3) compliance with the relations of production relations with the level of
development of productive forces. Natural is the manifestation of patterns, when
proportionality follows the interaction of the conditions of production and the
needs of society; subordination is due to the development of the productive forces
of the state and the rate of growth of social labor productivity; the equivalence
of the exchange of activities is formed by the form of solvency on the model of
“purchase and sale” and follows the criterion of the relationship of needs with
production.
Since business is an innovative and rarely repetitive activity, it should be set at
least conditionally some formal mathematical evaluation for it. This will allow in
private variants of the structure formation of processes to begin its formalization,
further systematization and forecasting of events in relation to the digital assessment of the event. To do this, it suffices to have a linearly ordered set of elements
selected from a set of specific characteristics. The selected methodological approach allows us to describe a separate system with a finite number of a) variables
at the initial (just as at the final and arbitrarily specified) stage of the movement of
the phenomenon, b) the adaptive properties of the formation of the fundamental
principle (and their deviations from the trajectory of the event) c) logical refinement of both the quality of the plan and the professional ability of the performer at
all stages of the development and implementation of an action program.
The number of business variables is made up of the characteristics of two
levels – synthetic, which describe the “logical reflection of the phenomenon” and
indicate the limits of variation of their relationship in the hierarchy of relations,
and the simplest ones, which provide “point measurement of the phenomenon”.
For example, the following can be shown here. In the service business, synthetic
characteristics are the volume of investments, labor intensity of production, energy intensity of technological schemes, goal attainment, etc., and the simplest are
the number of personnel, number of project developers, participants in a process
or event, total starting capital, etc. Referring to these characteristics adequately
describes the private system of relationships.
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At the same time, the idea of business and the process of its mental generation
reduce structure formation to the description of “relationship”, but with a different content for each stage of the movement, which is realized in the process of
entering into the interaction of capable and critically thinking individuals armed
with the original group way of thinking. Relations are still necessary focused on
several related functions. They include:
а) production of a product or service on an exceptionally large scale;
b) extraction of the natural resources, precious metals and rare-earth minerals,
use of wind, water, sun, and other energy, which provides super-profit;
c) adaptation of extracted goods to the exceptional conditions of personal or
social needs;
d) deciding on the utility of continuing or suspending actions in the economic
environment of supply and demand;
e) abandoning obsolete and maintaining new targeted relationships.
It is required in such a spectrum of relations to perform three steps of actions
– preparatory, analytical evaluation and executive, having a procedural purpose.
This allows rethinking the solution at all these stages and several times, namely:
1) when choosing the development criteria proper (for example, separation
of a business into an independent system of activity, calculating a contingent of
consumers, evaluating the capacity of the niche);
2) when justifying the characteristics describing the idea (for example, obtaining threshold values of the probability of achieving the goal, power, speed,
strength of action and reaction);
3) when clarifying the prerequisites of the operating procedure (for example,
the allocation, identification, description, formalization, improvement and simplification of the system).
Since the service business belongs to the category of “non-ideal objects” in
most parameters, which are violated by weakly defined (blurred) interaction
boundaries, the properties of fractal dimension extend to it. As noted above, this
means that in business structuring procedures the concept of “fractal dimension”
reflects the property of “not necessarily an integer value”, the property of “fractional” dimension. In the study, this technique allows us to get closer to describing
the conditions of uncertainty, the properties of which are transferred to artificial
subjects of many types of small and medium businesses that did not find a stable
trajectory of their movement. Neglecting the accuracy of mathematical calculations, the variables at the same time describe the diversity of the spectra and properties of the general environment, the business environment, the perception of the
phenomenon and the consequences of transformations, product, services, market
and consumer substitution trends, and patterns of development processes. By operating with variables whose values change in time and in space, the system state
is described at a selected moment of its location on the motion path.
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The methodological approach, which develops the action, is as follows. The
driving force of a single change in the “Business” economic system is management, which takes a position of both the innovation and result; because in it, the
transformations of variables in the system are recorded. As an example, the variables of living labor, materialized labor and material components of a business
can be used, which are transformed into a product in a technological process, and
a product, in turn, turns into a benefit, income, profit, or super income in the market
of goods and services. That is, using the discrete tendency to replace (transform)
one event with another event “step by step”, one can become aware of the design
of the business. Then, the conversion calculation method is available. And, if the
transitions of transformations are completed with changes in functional purpose,
then the “reflection of events chain” device should be used, perceived as a “transition method”, according to which the business system remains unchanged (or in
the previous state), and the variable is implicit (functional), but, nevertheless, it
maintains a connection according to the properties of the internal general state.
There can be too many such properties, which greatly complicates their multidirectional impact on the resulting value of the success of a businessperson. However,
the expectation of obtaining the expected super-profit often absorbs a reasonable
risk weighting. In this case, it is required to include in the analysis the method of
the relationship of order, which is once again formed from the chaos of the set of
elements that show little at the initial stage of movement and recognition of the
phenomenon. Neglecting inaccuracy, it is in this way that it is possible to combine
together many elements that are in a certain, weakly expressed relation to each
other, and if expressed more precisely, then in the probabilistic connection, the
manifestations of changes are relative to each other.
Business, as a methodologically evaluated systemic human activity, begins its
movement in a person’s thoughts and continues this movement in the economic environment. For this, it is required to register the reaction of the material outcome,
i.e. the moment from which idealistic activity begins to manifest itself in costly
material actions, correlated with the calculations to obtain the expected results.
That is, without initially having a positive reproduction attitude, both the connection and the relationship must first be constructed artificially, embrace the common positive elements and potential possibilities ideologically, streamline their
multitude into the system, and only after that put into operation the newly created
economic model of interaction. Naturally, this model in a pragmatic environment
remains ideal until the first payment for the performed work. This fact of payment
materializes the idea, transfers its actual state to the interaction environment, and
then the connection between the elements of the system is directed along the vector of the impact of one element on another. This introduces new determinants of
communication into business relationships, which until then had remained not so
noticeable. Outwardly, such a connection is identified with a directed graph, in
which the vertices and arcs connecting the elements are endowed with the quality
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of dimension. Such a system needs to specify the coordinate of the beginning of
movement (or motion reference) and the quality of the final location, and then one
can proceed to monitoring the characteristics and assessing the state of the system.
Its condition is of scientific interest at the following stages: 1) at the entrance to
the activity, 2) at the recorded intermediate course, and 3) in a finite period of time
at the exit. The model “entrance – exit – condition” is estimated as unrelated and
simplest, and it operates according to the principle of a “black box”. To obtain the
elements of the systematic business research, it is required to insert specific information into it. Therefore, the aggregates consisting of four factors, which are “labor”, “land”, “capital” and “entrepreneurship”, are technologically connected in
the reproduction process and characterize the business of large enterprises. Their
purpose does not change in the service business, but then, in their totality, one
more factor should be introduced – “Innovative Management”.
Since this is the initial stage of presenting the fifth factor as equivalent, it is
required to be perceived now as a process of structure formation that performs the
function of monitoring. However, if this process is replenished with search operations, approbation and use of innovations, then we can speak about the birth of
a new organic component of the economic phenomenon. The following evidence
is in favor of this statement.
In order to talk about a new quality of organization of relations in business, it
is necessary to combine into an organic totality a conglomerate of 1) collective
action, 2) management decisions and 3) conditions of perception and implementation of a business project. This combination is completed by the selection and
use of more productive equipment, advanced technology and modern scientific
achievements, and this requires the use of a new quality control, i.e. innovation
management. The criterion for “action by choice” is a product extracted from
a “black box” filled with analogs of ideas, methods, techniques, means and forms
of management, and recognized as “innovation”. In the aggregate of such a combination of thought and coming to a decision, its place take:
1) property of the productive power of labor. It is conditioned by the potential utility of labor embodied in the product. The process is based on transferring
the value of living and past labor to a product or service, which provides added
value;
2) the quality of the professionalism of the participants. It is conditioned by
the availability of the resource of knowledge, the replenishment of the skills and
abilities of the staff. The process is based on the transfer to the object of labor of
additions caused by human creativity;
3) value of services for the economy of the state. It is determined by the need to
move the product, goods or service. The process is based on changes in the value
of the product in poorly developed areas that have demand for it and conditions
for mass consumption.
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If we use the method of studying phenomena from the general to the particular, then a detailed analysis of the quality of the productive power of labor
reveals the quality of the readiness of the individual to work, to activity. This, in
fact, turns it into the productive force of the society in the working environment,
because it is accumulated in man in advance. It can arise in a person when the
following features are combined a) conditions for the development of person’s
general ability to work, which can be successfully adapted to the consumer qualities of the technological process and b) developed reflex instincts to maintain the
required level of person’s professional orientation. Professional orientation distributes performers between five classes of activity. They fill the main groups
(product, energy, services), organizational (workplace equipment, raw materials
supply), maintenance (repair and preventive maintenance of equipment uninterrupted operation), support (scientific and experimental work, training) and trade
and commercial (organization of product sales) activities. Depending on the content of labor in these classification groups, we can trace business options. These
options are unique, but they are necessarily based on the process of converting
the efforts of living skilled labor, multiplied by materialized labor, resulting in the
transformation of the properties and structure of the existing product, as a result
of the application of such a conglomerate of labor, an additional series of newly
created useful properties is created. There are differences. To focus attention on
the differences, it is enough to clarify the content of the named positions of the
classification using the example of the sports business. The meaning of business
organization comes down to the following: when a “mainstream” group of activities promotes to the market a product derived from the physical and mental ability
of a person who has absorbed new knowledge, skills and abilities of a general
and targeted orientation; when the “organizational” group of activities is based
on the production of a by-product, production and service in densely populated
areas; when the “serving” group of activities includes preparatory services for the
maintenance of the territory where the event is held; when the “support” group of
activities focuses on maintaining equipment, accessories and facilities in working
condition, on maintaining the characteristics of their reliability; when the “trade
and commercial” group of activities is associated with the movement of products,
goods and services to the places of mass gathering of consumers.
The main premise of business development is always connected with the solvency of the population, which, behind its physical meaning, should ensure income, profitability and success of any useful activity. However, the above condition is particular, and in order to ensure an absolute character, it is necessary
for the thinking person’s intentions to make dependent on the mass of potential
consumers of the service, to turn them into a lasting interest in a phenomenon,
product, goods, and service. For example, in the sports business, a consumer interest is subordinated to the development of one’s own overall physical ability, to the
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development of a complex of human motor qualities, such as speed, endurance,
flexibility, strength, stability, etc. They correlate with the development of anthropometric characteristics. That is, a businessperson, in order to receive income,
must sum up his managerial actions to the moment of coincidence of a number of
circumstances with logical content. Among them, the main ones that can be mentioned are 1) parental care for the health of their children; 2) personal orientation
of the consumer services; 3) regulatory requirements, standards and conditions of
production; 4) medical and biological foundations of a healthy lifestyle; 5) qualified understanding of the requirements and standards of work. The analysis of
their essence leads to the orientation of thought toward the organization of a core
business. This thesis is confirmed by the experience of age development and the
formation of a personality, which inevitably leads to the passage of the chain of
mastering several qualitative levels of preparation and retraining according to the
periodically changing content and complexity of relationships.

9.

Conceptual principle of accelerating
the transition of relations into business
The key of movement to the hidden:
Values open a wide space
for the free play of various forces ...

Social relations that develop in all spheres of interaction in the environment
are provided by a human, human behavior and actions. The action of a person
is accomplished according to his/her own will, according to his/her own mentally modeled plan, it is selective, and, if it ends with a positive outcome, then
it automatically becomes a new, valuable and innovative experience. The very
nature of human life follows human’s thought. This provision requires expanding
the boundaries of the study. For this reason, the conceptual principle of speeding
up relations is further specified, regardless of the type of business, the action of
which equally applies to the sphere of service business and to any environment of
expedient activity.
Any taken at random individual’s personal plans for action is due to 1) the primary natural property of the emotional nature of his/her consciousness and 2) the
infrastructure of a natural and artificially introduced environment. Emotionality
in a person maintains an interest in analyzing, synthesizing, thinking, dreaming,
generalizing and forming images, while the environment optimizes the directions
for developing a final assessment of one’s own transition to movement in a lifesupport environment, forming the experience of creation. These features unite
in resultant in the course of interaction, the product of which in the research is
represented by organizational, industrial or service integrity. It should be noted
that we name here those visible features that are on the surface of the process of
“accelerating relations in business”.
To understand the conceptual principle of achieving the desired relationship in
the business environment, it is necessary to initially identify:
1) the reality of the onset of motion. It means that it is necessary to have a fixation
mechanism for the processed property of a) a person, b) event, c) phenomenon;
2) perspective of an event. It means that it is necessary to evaluate the components and resource of a) ideas, b) comprehended action plan, c) production program, d) business plan;
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3) matrix structure of the organizational structure. It means that it is necessary
to establish many milestones and benchmarks of attributes in the scheme for moving towards the goal at stages of a) refining the idea, b) arranging a plan, c) implementing the program of actions and ensuring it;
4) pragmatics of the events. It is means that it is necessary to outline the range
of conditions for the transition of action developers who have developed an entrepreneurial function, from introductory activities to a) production, b) labor and
c) activity exchange;
5) organic interaction with the environment. It means that it is necessary to
highlight the basic provisions of the trivial representation of a) the responsibility for actions, b) the fundamental principles of the interaction of control, and
c) monitoring of the progress of the execution of a set of actions;
6) integrity of the completion of the cycle of action. It means that it is necessary to have the environment of production, consumption and exchange: a) a public interaction environment, which should be accessible, b) human capabilities and
c) conditions for finding and extracting a product.
It is required to describe the semantic content of the connection of thought with
reality, which consists of six links, in the presented sequence.
1. The mechanism of fixation of the processed property of a human is known.
This is a special activity of the human brain, which creates a mental image of
an imaginary future254,255. Brain activity distinguishes events and phenomena and
processes them.
Regarding the subject of the study, we can say that since the image of the
service business is conceived based on introducing a certain “something” into
the system of consciousness, then the product of thought at the final stage of familiarization with it is a “new artificial formation”. The following is added to the
same definition: if there are no analogues in the artificial environment, then it (the
product of thought) automatically belongs to the category of the original. Based
on such a mechanism, the pragmatic value of thought arises, which is perceived
as the basic position of the idea being hatched or the personal plan of action being developed. Considering the organic beginning of the movement of an idea to
embodiment, another mechanism is revealed – the mechanism of replacing the
quality of thought with the quality of administrative (or public) recognition of it.
The named quality materializes in a certain sequence of events, each of which proceeds procedurally from the previous one. Physically, this materializes in images
that are transmitted by one interested person to another, exchanging the ideas.
This thought transfer process is called the moment of the “reality of the onset of
motion”.
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2. The components and the resource of an idea, of a conceptualized plan of action, of a production program, and of a business plan are developed by a person in
relation to the artificial environment, because it is in this environment that thought
materializes and grows into the reality of meaning.
The above-said allows us to choose a way to assess the prospects for action, the effectiveness of movement and success of behavior. The environment
includes a) participants in the relationship – state officials, entrepreneurs, manufacturers, employees and consumers, and b) objects of interaction – production
and technical base, scientific guidelines, interaction projects, etc. That is, the
non-logic character of the psyche, and then the unpredictability of human behavior become the activators of actions, because they can mentally activate any
fact taken from life, or even one that does not have similarity in it. A person
many times processes this fact in own imagination. A person mentally endows
it with missing elements and structures, properties and usefulness, analyzes the
outlines of manifestation, the limits of recognition, systematically processes situations and the intended group of informative characteristics, includes them in
the program of actions in the form of a new structure or formation. After that,
the new construction is mentally re-evaluated, replenished with figurative analogues, reinterpreted element by element, the idea is polished, and, in the end,
in such a construction is approved or excluded from consideration. At the final
decision-making stage, the same procedure of weighing the doubts, revealed and
confirmed new merits, and advantages brought by experts continues. A person
can devote indefinite amount of time to the repetition and revising of solutions.
This procedure can be implemented independently or in a group of like-minded
people and experts. Only the moment of submitting a document (business plan,
personal project, action program) in the environment of state regulation can be
used to designate the coordinate of its organic interaction with the business environment, the state regulation environment, the environment of cooperation and
process management. The excited state of preparatory thought to the deployment
of the idea of own action plan in practice leads to the transition of a person from
the environment of ideological concentration on the idea to the environment of
its implementation. To this stage – the stage of the beginning of the movement
of the practical implementation of the idea – the desired document must have
a perfect scheme of completeness of thought, idea, plan, and program of action.
This process of documenting a thought is called the moment of the movement of
the idea to the recognition of the “promising event”.
3. Attributes in the scheme of movement to the goal at the stages of finalizing
the idea, coordinating the plan, implementing the action program and ensuring
it are formed by the idea itself and the proposed action plan, which is based on
the entrepreneurial function. At the expense of it, the movement of the personality, of a number of specialists and experts in the social environment of interac-
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tion “charged with action” is activated. (It means the reaction of the social and
economic environment to the movement of the accelerator of the idea, plan, and
program of action).
Now that the planned idea is accepted into the environment of “contractual
relations” (It means that the developer of the idea joins the stage of working out
contingent obligations to the society), there comes another transition to the “realization of hope”, which is expected to benefit later. Guided by the logic of the
above reasoning, one can always follow the statement: business is an individual
human activity based on the originality of thought, which is presented to the society for consideration and approval in the form of a personal action plan (usually
a business plan), which a person tries to materialize, applying own efforts. This
process of activating thought is called the moment of movement to the realization
of the “matrix of the organizational structure.”
4. The conditions for the transition of action developers, who have developed
an entrepreneurial function in themselves, from introductory and preparatory activities to the relations of production, labor and exchange of activities are worked
out in coordination with state regulatory bodies vested with powers. This process
of activating thought was called the moment of movement to the embodiment of
the features of the “pragmatic nature of the event.”
This position is set here as the intention of the businessperson and it remains in
the mind as the thesis until the intention turns into a relationship. First, the person has the status of a potential businessman; to implement the idea and to make
it a reality, a developer needs 1) to arm him/herself with constancy of thought, the
inevitability of intent to complete the idea and the provisions put forward in the
business plan, and 2) to vigorously and selflessly bring the complex of movements
and actions to the level of realization. Last thought in business is not the last thing;
this position needs clarification.
Perceiving the term “relationship” as “connection or interaction of people, their
groups, societies and communities among themselves”, each time it is required to
receive in the state universal public approval of the own movement scheme, which
is confirmed by the usefulness of the outcome for interested parties. Recommendations on the problem of transforming ideas into relationships in business (The essence is as follows: one must move, do, agree, design, plan, coordinate, implement,
achieve success materialization, etc.) are known. This is a reality, and it is confirmed
in the authorial systems of the business of E. de Bono, K. Kelly and V. Netting,
presented above, by the schemes of the relations of Sh. Bondar and O. Yagolnik256,
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A. Van Gundy257, S. Covey258, J. Rohn259, К. Sobol260, K. Tateisi261, B. Tracy262.
Each businessperson, whose opinion is included in the analysis, is presented to the
society according to the pragmatic nature of own relationship building experience.
The analysis involves the provisions of the organizational scheme for the implementation of a personal action plan. Emotionally, such a businessperson is proud
of him/herself, wants to be known and is willing to share a way of phenomenal
success of a business, which he/she started with own hands. This experience, since
it is based on dozens of authorial analogs, makes it possible to speak of a certain
methodological basis, not only of the service business, but also of any other business. In such practices, business is unequivocally stated and repeated many times,
defended, proved, it is again formulated, developed and affirmed by the properties of the role and the extraordinary position of self-sufficiency and personality
development. That is, the depth and outcome of the relationship depend on the personality. As a rule, researchers pay attention only to one position of relations – to
the presence of irrepressible biological energy, dedication and purposefulness of
the personality, and the selection of other elements of recognition of the original
qualities of a person is difficult for them.
Of course, the role of biological energy in the processes of economic and industrial activity cannot be underestimated. Its value is interpreted according to
the economic processes, dominates in the macro- and micro-world, which has
been sufficiently studied, proven and presented in the sources263,264,265. In our own
research266,267, it is the biological energy of a human. However, in order to solve
257
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the problem of developing the desired concept regarding the service business, one
should first concretize the thought, tying it to the sectoral activity. That is, for such
an ordering of thought a certain sectoral concreteness of activity should be chosen, to which its own organizational structure adapts. Moreover, as long as there
is no required concreteness, then we can talk about the following:
а) business relations implement individual activities based on the original
ideas of thinking and capable of drawing up a plan of action a person, who actually implements this plan of action. This situation is known to specialists268,269,270.
It can be applied without any clarification, because clarification does not introduce
into the business research the essence of the new;
b) systemic actions are based on a person’s irreducible motor energy, on limitless dedication and on the combination of excessively strong neuro-psychic endurance and persistent desires that impel a person to act in any social and economic conditions. This situation is known to analysts271,272,273,274, who deal with
the global ideas of the development of mankind. In the business environment, it
introduces the essence of the new, because it specifies a search, in which the criterion of relevance is the physical capacity of the employee, coordinated with the
neuro-psychological component of the body’s performance;
c) the movement of the environment and of the actual participants of individual interaction is carried out through an artificial combination of the material
elements of physical culture, health systems and sports in an organizational man-
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ner. This situation is known to functional developers275,276,277,278. In the business
environment, it brings the essence of the new, because it allows forming a matrix
of informative indicators.
In the subsequent reasoning, the adopted scheme allows one to use the thesis
of making an event. This thesis means the following: in order for a person to become involved in a business relationship, the desired ability must reach a certain,
sometimes transcendent, level of development of creative ability, on which the
fitness of a person must activate his/her biological energy, set him/her in motion,
objectifying action and interaction on conditions of benefit, value or effect according to the moments of favorable circumstances. For example, the labor of a skilled
performer turns into the productive force of the society after the moment when the
executor enters the reproductive process on favorable conditions. There are other
examples that demonstrate the effect of the thesis.
Striving for the accomplishment of an event, the society first receives at its disposal an insufficiently professionally trained specialist, saturated with a complex
of shortcomings and inaccuracies. This leads to the repetition of training, shortterm retraining, re-profiling of experience and accumulation of new knowledge.
5. The main provisions of the trivial representation of responsibility for actions,
for the interaction of control and monitoring of the execution of a set of actions
have an individual character of formation. This process of activating a thought
also receives the name of the moment of movement to the embodiment of the
features of “organic interaction with the environment”. This provision is set here
because of the need to fill the program of actions made by the performers.
Subjects of actions that have developed an entrepreneurial function in themselves usually do not reveal ways to develop a business ability. Thus, they, as it
were, reject the path of preliminary preparation of a person for action, indicating
the existence of some other, natural, number of conditions leading to the development of creativity in a person279. Such motives of “secrecy” are noticed at all
stages of learning how to train a person to business. This fact supports the idea that
business is a system of individual action that is consistent with the natural, physi275
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ologically defined, abilities of the psyche to creativity, applied in the environment
of a person, which, in fact, forms person’s thinking ability. It happens in the following way: a person reveals in him/herself the initial inclination to the systemic
reflection of “something invisible”; this systematic approach to movement is natural and should be developed individually. As it is known, the general educational
system is not designed for the realization of such a thought, since it focuses on
the development of the average mental sufficiency of the individual. Orientation
to the average level of preparation of a person for self-sufficiency rarely gives
the society the opportunity to synchronize individually created efficiency. This
effectiveness implies the matrix, which includes the ability of a person to form
an idea, develop conviction, design a product, develop an action plan, and choose
a method to achieve a goal, and then financial success. Such a thing can exist and
is formed depending on one’s own actions, but it is immediately and naturally destroyed by a measured course of pedagogical intervention by experienced teachers, burdened by images of their own experience.
It is necessary to stop here and remind that in this order of own actions, a human possesses three natural qualities that are amenable to development. They
include:
1) mobility of thinking processes,
2) psyche predisposition to creativity, planning and imagination,
3) entrepreneurial function of protection and preservation of a personality.
Interacting in a complex, all of them should be aimed at ensuring the preservation of own lives and nothing more. However, at the same time, under the influence of “elders” (usually educators, teachers and parents), the creative component
does not receive conditions for development. Instead, being filled with sensations
and ideas about the reality of life, social and industrial relations, with the fear of
further difficulties of survival that have not yet come, a person is burdened by
skills, techniques and abilities that form in him/her both persistent and unstable
ideological, spiritual and mentally arising positions, elements and structures of
standard relations. It is assumed that the combination of utility and uselessness
forms in a person a complex of performing abilities, which are deprived of mobility of activity. From this reasoning, it follows that for the business environment
there remains a smaller part of the positions, elements, and structural relationships
that turn a person into the essence of a cognitive (fractal) personality that has
imagination. The following is obvious for this study: in one instant, it becomes
clear that the processes of imagination must necessarily be present in a person,
and necessarily materialize in the relationship environment. True materialization
in reality is achieved when a person combines:
1) an individual set of propensities and abilities that have a sacred, hidden
from the environment, origin and manifestation. This series is based preferably
on a) special volitional qualities, b) curiosity and inquisitiveness, c) incredibly
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high motor perseverance and d) repeatedly multiplied selflessness and dedication
of the person;
2) objectively formed surrounding created by the environment. This surrounding is synchronized with a) the scientific and technological progress and
the changes introduced into reproduction processes, b) economic laws and social
trends in the development of processes in the society, and finally c) scientificmethodological and organizational provisions that cannot depend on the human’s
will, but manifest themselves spontaneously depending on the natural indicators;
3) target settings put forward by the state, social movement, religion and selfgovernment bodies to communities, societies, informal groups and family formations. These settings are associated with a) variation, b) regulation and finally,
c) development of limits of action and establishment of the limits of the prevalence of the chosen system of activity in the controlled area.
Conclusions, statements, formulations, instructions or deductions, to which we
draw attention, does not matter in what way they are marked here, are considered
valid and take the place of fragments of methodological approaches and provisions. They become useful at such a stage when a business relationship is registered and there is an opportunity to maintain the conditions for the development of
initiative activity in a specific utility environment for some time. Science allows
us to distinguish two groups of utility conditions. They are:
– conditions formed by a number of individual inclinations and abilities of
a person. They are based on the phenomenon of “sacred personality’s quality”.
The method is presented in our research280, the basics of this method were established by scholars281,282,283. This phenomenon, again, supports the processes of
mobilization of some biological energy of a person, aimed at emotional perception and reflection of reality. We should mention here that such individuals possessing irreducible biological energy in the theory of L. Gumilyov are designated
as a “passionate personality”284. Such individuals are endowed with the natural
ability to selflessly defend the ideas and projects created by them for society, the
completion of such projects can drastically change the outlook of not only societ280
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ies, but also peoples and nationalities. The energy, about which we speaking here,
is known for example, both in the physical and spiritual environment of a person’s
readiness for confrontation or to repel aggression. If a person masters the method
of development of a certain state of mind, then it is possible to achieve a state of
affect, irrepressible emotional excitement and passion, synchronicity, secrecy and
fusion with nature, courage and trance in the environment with extreme circumstances. This method of human development gives the adept of the system completely different, fractal, qualities and properties. Some set of conditions developed in a person allows directing the imagination to the development of a specific
action plan and achieving personal benefits and social enrichment;
– conditions that are formed and stimulated by the objectively developing environment. They are based on the phenomenon of “organizational mobility of the
artificial environment”. Emotional perception, description and reflection of the
environment according to the inspired imagination obey the target intention of
extracting material or financial wealth or welfare. Realization of imagination returns to a person in monetary terms through “profit”, “income” or “super profit”.
A group of such conditions allows directing the imagination of a person to a particular specific plan of actions.
6. The environments of entrepreneurship, consumption and exchange are made
up of a social interaction environment that should be accessible, the environment
of a person’s ability and the conditions of search and production of a product
are not repeated because of their originality. This process of activating thought
gets the name of the moment of the realization of the features of “integrity of the
completion of the cycle of actions”. This provision is exposed here as a link to the
triumph of the idea that is being implemented. It consists of several parts, the most
interesting of which is the social environment of interaction, which, due to its own
complication, forms the basis of development and the ability of a person and the
material movement itself.
The framework of this environment is presented in the form of a block-scheme
(Fig. 2), which simplifies the systematization of both elements and recommendations for action. The central place in it is occupied by the human-creator with own
age experience and spiritual power, the potential possibilities of the family, clan
and social environment, the resource of the educational system of the state and
the structural saturation of the territory with industrial enterprises and social and
cultural objects. It is this environment that makes it possible to determine the general scheme of human development, and the consistent improvement of its general
and entrepreneurial abilities. However, a person’s physical or mental development
does not automatically turn him/her into a doer, creator, and fractal. For this, it is
necessary to open up more motives for movement, for action, for accelerating the
thought, which is considered further as “Something common”.
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In order for this “Something common” to work in the society, stimulate and
induce a person to act, it is required to create the necessary internal level of “development”. For this, natural inclinations and abilities are required to be influenced by a) an effective system of physical and spiritual education and b) one of
the methods (or their complex) selected from the educational system of the state.
In order to become a self-sufficient individual, a person needs to c) be able to consciously choose the type of physical education, the means of mental development,
and beyond that, the type of productive activity; d) have a strong inner culture of
the individual. This is enough for the result of “development” to allow the state to
provide integrated control over the movement of its citizens in the communities,
to regulate the structure of events and the structure of wealth. These provisions, in
fact, have to be considered further in the study.
In developed countries, the scheme under consideration operates, and the problem is reduced only to finding and replenishing it from the outside by those systems
of development and improvement of economies that are among the most efficient.
These systems, when effective, allow expanding the range of choice, and on the
complementary basis, adding to the existing ones or displacing the obsolete ones.
The terms “complementarity”, “system” and “fractality”, used in various places of
the research, are aimed at the methodical completion of the development of a group
of target qualities in a person. They include a) spiritual, b) moral, c) ethical, d) professional, e) mental, g) physical, and f) entrepreneurial qualities. Their pragmatic
value includes mastery, the art of managing processes and creativity in the chosen
field of interaction. It is well known that at all stages of human development the
basis is made up of 1) mental and 2) physical qualities. All other qualities are acquired, because they are developed under the influence of artificial special codes,
norms, restrictions, standards, religious dogmas and mental stupors.
If the list of human qualities contains at least one of the above conditions, then
a person has the ability to enter the socially useful space as a full-fledged personality precisely with the help of mental or physical qualities. There, in this space,
a person activates the energy of a number of personal factors of support, expressed
in skills and abilities, and turns into a productive force. At the same time for the
state, it is not so important – it will be a socio-political, production-technical or
socio-economic environment of interaction. The main thing in this process is the
implementation of a skill or ability in the environment of fruitful activity. Skills
and abilities are grouped depending on the aggregates:
1) subjective qualities. The formation involves the features and characteristics
of the participants in the process in which information and knowledge are transferred;
2) objective qualities. The formation involves the properties, content and structure of values, skills, attitudes, etc., which are passed on from generation to generation;
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Tendency of the statute fond changes

3) procedural qualities. The formation involves the ways and means chosen for
organization, establishment and carrying out an action or socially useful activity;
4) institutional qualities. The formation involves the requirements, regulations
and obligations of both the authorities and social management institutions, developed and approved to personify the interaction;
5) situational historical qualities. The formation involves goods, savings, materialized labor, intellectual and informational resources of a historically developed
society, which are transferred on the terms of arrangements, codes and agreements.
The integrity of the set, which consists of five group qualities, forms the emotional-axiological content of information perception, moral and ethical attitudes,
spiritual orientations of the family, society and state. The leading place in such
integrity is taken by two components, namely: a) family control of the growth of
maturity and aspirations for physical perfection and b) the educational system of
the state, leading its citizen to an expedient field of activity. In them, the value
content is determined by the attitudes of the state, and the emotional – by the order
adopted in the family unit. Settings of both factors and actions are combined with
both the mental development of a person and physical abilities.
The study is interested in the settings of the state for the widespread development
of large, medium, small business or private entrepreneurship. For example, in
Ukraine, using a calculation method, we can confirm the trajectory of a medium
and small business, which is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Background to the development of medium and small businesses in Ukraine

For more than twenty years of business movement in Ukraine, there is
a tendency to accumulate such a resource, because there is a clear development
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trend of the studied business. During the time taken into account, such a business
has traveled from its starting movement, which is distinguished by an abrupt
rhythm (phase of initial movement and hybrid accumulation of a resource), to
the legislatively regulated one, which has become an exponential dependence
(business reorganization phase). This confirms the fact that the state should reorient
itself to the development of targeted abilities of a person towards business, where
both mental sensitivity and physical capacity will be in demand. The pedagogical
science is the most close to the realization of such a task; it has rapidly begun to
focus efforts on the development of cognitive features in a person. For example,
the following studies285,286,287 are dedicated to solving such problems.
The opinion has been affirmed that an individual can receive unique properties
for action only based on a systemic (long and planned) upbringing of a person.
By training the will and the body, passing through tests, repetitions and training,
the person can develop properties of the conqueror, and again, of the fractal, i.e.
a person who knows how to concentrate biological energy in him/herself and how
to control this energy at the right moment. This study advocates a similar point of
view. However, its achievement is possible on an individual training program for
a person, which brings to the fore the family initiative and the front-line approach
to training. An individual training program turns a student into a full-fledged
personality, into a fractal. Our analysis includes the opinion about this of a number
of analysts288,289,290. They warn about the occurrence of a strategic danger for the
nation, in which young people ignore the acquisition of knowledge.
In Ukraine, the passive position of the environment of family preparation
of a person is overwhelmingly due to the failure of the family budget. For
this reason, it is difficult to provide both self-preparation processes and the
processes of connecting family members to training and training programs.
These programs are usually carried out under conditions of wage payment by
private consumers.
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9. Conceptual principle of accelerating the transition of relations into business

It would be fair to say that difficulties also arise in the state’s educational system291,292. This is due to the shortcomings that exist because of the lack of state
financing of the educational process and the beginning of its reform. For this reason,
the success depends on the enthusiasm of the participants themselves, including
their own capabilities. Extensive opportunities, provided to a person when choosing
a method of developing an ability, can help an individual. According to Fig. 2, the
list of such opportunities includes five main ones. These training options are:
1) in the family under the supervision and guidance of parents and family
members;
2) in the workplace when master transfers experience and craft to the apprentice;
3) in the system of secondary special and technical education;
4) in the system of higher education;
5) in the environment of sports and physical training.
All these interaction options have different essence, but on their base concrete
developmental systems get movement. This provision needs clarification. So:
– in the first variant of relations – in the family – the family foundations prevail,
in which the general physical development and upbringing of children up to adulthood is controlled on the principles of family regulations, inherited stereotypes
and ideas about the environment. It supports the position of active participation
in various state and territorial educational, entertainment and cultural, and sports
events. Interaction is made dependent on material sufficiency, interests, sensual
representations and traditions developed by generations;
– in the second variant of relations – in the workplace of the master – attention
is paid to the craft preparation of a person within a limited list of technical movements, operations and works;
– in the third variant of relations – in the system of secondary special and technical education – the educational system programmatically carries out general
educational, vocational, general physical development and health promotion of
the student;
– in the fourth variant of relations – in the system of higher education – the
educational system of the state develops a professionally-verified product for the
implementation of the strategic functions of process management;
– in the fifth variant of relations – in the environment of sports and physical
culture movement – business structures act as breeders and producers of a product
in the form of a person’s physical ability. They are guided by the principles of both
intra-firm and elite management.
291
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Variants of preparing a person for self-sufficiency fill the social interaction
environment with the consumption environment of a person’s ability. The profile
ability of a person is consumed by all branches of the economy. The society, by
all available means, encourages the entry of a person into the environment of
socially useful labor. At a mature age, a person has a choice – whether to go to
the sphere of material production, where items and goods that meet the needs for
products are produced, or to the non-production sphere, where services that satisfy the needs for benefits are provided. Person’s success extends if the state has
a wide infrastructure of search conditions and a legislative basis for the extraction
of the product.
So, a lot of revealed facts of successful movement, the formulated conditions
and circumstances of human vitality indicate that both in everyday life and in
science, business needs to be perceived as proactive entrepreneurial objectively
developing human activity that has a certain function, manifesting itself in the
format of “Entrepreneurial function”.
This, again, so far can be perceived as a thesis, but it receives confirmation in
the judgments of researchers in modern, post-industrial society. For example, this
thesis was the subject to systematization in the writings of the authors293,294,295,296
and others. Consequently, the combined perception of the opinions of these and
many other authors makes it possible to speak of business as of a specific type
of activity that provides well-being, income, profits, super-profit based on the innovation idea, capital for its implementation, self-organization and the risk of
orderly actions and relationships formed by the human entrepreneurial function.
With strictly canonical consideration of many circumstances, the combination of
the whole (“business”) and its part (“entrepreneurial function”) is concentrated,
again, in action. This action is based on: a) the indefatigable physical energy of
the individual, b) individual’s unlimited mental self-sufficiency and dedication,
c) excessively strong mental psychic endurance, and finally d) continuous desire
for action in any, even negative, environmental conditions.
The following single point of view put forward by the author has the right to
exist: human activity must always be developed and aimed at ensuring personal
needs, the needs of the family and kin, security, sovereignty and safety of the habitat. This fact is recognized as primary, and everything else is secondary in business relations. In order to achieve even such a minimum, it is required to develop
in a person a multitude of abilities that must be adapted to the establishment of
293
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relations in the society, in its social and productive environments. Both for the
working environment and for business, the main possible abilities are 1) physical
ability to work, defense, protection of life and territorial integrity, 2) cognitive
thinking in the economic environment and 3) professional interaction skills.
Human abilities are formed both in the interaction environment and in the environment of daily living, which together represent the environment of social relations. In this environment, there are interests that hamper or accelerate movement
of the:
а) state empowered with an executive system for managing and regulating
relations;
b) manufacturer with sufficient capital, a fruitful idea and freedom of action;
c) personality, which personifies the ability to work, productive activities, ways
of meaningful entry into the communication systems of the state.
Thus, the constructive principle of accelerating relations in business is determined by the presence in the person of the entrepreneurial function and personality activity. They are interrelated and interdependent.
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Conclusions
The movement of business and service business in the economic environment
of the society is due to the hope of receiving super-profit that is funds or material
assets on an uncountable scale, received by the state, individual or legal entity
as a result of a particular activity in a given period of time. If super-profit is not
achieved for some reason, then the society expects that the expenditure of money
and energy of a person will end with employment efficiency. However, the latter
goes beyond the dreams and intentions of both a businessperson and an entrepreneur.
Regardless of whether it is the business service or any other, the experience
of preparing the individual for orientation in it, the organizational aspects of the
activity, the actual stages of movement towards the goal, the structure of the involved labor and the ways people communicate with the environment are supported by the processes of transformation of thinking, mental, and physical abilities
according to the artificial interaction environment. These processes are enhanced
on a subconscious basis by the degree of a person’s knowledge, mastery of skills
and the use of abilities. Based on this, the practice of cognition of the environment
in all countries of the world is focused on the subordination of the individual to the
external influences. The main directions of knowledge are formed according to
the three groups of pedagogical interaction. They include: 1) training, 2) physical
education and 3) self-preparation. The conceptual set of the most common options
for the consistent approximation of the individual to harmonious or professional
development is implemented using management tools. The sources of establishment of such management are fixed in a variety of educational technologies that
are known297,298,299,300. The desired scheme develops a resource in a person, directed by a variety of methods, techniques and forms to receive benefits, energy
and pleasure that are useful to the society. Since this resource, which is a resource
embedded in a person, is recognized as strategic for national economies, it is un297
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Conclusions

der the control of the state, large-scale industries and large private capital. They
are interested in the development of a person, which will be able to absorb the experience of professional readiness for work, to perceive innovative ideas of selfimprovement, to develop the dynamics of needs and to realize the “prerequisites
for success”. Among the objectives of training and retraining processes, development of the subjective entrepreneurial potential and of the original perception of
the surrounding environment take up their place.
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